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August 16, 1965

Sirs

On behalf of the Pre)ident I am writing to acknowledge your
invitation dated 30 July 1965 to the International Bank for Re-
construction and Development to be represented at the Development
Center on Land Policy and Settlement, which will be held in
Tripoli from 16 to 28 October 1965.

We much appreciate your kind invitation but I regret to
inform you that, owing to other commitments, it will not be possible
for us to send a representative to this Meeting.

Very truly yours,

Lewis Perinbam
Liaison Officer

Development Services Department

The Director-General
Food and Agriculture Organization
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome, Italy

cc: Mr. Reid - Rome
Mr. Burney - Addis Ababa
CENTRAL FILES with incoming correspondence

LP:mar



ORGANIISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE .S PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. G/TE-X/61(b) (RU)

30 July 1965

Invitation to the Development Center on Land
Policy and Settlement for the Near East Region,

Tripoli, Libya,

16-28 October 1965

Reply requested by 31 August 1965

The Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations presents his compliments and has the honor to invite
representation at the Development Center on Land Policy and Settlement
which, at the kind invitation of the Government of Libya will be held
at Tripoli from 16 to 28 October 1965. The provisional prospectus,
containing the general arrangements, is attached.

The purpose of this Center is to provide an opportunity for
participants to discuss land problems and policies in the Near East,
particularly those relating to new land settlement areas. The discussion

...

Mr. George D. Woods
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

WASHINGTON
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will aim at drawing conclusions and lessons from the experience of

participants from the countries of the region, with a view to assisting
Governments in developing their future programs.

The Director-General would appreciate knowing at an early date,

and by 31 August 1965 at the latest, the name and title of the
representative appointed to attend.

-n, S /



FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

DEVELOPMENT CENTER ON LAND POLICY AND SETTLEMENT FOR TBE NEAR EAST

Tripoli - Libya, 16 to 28 October 1965

PROVISIONAL PROSPECTUS

The Twelfth Session of the FAO Conference recommended that FAO, under
the Expanded Program of Technical Assistance, should organize a Land Policy
Center for the Near East Region, with the emphasis on new settlement areas,
At the kind invitation of the Government of Libya, the Center will be held
at Tripoli, Libyap from 16 to 28 October 1965v This will be the second
Center on Land Problems and Policy to be organized in the Near East region,
the first one having been held in Salahuddin, Iraq, in 1955.

Scope and Objectives
The main objective of the Center is to provide an opportunity for

participants to discuss land problems and policies in the Near East,
partioularly those relating to new land settlement areas. The discussion -will
aim at drawing on the experiences of the countries in the region with a view
to assisting governments in developing their future programs.

The importance of agriculture in the participating countries needs no
stressing, since in all of them it provides employment for one-half to
four-fifths of the population, and in nearly all, it is the sector making
the greatest single contribution to the national economy. The development
of agriculture is also closely linked to the type of land tenure and related
rural institutional organization. Improvements in tenure systems and. carrying
out measures in settlements and land reform can, therefore, greatly help in
raising the national income and improving the living conditions of the
farming people. More specifically, the settlement of new land may have a
profound effect on the future development of agriculture and its contribution
to the national economy.

In the Near East several countries have already adopted measures on
land settlement, resettlement and land reform designed to promote the
proper use of agricultural resources and to improve the economic and social
position and. security of the cultivators. The Center will offer an opportunity
for examination and comparative study of these measures and an analysis of
valuable experience gained, particularly in the field of land settlement.
The Center will promote a clearer understanding of the nature of land problems
in the region and of the implications of the various land programs undertaken
so that the participants, who are expected to be senior Government officials,
will be better equipped to make an effective contribution in preparing or
administering effective land policies in their respective countries.

Tentative List of Subjects for Discussion
The following proposed topics will be considered at the meeting in four

different forms: presentation of project statements by Government participants;
papers prepared by the staff of FAO and the participating international

28397/E
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organizations; discussion in -study groups;.and-.organized. 
debate by selected

panels.'Distribution of the topics among the different 
forms will be indicated

in the agenda.

1. The strategy of land problems and policies in the economy 
of the Near East.

2. Planning of new land settlements:

(a) Resource surveys and basic information required;

(b) Measures for enlisting the participation of 
settlers to reduce

initial costs and public investment;

(c) Dispersed settlements vs,. village settlements in planning the

layout of new settlement sahemes; and the problems of infra-

structure (communications, public service);

(d) Problems in planning land settlement programs and 
their integration

in the overall development plan of the country.

3. Special problems encountered in the settlement of nomadic and semi-nomadic

population:
(a) The nomads and land development projects: effects 

of nomadism

(Beouin way of life) on land use and production, including

grazing and animal production;

(b) Problems in water use in arid areas where water is governed by

customary artrangements

(c) Tribal organizations as social institutions in determining the
settlement 'of Bedouins.

4. Legal aspects in transferring land titles and in the 
distribution of

water rights to beneficiaries.

5. Problems of land cadastral surveys and land registration.

6. Problems of size of holdings in the creation of new farming units and

measures to overcome them.

7. The role of institutional services (credit, agricultural 
extension,

cooberatives, marketing) as supporting measures for land settlements

and land reform.

8. Administrative and financial problems in operating land 
reform and

land settlement programs.

9. Necessary measures required and special problems faced in setting 
up

well integrated rural communities in-land settlement and land 
reform

programs.

10. Alternative land tenure systems and farm organization in planning land

settlement and land reform policies (individual family farms, coo eratwe

farms and State farms).
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11. Research and evaluation of land reform and land settlement programs.

In addition, Governments' participants at the Center will present
statements on selected and specific aspects of their respective GQvernment's
land policy which would be of interest to the meeting.

Participation
The following countries will be invited to designate nominees:

Afghanistan, Algeria, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco,

Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, ~United Arab

Republic and Yemen.

It is highly desirable that the nominees should be senior officials

of those branches of the Government concerned with land policy, land

settlement and agrarian reform or should be from the staff of universities
active in this field, and thus be qualified to deal with one or more major

items of the agenda,

The United N; tions Bureau of Social Affairs in New York, International

Labour Office (ILO), World Food Program,. United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (IBRD), and the League of Arab States will be invited to send

representatives. It is expected that some of these-agencies will provide highly

qualified staff members to participate in the Center.

International Non-Government Agencies which operate in the region,
such as the Near East Foundation and Ford Foundation .will also be invited
to send observers.

National organizations engaged in research and training in land

settlements and related fields such as the Institute of Land Reclamation and

Improvement at the University of Alexandria will also be invited to send

observers.

Organization of the Center
The Center will last for a period of 12 days, from Saturday,

16 Octoberthrough Thursday,28 October 1965.

In the morning, the program will consist of plenary sessions with

the participation-of the entire group (staff, participants and observers).

A small number of papers will be presented each morning and the group will

review a few specific selected land problems and programs on a country by

country basis. Ample time will be provided for discussion, questions and

comments on the issues presented. In addition, two panels for organized

debate will be set up to discuss topics of a controversial nature.

In the afternoons participants will be divided into smaller groups
to study special topics more intensively and deeply. These discussion groups

will meet for two or three consecutive afternoons and their reports will be

presented to the plenary session. It is expected that two field trips will

be organized by the host country, which will illustrate the implementation

of programs relevant to the subjects of the Center.
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The functioning of these activities is planned as follows:

a) Country Project Statement. During the plenary sesjionaeach
country will present a country project. These projects are studies of

important land programs of particular importance in the country concerned

and falling within the scope of the Center. As far as possible, country
projects will be grouped according to major types of land policies and

problems in order to facilitate discussion and comparative analysis.

b) Papers. A limited number of papers will be given by the staff
of the Center and by specially appointed consultants. These papers are to
review in broad terms the overall problems under consideration, and are
intended partly as "thought-provoking" contributions and partly as a means
to sift out and clarify the major issues to be discussed by the group. Each
paper will be approximately 30-40 minutes long, followed by an open discussion
period of approximately one hour.

c) Panels. This organized debate features a panel of four or five
members with a coordinator, who introduces the topic and acts as chairman.
Each panel member makes a brief statement in his special field, then the
discussion will-be opened to the floor. At the end, each member of the
panel will have an opportunity to give a summary statement.

o) Discussion Groups. It is hoped that these study groups will
become the "heart" of the Center with the emphasis on intensive, free
and informal exchange of experiences and ideas. A total of six discussion
groups will be organized, three per week. This activity will take up most
of the afternoon sessions. The discussions in each group will be coordinated
by a chairman and a rapporteur selected from among the Centejs's staff and
the participants. Each group's conclusions will be presented to the entire
Center in a plenary session.

The official languages of the Center will be English and French, and
participating Governments will be asked to ensure that their participants
have a working knowledge of one of these languages. Efforts will be made
by the host country to provide some interpretation and translation assistance
in Arabic.

Administration
The host country will make available the Director of the Center,

secretarial and related assistance staff. FAO will provide the Co-Director
who will also act as the Secretary-General of the Center. They will be
assisted by Consultant-Discussion Leaders and by a Secretariat jdintly
provided by the host Government and FAQ. Requests for further information
should be addressed to:

Dr. M. Riad El Ghonemy
Co-Director, Development Center on Land
Policy and Settlement for the Near East Region
Rural Institutions and Services Division

Food and Agriculture Organization of the Unitecd Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla

Rome, Italy
(Cables: GHONEMY FOODAGRI ROME)
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Staff
FAO Staff will consist of specialists in subjects to be dealt with

in the Center, and a number of highly competent consultants specially
recruited for the duration of the Center. Part of the FAO personnel will
be from FAQ Headquarters and the rest from the FAO Regional Office in
Cairo, as well as some FAO experts in land settlement, land reform and
related fields who are already working with countries in the region.
Representatives from international organizations will also constitute part
of the professional staff of the Center.

FAO will provide from FAO Headquarters the Administrative Officer
and a Bilingual-Secretary.

A provisional agenda and a complete list of the professional staff
of the Center will be issued at a later date.



April 27, 1965

Professor Philip M. Raup
Department of Agricultural Economics
Institute of Agriculture
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Philip:

Thank you for your letter of the 20th and the paper "Land
Reform and Agricultural Development." I have read it with a
great deal of interest and have made extensive eornents in
pencil all through the manuscript. I thought it would be
easier to send it back to you in this way rather than to try
and dictate off the whole series of timely comments. I am
hoping, however, that you will let me have a copy of this
or a further draft which I uay keep.

In haste, I am

Most sincerely,

P. F. M. McLoughlin
Projects Department

enclosure

?F~oLT, eob
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August 13, 1964

Dear Mr. Rooth:

Tharik you for your 1Att-r, whiLch was mailhd
on August 9, enclosing two amoranda proper-.d by you.
I am 2. avlng ashington this afternmon on t.h first
stage of 8 ovrs ,qs viSit which I shall make be-
fore our Gov rnors' ?i tings in Toky . I shtll take
your 2,vorpnde with m .and I mi gatfu1 to you for
sanding m. your views on th-es important aubj cts.

I am sorry that w. shall not hav2 the
pleasur. of s ,eing you in Tokyo but, of c ur- , I in-
tirely understand.

Kind personal rsgarda.

SinCerely,

'(Signed) George D. Woods

Georg D. ooid

Mr. Ivar Rooth
3, Norrviksvagan
Lidingo 3
Swedan

GCWishart: ml



August 11, 1964

Deur Mr. Patton-

I an replying to your letter of Awguot 3 In *hich
ye me ym woM like to talk with s abet the posibility
of eetablihimg a Word LadI Bank Credit Divislem of the
Internatial Beank.

I an -wW to seq that I shall wet be in Wa*Iagt.m
en eq of the date* en ubk Ys plan to be bw. I a
leaving this week en a trip %Kish will take m to Tokye for
the Bank's Amal WeetIn early in Soptabor ad swl met
be haek Atil the latter pust of that mvth. The Bank as
a wbolo is Ag d In preparations for that netiag, and I
weMd therefore Aggeot that eq visit to the Bank tak* pie..
dwIng your 3pMabor trip to Wahingtea. Ia q &hm.*,
INbes. David Gojm, A-setant Direeter of the DN lpmaet
Servicas DopLArtme, and ione.1 J. C. Bra., Chief of the
Agrielture Diviiem of the Teehael Operationa D"pramt,
will be pleased to met with yox them. If ym will wit*
or 0al either of these gtla.m, a time am be amanged
Vah emite yer s1..olamm

(Signed) George D. Woods

Qege D. Unda

Mr. Je" G. Patten
President
National Farmars Union
1575 Sherma Sreet
DeOVor I - C03.010"

cc: Mr. David Gordon
Mr. Lionel Evans

%6EB/RHD/jk
August 10, 1964



August 11, 1964

I an replying to ymar letter of Augirt 3 in which

m esV ym would like to talk with e about tho possibilty
of eabiohinkg a World TAMi Pank Ctedit Divislon of the

I = -orr t. sw that I shall Wpt be ir Washingt
on e of the date$ on qbieb you plan to be here. I an

IwAving this week co a trip which will take -w to Tokyo for
the Bek's Armal PAt-i4 early in September au W l nwt
be baek until the latter p&A of that tauth. The Bw& as
a *I* in engaged in pw aratImw for that nehe, Ad I

vwud theruf*" -ggest that vW visit to the Bolk take p1a49
durIng ymar ASetaw tr4p to Wangtaa. Ta aW absewoo,
Maews. Davjd Oorden, Awsistant Dixestar of the Dwvwlopmen+
Servioe Departs"It, awd 1laMM1 J. 0. mavs, Chief of the
ApIfultUwO DiVitasA ef the Tecnical Opatins Departnnt,
will be pleased to met with you tben. If ym will write
or call etther of the. gutleam, a tim. cm be arrnWd
*bieh suits your comemnioem.

suaTl yins,

(Signed) George D. Woods
Osgew D. Wde

Mr. Jm.. G. 'Patte

Natioal Fa"Nors union
1575 shorm" strOt
Doer I - coleuwd

cc: Mr. Dgvid Gordon
Mr. Lionel Ew=s/Cleared with Mr. Aldewereld

sV/nxD/3k
August 10, 1964



FORM No. 57A
(F.4) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. L. J. C. Evans DATE: August 4, 1964

FROM: Don Stoops

SUBJECT: Comments on Pacer Entitled "A Proposal for The Creation of a World
Land Bank"

1. This is a subject in which Jim Patton has long had great interest.
He and Mr. Parkinson have, I believe, correctly summarized some of the
most important limitations associated with financing agricultural pro-
jects in developing countries.

2. The need for the type of financing referred to exists without
doubt. The subject is, however, a sensitive one politically in many
developing countries and may therefore lack the support to make it a
reality.

3. If the subject is seriously pursued, I feel it would have much
more support if incorporated into the framework of the World Bank com-
plex, if this conforms to the Bankts policies. The excellent reputation
which the Bank enjoys would go far in alleviating many of the fears of
developing countries associated with both policy and administration,
Moreover, to separate one type of agricultural financing from others
would be both confusing, overlapping, and wasteful.

DS:nw



A PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF A WORLD LAND BANK

by James G. Patton and Harlan S. Parkinson

The rising wave of concern for the improvement of land tenure
conditions in world agriculture is based upon the knowledge that
present tenure arrangements are both stifling the economic and social
progress of the developing nations and providing the Communists and
other Totalitarian forms of society with a major issue that contri-
butes substantially to the support of their movement throughout the
poor areas of the world.

The free world is searching for ideas and methods for
developing democratically viable and productive economies for people
now suffering from poverty, ill health, ignorance and insecurity.
Our appreciation of the dignity of man and our sense of personal
freedom requires that the development process enlists the participa-
tion and involvement of the people on a voluntary basis.

Three fourths of the world's population and obviously a still
higher proportion of the population of some countries depend on
their entire livelihood from the land. Since the common man, living
in the developing areas of the world is primarily a tiller of the
soil, a program of development which enlists his willing participa-
tion must be one which makes sense to him and meets his basic
aspirations.

Nothing less than the ownership of land will satisfy these
eople iving te ree world thdirsupport in the fight against

orship of the left and the right.'

Because so much of the free world .is rural, agricultural land
reform deeply affects peace and security throughout the world.

Every developing nation faces today a critical challenge in
the ways and means by which their agricultural production may be
stepped up and a stable owner-operator land policy developed. Too
f n nations which seek these ends have such limited credit

- and financial reso tefor and the development of
miy farm agriculture cannot be adequa e

The agrarian structure constituting the institutional frame-
work of agriculture production so important in determining rural
living standards varies from country to country, but certain rural
conditions are common to all of the underdeveloped nations. These
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include uneconomically small farm units, antiquated farming methods,
inadequate credit facilities, extensive unemployment and under-
employment, high farm tenancy, decreasing soil fertility, malnutri-
tion, lack of local self-government, and a failure to provide
essential community services.

At the same time undeveloped lands in many countries repre-
sent a potential major resource for increasing production if finan-
cial resocrces would be available for settlement. Eventually these
areas would become, through the appreciation of land values, a self-
sufficient national resource.

Most of these developing countries have patterns of agricul--
ture which find vast land holdings in the hands of a few land owners
and in many instances the .most productive lands are not presently
accessible to the small farmers.

Individual enterprise in agriculture is often prevented and
always delayed by the lack of financial capability within countries
either purchase land or develop its resources.

Break up of extensive land holdings and the transference of
large equities from agriculture to industrial investment cannot be
accomplished without outside financial assistance accompanied by
effective financial assistance to agrarian reform and land develop-
ment.

While developed rations have demonstrated that individual land
holdings and the family farm type of agriculture to be the most
effective procedure for the production of food and fibre, developing
nations seeking to apply the same procedures are frustrated by the
lack of capital and by traditional insitutions which thwart the
needed re-allocation of land resources into economic family units.

To solve land tenure problems in the agricultural sector and
assist in the industrial and social development of the developing
countries of the free world the authors propose the formation of a
World Land Bank, to do on an international scale what the Federal
Land Bank and the Farmers Home Administration did in the United States
during the administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Basically, the purpose of the Bank would be to provide
sufficient funds to expropriate inefficiently farmed land holdings

.. with prompt and adequate compensation paid to the owners and provide
,family farmers with the financial resources necessary to increase
productivity of the agrarian sector.
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The institution's operation would ensure the transfer of
assets held in land to economically and socially desirable indus-

trial development, avoiding the outflow of capital to Europe and
the United States which is paid to the land-owners on the expro-
priation of their land holdings.

The World Land Bank could be formed as a specialized agency
within the meaningof Article 57 of the United Nations Charter, the
same authority used for the formation of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (Wcrld Bank). It would be capital-
ized from subscriptions both public and private purchased by the
creditor nations of the World, and donations similar to the financ-
ing of the World Bank and the funds made available to the Interna-
tional Development Association.

An example of how the bank could function, is as follows:

1. Under the Agrarian Reform Law proposed by country X in
Latin America, landowners would receive payment for the
expropriation of their land in 20-yr., 5% interest Govern-
ment bonds. Land valuation is based on productive value
at the time of expropriation.

2. The small farmer will receive this land from the Institute
of Agrarian Reform. The Institute will receive a first
mortgage on the land from the new landowner, payable over
a 20-yr. period at an interest rate of 3%.

The World Land Bank at this time would provide from its own
resources and its contacts with the World Bank, the U. N.
Special Fund, the Export-Import Bank, the technical assis-
tance programs of other countries and AID, loans to assist
in increasing land productivity, i.e., agricultural credit
to buy equipment, seed, fertilizer, and provide technical
assistance. The use of this money would be coordinated in
Latin Country X by the-Agricultural Bank, the Agricultural
Extension Agency, the U. N. Special Fund and AID.

3. The most important aspect of the World Land Bank work begins
with step 3. Using as security the first mortgages obtained
from those who received land under the Agrarian Reform pro-
gram, the Latin Government of X borrows from the World Land
Bank 50% or more of the value of the first mortgages. This
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money goes to the Industrial Bank and Industrial Planning
Commission of Latin Country X.

On a selective basis, the landowners who receive 20-yr.
bonds as payment for the expropriation of their land

resources are told by the Government that they can redeem

their bonds by investing the currency equivalent in one

of a series of industries the Latin Government of X feels

desirable for its economic development. This list of
industries should include both prospective new industries

and the purchase of stock in established industries which
the National Planning Commission determines desirable for
X's economic and sociaLJprogress.

If the Government prefers to make this investment for the
landowner, the landowner would be given sheres in a Govern-
ment open-end trust, similar to a mutual fund.

The landowner, on redeeming the Agrarian Reform bonds,

endorses them over to the Government of X. The Govern-

ment of X then bo3rows-fr.omtheWorld Land Bank50&Qof the
value of the Agrarian Reform bonds, using as security the
bonds redeemed by the landowners. This money goes to the
Industrial Bank and the Industrial Planning Commission,
where it is utilized to redeem further Agrarian Reform
bonds and channel the money from the redemption into indus-
trial development.

4. The increasedproductivit of the agricultural and indus-
trial sector and the consequent augmented tax revenues
to the Government will allow the Government to pay off the
hard currency loans made by the World Land Bank.

This process gives the landlord the assurance that his invest-

ment in land will be paid in a currency that does not suffer devalua-
tion, as the industries he or the governments invest in produce goods
which follow inflationary price increases. It also permits a clean

transfer of assets from the agricultural sector into the industrial
sector without a foreign capital flight.

The availability of national funds for local investment would
also encourage a greater inflow of private capital and private
technical assistance as foreign -investors want national money in
their enterprises to protect them from nationalization and discrimi-
natory regulations.
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The agrarian reform acts as the necessary wealth distri-
buting mechanism to bring the forgotten half of the free world
into the 20th century. It will allow them to produce, and in
producing create the market necessary to support viable indus-
tzial development.

The entire program is self-liquidating as the increased
productivity of the land helps pay for the Agrarian Reform
program and as tax revenue ..will increase proportionate to the
increase in agricultural and industrial production, the Latin
Government of X can meet its international credit obligations.

As a philosophical concept and a practical working idea
agrarian reform stems from the French enlightenment to Thomas
Jefferson, Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln, from John Sturat
Mill and William Gladstone, from Daniel Webster, Thomas Hart
Benton and Franklin D. Roosevelt--not from Marx, Lenin, Stalin
and Mao.

The Communists advocate and exploit land reform as the
avowed means of giving land to the landless, while actually
intending to collectivize the land, substituting the State for the
Latifundista.

An integral part of the American heritage is that it is
socially and economically desirable that the man who works the
soil should own it. This fundamental concept was firmly imbedded
in American life at the time of our revolution and serves today
as the foundation of the family farm, an institution which has
contributed substantially to the social, economic and political
development of the United States.

Because of the importance of this concept in the United
- States, we should strive to apply the same principles in our foreign

aid program.

The concept of a World Land Bank springs from our most fully
7, accepted traditions, out of experience we have gained throughout our

land and the world for the last two centuries, and out of the needs
of the Free World today to assert constructive leadership toward
social justice and economic progress for all men.



FoRM No. i9 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(9-62) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCI ATION CORPORATI ON

Date

ROU TIN G SLIP August 6 , 1964

OFFICE OF- THE PRESIDENT

N ame Room No.

1. Mr. Demuth

2. Mr. Aldewereld

Action Farr Note and File
SApproval _nay _ Note and Return

___Comment ___Prepare Reply

___Full Report ___Previous Papers

hInformation _asing Recommendation
___Initial ___Signature

Remarks

Please have someone read this through
and let me know whether someone should
visit with the President of'the
National Farmers Union. I shall not
be available on any of the dates of
his forthcoming Washington visits,
but perhaps you should arrange to see
him.

FromG. D. Woods



NTAT I NAL~ F'AXRIE JR S T N I N

1575 SHERMAN STREET DENVER 1 COLORADO

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

August 3, 1964

Mr. George D. Woods
President
World Bank-International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development
1818 - H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Woods:

I have been wanting to visit with you
for a long time. I am particularly interested
in visiting with you about the idea of develop-
ing a World Land Bank Credit Division of the
World Bank.

-I am sending you a copy of a(Confidential
Report I made to Paul Hoffman on Peru and would
like an opportunity to visit with yo .

I will be in Washington August 17, 18,
and 19 and will be there September 14 and 15.
If possible, I would like to have an appointment.

Later on I would li to have a chance to
discuss this whole area th you an Paul Hoffman.

Kindest personal /regards.

inprel ,

S JA G. PATTON
President
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I believe that it is a mistake that the aim for both indust-

rial and developing countries at present is stated as an in-

crease by a certain percentage of the G.N.P. Thereby, many

things are overlooked. One is the fact that a part of an in-

creased G.N.P. consists of higher wages and prices, although

this is no real improvement for the country. It is also over-

looked that nowadays, especially in industrial countries, a

substantial part of the increased G.N.P. comes from increased

employment in service industries. It goes without saying that

there are many services which are necessary to a proper func-

tioning of an economy, such as most of the transport. However,

a lot of work in service industries only consists of unnecessa-

ry consumption and this is no real improvement.

In countries with heavy unemployment or underemployment, more

demand for manpower means reduced unemployment. To the extent

possible the unemployed should be put at productive work, such

as reafforestation, soil conservation and road building.

In countries with a shortage of manpower, the result of in-

creasing demand from service industries is, of course, a more

rapid increase of wages and of prices.

It is a pity that in most industrial countries people are told

that the standard of living should continue to increase as it

has been doing during the time after the second World War.

Very few people in these countries realize that if we really

want to help the developing countries, this cannot be done

without some sacrifices on the part of the industrial countries

themselves or of certain segments of their population either in

refraining from a higher standard of living and/or in reducing

the actual standard.

june 1964 /

Ivar Rooth

3, Norrviksvagen
lidingd 3
Sweden



A common-sense approach to development problems of countries like

India and Pakistan.

This is only an attempt to give some examples. It is not intended to

be a comprehensive study.

What is most important for a developing country?

My answer is: Do "first things first".

This means

a) to approach the problem in a practical way and adapt the work

according to the local situation,

b) to provide enough food for the people and

c) to reduce local unemployment.

I. To improve the food situation the following should be done.

1) Reduction of the waste of seed, foodgrain and perishable food.

This also includes improvements in storage, in marketing and in

transports from the areas where the food is produced to consumers e.g.

by better vehicles, roads and bridges.

Simple air-tight tin containers, glazed earthenware, glass or

plastic should be provided for every family in hot and humid areas.

Air- and water-tight bins requiring only local labour and

materials, with capacities of 50 to 2,000 tons, are required for

large landlords, co-operatives and grain merchants. "The Ctesiphon

Airtight Storage Bin", used for many years in Cyprus, is a good

example of what is needed.

For more heavily populated areas and for long-term storage

Standard Component Grain Silos ought to be built in places which from

the distribution point of view are most important.

Air-tight pits are in many countries dug in soft rock. In others

large underground concrete pits have been built.

In some countries, a simple traditional pit method of storage has

been ruined by the rising of the water-table due to seepage from

irrigation canals.
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2) Improved transportation facilities for food products will, of

course, also reduce waste and thus increase supply.

To increase the supply of fish and to improve the lot of the

fishermen more ice must be produced where the fish is landed. If

cheap ice were available to fishermen and fish merchants, more

fish could be caught and sold inland. The lack or shortage and the

often high price of ice puts a limit on the time and distance fish

may be kept and transported. During the war, fish was sent success-

fully from Karachi to Calcutta even during the hot season when

packed in sufficient ice.

Refrigerator lorries, railway wagons and cold storage depots

would be of great help in supplying the large industrial areas and

cities with fish, meat and fruit.

Better crating of fruit and vegetables will prevent much waste.

3) Increased agricultural production.

To obtain a higher yield the following is needed:

a) Upgrading of seed by sorting by hand or machine.

b) Better but simple farm implements.

c) The beat use should be made of available water. It should be

regulated locally and paid for.

d) More water by digging new wells. Medium lift pumps can raise the

water from wells and rivers for local irrigation.

e) Better drainage in areas where the water-table is high.

f) Better water by reducing pollution.

g) New industrial and irrigation projects should not be started which

friy encroach on the existing demand for water by agriculture, Industry

and domestic supply.

h) Reducing erosion through reafforestation and wind-breaks.

i) Irrigating and fencing of grazing and forest lands.

j) More fertilizers.

k) More manure for the fields instead of burning cow-dung. This

cannot be obtained unless

1) More domestic fuel is provided by cultivation of fuelwood for

villages and cities.



m) The cultivator must be given an incentive to increase agricul-

tural yields by improving the share-cropping system. Only when he

is able to retain for himself, say, 50 per cent of the crop, he

will be able to feed his family and have a surplus to sell on the

market. This surplus will enable him to buy food which is not

locally grown, clothes for the family and necessary implements.

Until the farmers make enough money to buy these things, it will

not be possible to get a market for many of the new industries.

Land reform including breaking up of big estates will, at least

to begin with, lead to reduced production. It will take a long

time before such a scheme is passed by the parliament and then it

takes a long time before it can be implemented. It is important to

introduce only projects that do not go against the tabus of a country.

Although the caste system is not such a tabu, I am aware of that,

in spite of the Indian legislation, caste reactions are difficult

to get rid of and may prevent effective work.

II. Providing work for as many of the unemployed and of the underemployed

as possible.

One means of doing this is reafforestation as mentioned above;

plant forests for fuel wood and trees around fields as windbreaks.

Forests are specially needed in the catchment area.

Reafforestation is also needed in certain areas to provide raw

material for timber, woodpulp and paper industries.

Where forests have been felled, floods in some areas cause erosion

and in others sand drift.

It goes without saying that reafforestation solves only a very

small part of the unemployment in big cities such as Calcutta. Let

us hope that the situation between hindus and moslems may return to

what it was before the war. Then at least the flow of new refugees

to Calcutta might be reduced.

b) Recruiting people for the forces may reduce some unemployment.

Increased military expenditure is, however, not to be recommended.

On the contrary, too much money in most developing countries goes to

military expenditure that is really not necessary and which the country



cannot afford. Mr. Black and many others have repeatedly stressed

this aspect. On the other hand, it goes without saying, that India

has a deplorable but good excuse for those armament expenditures

which have been necessary after the Chinese attack.

c) Lack of time and knowledge prevent me from commenting on other

ways of reducing unemployment such as building dams and tanks

mainly by using manual labour instead of big machines. This used

to be done in the Indian subcontinent and it has been done also

after the war.

III.New industries.

1) Prospecting should be started if there are indications of:

a) oil or natural gas anywhere in the country but

b) metals or coal, only if it is not too far away from a railway

or the coast.

2) A study is now being made in India about new timber, puilp and

paper industries. It is, therefore, important that tree-nurseries

are started as soon as possible in areas which seem suitable for such

industries.

The need for fuel-wood and nurseries for such saplings has been

mentioned before.

3) Priority should be given to industries based on local raw materials.

4) Before a decision is made on a new industrial project, the trans-

port and water problems should be thoroughly studied.

5) There is lack of administrators, engineers and skilled labour.

It is, therefore, a realistic approach to start industries where

know-how is needed only in cooperation with a foreign group which

is willing to take a substantial interest in the project and is willing

to provide the instruction necessary.

As some examples may be mentioned.

a) the match factories in India,

b) various industries started by Swedish companies e.g. in Poona,

c) a superphosphate plant in Tunisia,

d) the iron mines in Liberia.

Repair and maintenance shops have been built in combination with

many of these indu3tries.
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IV: More education.

Some branches of education are more important than others. The

following ones have, I believe, a very high priority. The order

in which they are mentioned does not indicate the order of their

priority.

a) Teachers for elementary, second grade, technical, business and

agricultural schools. I am not thinking of universities and similar

institutions which I consider less important than those mentioned.

b) There is e.g. a lack of foremen, mechanics able to repair various

types of machinery, steelworkers, competent clerical staff includ-

ing secretaries, able to type, to take shorthand and to write English.

In many countries there is a great shortage not only of teacherb

at all levels but there are also not enough pupils for universities

and high schools. There is also the risk that many of most of

these having got higher education, at home or abroad, will be anxious

to get a job abroad or at least be unwilling to work in the country-

side.

If this line of thinking is followed, the work for eradication

of illiteracy cannot make a first priority, although it would be

valuable. For instance, in many factories at present instructions

cannot be passed on to everybody by statements on billboards or by

printed messages but have to be given orally and are then often soon

forgotten. However, in spite of this and many other advantages of

eradicated illitaracy, teaching of the "three H:s" to everybody

should be taken on only gradually.

V. Foreign aid and loans should be given only for projects that have a

priority.

VI. The time element is most important in most developing countries.

Those countries and institutions giving loans and aid should

always be aware of what the Indian Ambassador to Sweden Khub Chand

said a couple of years ago in a speech in Rome: India has many re-

sources "but India does not have time".

May 12th, 1964

Ivar Rooth
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Mr. Br

For information.

J.G.

Joseph Gold
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A PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF A VICRLD LAND BANK

by JAbMS G, PAT TON and FVAR LAN S. PA'RKINSON

The rising wave of concern for the improvemeant of land tenure conditions

in world agriculture is based upon the knowledge thpI present tenure

arirangements are both stifling the economic and social progress of the

developing nations and providing the Communists and other Totalitarian

forms of society with a major issue that contributes substantially to the

support of their movement throughout the poor areas of the world.

The free world is searching for'ideas nd methods for developing demo-

cratically viable and productive economics for people now suf fering

from poverty, Ill health, ignorance and insecurity. Our appreciation

of the dignity of man and our sense of personal freedom requires that

the development process enlists the participation and involvement of the

people on a volunary basis.

Three fourths of the word's population and obviously a still higher propor-

tin of the population of some countries depend on their entre livelihood

from the lad, Since the common rman, living in the developing areas of

the world is primarily a tillr of the soil, a programa of devc-lopment

which enlists his willing participation must be one which makes sense

to him anid meets his basic aspirations.

Nothing less than the onership of land will satisfy these people, giving

the free world their support in the fight against dictatorship of thV left

and the right.

Because so mauch of the free world is rualA agricultural development

deeply affects peace and security throughout the world,

Every developing nation faes today a critical challenge in the ways and

man by which ther agricultural production may be stepped up and a

stable ownae-peraptr lnd policy developed. Too frequently nations

which seek these ends have such limited credit and finanial reources

that the develongset of family farm agriculture cannot be adequately

The agrarian structure constituting the Institutional framework of

agricultural production so Imnportant in determining rural living standards

varies from country to country, but certain rural conditions are common

to all of the under-developed nations. These include uneconomically
small farm units, antiquated farming methods, inadequate credit facilities,

extensive unemployment and under -employment, high farm tenancy,

decreasing soil fertility, malnustrition, ladk of local self-government,

and a failure to provide essential commnity services.
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At the same time undeveloped lands in many countries represent a

potential major resource for increasing production if financial

resources could be available for land settlement. Eventually these

areas would become, through the appreciation of band values, a self-

sufficient national resource.

Most of these developing countries have patterns of 'agriculture wh

find vast land holdings in the haan of a few land owners and in many

instances the most productive lands are not presently accessibe

t'o smmal farmers. Individual enterprise in agriculture is often

prevented and always delayed by the lack of finanal capabilty wihi

countries to either purchase land or develop its resources.

The break up of extensive land holdings and the transfer of large equities

froem agricultral to industrial investment cannot be accomplished

wthout outside financial assistance accompanied by effective financial

assistance to agrarian reform and lad developmnt.

While developed nations have demonstrated that individual land holdings

and the family farm type of agriculture to be the most effective procedur';

for the production of food and fibe, developing nations seeking to apply

the same procedures are frustrated by the lack of capital -nd by

taditional institutions which thwart the needed re-allocatin of land

resources into economic family units.

To solve land tenure problemts itheagriculural sector and assist in

the industrial and social developmen#t of the developing countries of the

free world the authors propose the formation of a --drld Land Bank.

Bascally, the purpose ofthme Bank would be to provide sufficient funds

to expropriate inefficiently farmed land holdings with prompt and adequat,

comenstio pad t th owe ad poe family farmiers with the

financial resources necssary to increae the productivity of te

agrarian setor.

The instttion's oeration would ensugre the transfer of assets held in

land to economicdalad socially desirable industrial development,

avoidingth ouetflow of capital to Europe and the United States which is

paid to the lad-oners on the expritin of te land holdings.

Th Worl Land Bank could be formed as a specialized agency within the

maning of Article 57 of the United Natons Chareter, tho same authority

used for the fomto ofte Ineratioal MeBn r Reconstruction and

Development (World Bank). It would be capitalized from subscriptions

both public and private purchased by the credtor natins of the Word

and donations similar to the financing of the World Ban and th fudr

made available to the Internatiowil Developmnt Association.



An example of how the bank could fumtion, is as follows:

1, Under the Agrarian Reform Law proposed by country X in

Latin America, landowners would rcceivo. payment for the

expropriation of their land in 20-yr, 5% iterest government

bonds. Land valuation is based on productivo value at the

timne of expropriation.

2. The samall farmer will receive this land fromn the Institute of

Agarian Reform. The Institute will receive a first mortgage

on the land from the new landowner, payable over a ZO-yr.

period at an interest rate of 3%.

The World Land Bank at this time would provide from its own

resources and its contacts with the World Bank, the U, N.

Special Fund, the Export-Import Bank, the technical assistance

programs of other cuntries and AID, loans to assist in

,increasing land productivity. i. e. , agricultural credit to

buy equipment, seed, fertilizer, and provide tehnical assistance.

The use of this money would be coordinated in Latin Country X

by the Agricultural Bank, the Agricutural Extension Agency,

the U. N. Special Fund and AIDi

3. The most important aspect of te World Land Bank work begins

with step 3. Using as security the frest mortgages obtained

4now fom thoe who received land uer e Q Agrarian Reform

prgrpam, the Latin Governmenat of X borrows from the World

Land B-.nk 50% or more of the value of the first mortgages.

This money goes to the Industrial Bank and Industrial Planing

Commission of Latin Country X.

On a selective basis, the landowners who receive 20-yr. bonds

as payment for the exropiation oftheirland resources are

told by the Government that they r-an redeem their bonds by

investing the currency equivalent in one of a series of industries

the Latin overnmns of X feels desirable for its economic

development. This list of industries should include both

- poapetieew industries and the purchase of stock in established

industries.which the National Plaig Commission determines

desirable for X's eonomic and social progress.

If the overnment prefers to make this investment for the land-

owee andow would be given shares in a Government open

end trust, siilar to a mutual fund.

The landowner n rseedeeming the Agaan Reform bonds, endorses

them over to the Goerntment of X. The Governmment of X then



borrows from the World Land Bank 50% of the value of the

Agrarian Reformn bonds, using as seurity the bonds redeemed
by the landowners. This money goes to the Industrial Banjk and
the Industrial Planing Commission, where it is autizd to
redeema further Agrarian Reform bonds a --d channel the money
froms the redemption into industrial development.

4. Tho increased productivity of the agricultural and industrial sector
and the consequent augmented tax revenues to the Government
will allow the Government to pay off the hard currency loans
made by the World Land Bank.

This proess given the landlord the assurance that his investment in land
will be paid in a currency that does not suffer devaluation, an the industries
he or the governments invest in produce goods which follow inflationary
price increases. It also permits a clean transfer of assets from the
agricultural sector into the industrial sector without a foreign capital
fght.

The availability of national funds for local investment would also encourage
a greater inflow of private capital and private technical assistance as
foreign investors want national money in their enterprises to protect theim
from nationaliation and discriminatory regulations.

The agrarian reform acts n the neessary wealth distributing mechaim'
to-zig he forgotten half of the free world into the 20th century. It
wifallw theme to produce. and in producing create the market neessary

to support viable industal dev-een

The entire program is self-iquidating as the increased productivity of the
jand helps pay for the agrarian reormss program and as tax revenue will
increase proportionate to the increase in agricultural and industrial
productn the Latin Government of X can meet its international credit
obligations.

As a philosophical concept and a practical working idea agrarian reform
semais fromn the French enlightesnmnt to 'Thomase Jefferson, Andrew Jackson
and Abraham incoln,= froms John Sturat MiU and Willam Gladstone,
from Daniel Webster, Thomaes Hart Benton and Franklin D. Rosevelt-
not fromn Marx, Lenin, Salin and Mao.

The Comusdts advocate and exploitland reform s the avowed rneans
of giving land to the lndless while actually intending to collectivize the
land; sbstituting the State for the Latifundista.

An integral part of the Americn heritage in thamt it is socially and
economically desirable that the man who works the soil should own it.



This hindamentO concept was firmly imbedded in American life at

the time of our revolution and serves today as the foundation of the

family farm, an institution which has contributed 3ubstantially to
the social, economic and political development of the United States.

Because of the importance of this concept in the United States, we
should strive to apply the same principle in our foreign aid program.

The concept of a World Land Bank springs from our most fully

accepted traditions, out of experience we have gained throughout 2

our land and the world for the last two centuries, and out of the needs

of the Free World today to assert constructive leadership toward
social justice and economic progress for all men.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I NTERNATI ONAL FINA
ASSOCIATION CORPORA:4Q-

Feb 1,8
Dick:

You know that a similar note went from
Woods to Knapp and Rosen/Diamond. Not to Westerr
Hemisphere. Knapp noticed latter absence and
commented on it to Woods (I am told), also point-
ing ossibility that Woods would receive three
uncoordinated views. He suggested, and Woods
agreed, that deVries be asked to consider pro-
posal, dalk to others and prepare reply for
Woods acceptable to all those concerned.

Diamond, levries, Sandberg and I met with
two AID men today arxi mostly raised questions.
deVries will prepare note for Woods.

AID men said that Special Fund is actively
co, 4.dering World Land Bank scheme and intends
to -avestigate possibility in Peru (in April)
and Iran (later), presumably as pilpt areas.

If you have any interest in Aearning details
of meeting, you can ask me about it.

SEB



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

February 27, 1964

Mr. Kn p:

At a meeting in Bill Diamond's office to discuss
with AID representatives the agrarian reform proposal
for Peru on which Ted Moscoso asked for Mr. Woods'
comments, the attached paper was left with Bill by
the AID people. They said that the proposal for a
World Land Bank embodied in the paper had been put
to Paul Hoffman (presumably by the proponent), that
Hoffman had expressed interest and that the Special
Fund planned to investigate its possibilities in Peru
(in April) and in Iran (later). I showed the paper
to Dick--he thought you might be interested in seeing
it.

Shirley Boskey



THE WORLD LAND BANK

Since December 1962, work has been under way to initiate a

World Land Bank to assist the countries of Latin America and other

developing areas of the World to attain a meaningful agrarian
reform.

The idea to establish a World Land Bank was first articulated
by James G. Patton) President of the National Farmers Union, past
President of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers
and the current President of the Freedom From Hunger Foundation.

r-Iost recently, Mr. Patton spoke of the proposed World Land
Bank at the Second General Ordinary Conference of Inter-American
Agrarian Organizations, held in Mexico City in June, 1963. The
World Land Bank proposal was adopted by the Inter-American Agrarian
Organization in formal resolution on September 17, 1963. Mr. Patton's
proposal was adopted earlier at the thirteenth General Conference of
the International Federation of Agricultural Producers (IFAP) in
Dublin, Ireland, on May 21st, 1963.

Stated simply, the purpose of the World Land Bank is to pro-
vide sufficient funds to expropriate inefficiently farmed land
holdings with prompt and adequate compensation paid to the owners,
and provide small farmers the financial resources necessary to
increase the productivity of the agrarian sector.

The World Land Bank will be formed as a specialized agency
ithin the meaning of Article 57 of the United Nations Charter, the

same authority used for the formation of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (World Bank). It will be capitalized
from subscriptions both public and private purchased by the creditor

nations of the World, and donations similar to the financing of the

World Bank and the funds made available to the International Develop-

ment Association.

An example of how the bank could function, is as follows:

1. Under the Agrarian Reform Law proposed by country X in
Latin America, landowners would receive payment for the
expropriation of their land in 20-yr, 5% interest Govern-
ment Bonds. Land valuation is based on productive value
at the time of expropriation.
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2. The small farmer will receive this land from the Institute
of Agrarian Reform. The Institute will receive a first
mortgage on the land from the new landowner, payable over
a 20-year period at an interest rate of 3%.

The World Land Bank at this time would provide from its
own resources and its contact with the World Bank, the
UN Special Fund, the Export-Import Bank, the technical
assistance programs of other countries and AID, loans to
assist in increasing land productivity, i.e., agricultural
credit to buy equipment, seed, fertilizer, and provide
technical assistance. The use of this money would be
coordinated in Latin Country X by the Agricultural Bank,
the Agricultural Extension Agency, the UN Special Fund and
AID.

3. The most important aspect of the World Land Bank work be-
gins with step 3. Using as security the first mortgages
obtained from those who received land under the Agrarian
Reform program, the Latin Government of X borrows from the
World Land Bank 50% or more of the value of the first
mortgages. This money goes to the Industrial Bank and
Industrial Planning Commission of Latin Country X.

On a selective basis, the landowners who receive 20-year
bonds as payment for the expropriation of their land
resources are told by the Government that they can redeem
their bonds by investing the currency equivalent in one of
a series of industries the Latin Government of X feels
desirable for its economic development. This list of
industries should include both prospective new industries
and the purchase of stock in established industries which
the National Planning Commission determines desirable for
X's economic and social progress.

If the Government prefers to make this investment for
the landowner, the landowner would be given shares in a
Government open-end trust similar to a mutual fund.

The landowner, on redeeming the Agrarian Reform bonds,
endorses them over to the Government of X. The Govern-
ment of X then borrows from the World Land Bank 50% of
value of the Agrarian Reform bonds, using as security the
bonds redeemed by the landowners. This money goes to the
Industrial Bankd and the Industrial Planning Commission,
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where it is utilized to redeem further Agrarian Reform

bonds and channel the money from the redemption into
industrial development.

4. The increased productivity of the agricultural and

industrial sector and the consequent augmented tax
revenues to the Government will allow the Government
to pay off the hard currency loans made by the World
Land Bank.

This process gives the landlord the assurance that his invest-
ment in land will be paid in a currency that does not suffer

devaluation, as the industries he or the governments invest in pro-
duce goods which follow inflationary price increases. It also
permits a clean transfer of assets from the agricultural sector into
the industrial sector without a capital flight to Europe or the
United States.

The entire program is self-liquidating as the increased pro-
ductivity of the land helps pay for the Agrarian Reform program and
tax revenue will increase proportionate to the increase in agricul-
tural and industrial production, allowing the Latin Government of X
to meet its international credit obligations.



Mr. Ailliam Diamorx February 17, 1964

Henry B. Thoma"s

Notes on Two apers_ Dealing Vith Agrarian Reform

The following are some notes on two papers dealing with agrarian

reform, vith comments on the workabi ity of the proposal presented in
the second paper, which you requested I prepare.

A. "Financial Aspects of Agrnrian Reform" - prepared by the Pan American
Utnion.

This pvper deals primarily .th the financial imDlications of re-
distributin, land. It stresses the need for clearly spelling out the financial
objectives of agrarian reform so that the progr&ms developed are con-
sistent with these objectives. The paper is written from a technical

point of view and doors not lend itself easily to summarization.

Section I considers the major problem of deciding upon the extent
to which present owners of land are to be compensated for their prop'erties.
The philosophy of the Charter of Punta del Este is com only assumed to
imply that just compensation will be paid for expropriated property.
However, a cssh pay-ent equivalent to the earket valua at the time of
sale could put an undue financial burden on the loverhment.

The central idea expressed in the paper is that the cost of land
redistribution need not place an undue financial burden upon any
government and compensation to present landowners can approximate
full value if the new owners of land are na e to pa: for the land at
its real value. This idea is supported through the concept of "use
cost" for all factors of production, including land.

The s ction closes with some rief general comments. It is pointed
out that financing agrariaa reform programs is no differen from financ-
ing other government projects. It is stated that one of the principal
objectives of agrarian reform is the redistribution of incoire but that
the way in which income is to be redistributed through land zwdistribu-
dion is seldom made clear. The two possibilities, modifying the
distribution of current agricultural income or also changing the dis-
tribution of assets, are briefly discussed.

Section II consider6 how the source of revenue for financing
agrarian re orm programs affects sectoral income transfers. Three
sources of revenue are discussed: (1) revenue generated as a result
of the program, i.e., from the new owners, (2) revenue taken froia the
wealth and income of owners of large tracts of agricultural land, and
(3) revenue transferred from the non-farm sector.

Section III discussed more fully the problem of whether the re-

distrTution -fad is to result in income tranefers and, if so,
whether only current income is to be aifected or whether there is
also to be a redistribution of assets. It is pointed out that one ef
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the principal means of affecting such an income transfer, particularly
with respect to a redistribution of assets, is the prices established
f or buying and selling land.

After discussing the difference between the "price" of land and its
"value", five methods of determining land value are presented. These
are:

1. value as determined by the free land market;
2. capitalized value basl on income calculated from historical

yields and costs;
3. capitalized value based on income potential calculated from

potential yields and costs;
4. assessed value; and
5. self-assessed value.

The merits and shortcomings of each method are then discussed.

Section IV deals with various methods for financing land transfers.
These intlude

1. new owners to begin paying for land after a grace period of from
three to five years with these payments, in turn, beiig used to
pay the present owners;

2. payment in full to present owners at the time of purchase;
3. owners of expropriated land being paid with ten, 15 or 20-year

government bonds;
4. linking land redistribution to industrialization through payment

in industrial development bonds; and
5. renting of land from present owners (with perhaps purchase options).

Section V discusses colonization projects, which refer to settlement
of areailargely devoid of population and infrastructure. The financial
aspects of these programs, which are different from the financial aspects
of land redistribution programs, are discussed.

Seetion VI concludes that land redistribution can take place without
undue N7nnialr strain on governments if the present owners are compensated
by monthly or annual payments made by the new owners. It is stated, however,
that this suggested program over-simplifies the problem as underlying
agrarian reform is the intent to redistribute income and wealth in the
process of redistributing land. Thus, present owners are to be paid less
than they presently value their land and new owners will buy it for even
lower prices.
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B. "A Potential Institution and Procedure for Financing Agrarian Reform
and Stimulating Industrialization in Peru" - Fred Mann & Melvin Blase for
A.I.D.

This paper conceptualizes an institutional arrangement which will enable
the sale of agricultural land to smaller owner-operators and the investment
of the land-sale proceeds in new industry to become a reality. (This repre-
sents an extension of and elaboration on the idea expressed in the first
paper of financing land transfers through issuance of industrial develop-
ment bonds.) The institutional arrangement proposed is described in fairly
general terms; what follows is a summary of the main points of the scheme.

The A-I Trust: Central to the proposal is the establishment of an
institution called the Agrarian-Industrial Investment Trust (the AI Trust).
It is the only new institution called for and will be assisted by the several
already established institutions in Peru.

Agrarian Reform: The A-I Trust will purchase land from the large land-
owners issuing trust certificates as payment. The former land-owner will
have a choice of two types of certificates, 5% fixed return ei full-risk
certificates. The A-I Trust will resell the land to relatively small-scale
owner-operators in exchange for small down-payments and negotiable notes for
the balance of the purchase price. These notes will be guaranteed by the
Government.

Liquifying the Assets of the A-I Trust: The A-I Trust will use the notes
it receives from land buyers as collateral for loans from national and inter-
national financing agencies. These loans would carry the going rate of interest
in the particular market. In addition, the Trust will pledge its industrial
assets as collateral for these loans as these assets are acquired.

It is envisaged that the Government of Peru would provide "seed money"
to the Trust, perhaps $1 million. Also, U.S. A.I.D. would be expected to
provide a long-term, low interest loan to compensate for the extent of the
discounting of the A-I Trust's eollateral. It is stated that this will allow
the Trust to hold liquid assets to the full face value of trust certificates
it has issued.

Industrial Development: The A-I Trust will look to existing institutions
for direction in investing its assets. There are three alternative ways for
making investments:

1. investment by the former landowners themselves;
2. investment in risk capital by the Trust; and
3. investment in debt capital by the Trust.

A former landowner will be given a period of time, e.g., one year, to
decide whether he or the Trust will invest the cash amount of his trust



certificate. If he decides to do so, he would be allowed to redeem the
value of his certificate for investment in approved industries. If he
chooses to invest in a wholly owned enterprise, there would be further
requirements such as the amount of investment to come from other sources,
various guarantees of performance, guarantees that the investment would
not leave the country within a fixed period, etc.

If the former land-owner elects to retain his trust certificate, the
A-I Trust can invest in risk capital. Certain controls will be placed on
the Trust concerning the balance to be required in its investment portfolio.

Investment in debt capital will be the third alternative open to the
Trust. It is expected, however, that this alternative would be used less
than investment in risk capital.

Termination of the A-I Trust: The trust will be self-liquidating.
Any increase in the proportion of assets to debts -- as (1) the land
purchase payments are made, (2) trust investments are made, and (3) earnings
are accumulated -- will be distributed in kind to the certificate holders
as a partial termination of the trust. The A-I Trust will completely
terminate its operations when all certificate holders have received a dis-
tribution in kind of all trust assets and after all loan commitments are
satisfied.

Other Considerationst The paper concludes with a discussion of three
aspects of the proposal. These are:

1. the exclusion of any attempt to deal with the public welfare
aspects of the agrarian reform problem;

2. relationship to other tenure and transfer forms; and

3. the management needed to coordinate all activities specified
in the proposal.
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Comments on the Wrkability of the Proposal

A major weakness in the proposal is the assumption that the notes

received from the new aewar--operators will be easily marketable. Though
they carry the guarantee of the Government, it is not clear that they will
be acceptable in foreign markets as collateral without substantial dis-

counting. Though Peruta currency is currently stable, any inflationary
trends would increase the amount of discounting on these notes, especially
if the rediscounting facilities were to be available for A long term.

Local sources of funds would probably not be sufficiently large to cover

the extent of borrowing envisaged.

It is assumed that a long-term,, low interest loan from A.I.D. would
be available to cover any discounting th&t was required. It is doubtful,
if this discount were large, that a loan of the required magnitude would
be available.

Without further information on the interest rates the notes from the

new owner-.operators will carry the marketability of these notes, or the

returns available on industrial investments in Peru, little can be said

on the profitability of the proposal.



THE WORLD LAND BANK tj

Since December 1962, work has been under way to initiato tL-
World Land Bank to assist the countries of Latin America and other
developing areas of the World to attain a meaningful agrarian
reform.

The idea to establish a World Land Bank was first articulated
by James G. Patton, President of the National Farmers Union, past
President of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers
and the current President of the Freedom From Hunger Foundation.

Most recently, Mr. Patton spoke of the proposed World Land
Bank at the Second General Ordinary Conference of Inter-American
Agrarian Organizations, held in Mexico City in June, 1963. The
World Land Bank proposal was adopted by the Inter-American Agrarian
Organization in formal resolution on September 17, 1963. Mr. Patton's
proposal was adopted earlier at the thirteenth General Conference of
the International Federation of Agricultural Producers (IFAP) in
Dublin, Ireland, on May 21st, 1963.

Stated simply, the purpose of the World Land Bank is to pro-
vide sufficient funds to expropriate inefficiently farmed land
holdings with prompt and adequate compensation paid to the owners,
and provide small farmers the financial resources necessary to
increase the productivity of the agrarian sector.

The World Land Bank will be formed as a specialized agency
within the meaning of Article 57 of the United Nations Charter, the
same authority used for the formation of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (World Bank). It will be capitalized
from subscriptions both public and private purchased by the creditor
nations of the World, and donations similar to the financing of the
World Bank and the funds made available to the International Develop-
ment Association.

An example of how the bank could function, is as follows:

1. Under the Agrarian Reform Law proposed by country X in
Latin America, landowners would receive payment for the
expropriation of their land in 20-yr, 5% interest Govern-
ment Bonds. Land valuation is based on productive value
at the time of expropriation.
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2. The small farmer will receive this land from the Institute
of Agrarian Reform. The Institute will receive a first
mortgage on the land from the new landowner, payable over
a 20-year period at an interest rate of 3%.

The World Land Bank at this time would provide from its
own resources and its contact with the World Bank, the
UN Special Fund, the Export-Import Bank, the technical
assistance programs of other countries and AID, loans to
assist in increasing land productivity, i.e., agricultural
credit to buy equipment, seed, fertilizer, and provide
technical assistance. The use of this money would be
coordinated in Latin Country X by the Agricultural Bank,
the Agricultural Extension Agency, the UN Special Fund and
AID.

3. The most important aspect of the World Land Bank work be-
gins with step 3. Using as security the first mortgages
obtained from those who received land under the Agrarian
Reform program, the Latin Government of X borrows from the
World Land Bank 50% or more of the value of the first
mortgages. This money goes to the Industrial Bank and
Industrial Planning Commission of Latin Country X.

On a selective basis, the landowners who receive 20-year
bonds as payment for the expropriation of their land
resources are told by the Government that they can redeem
their bonds by investing the currency equivalent in one of
a series of industries the Latin Government of X feels
desirable for its economic development. This list of
industries should include both prospective new industries
and the purchase of stock in established industries which
the National Planning Commission determines desirable for
X's economic and social progress.

If the Government prefers to make this investment for
the landowner, the landowner would be given shares in a
Government open-end trust similar to a mutual fund.

The landowner, on redeeming the Agrarian Reform bonds,
endorses them over to the Government of X. The Govern-
ment of X then borrows from the World Land Bank 50% of
value of the Agrarian Reform bonds, using as security the
bonds redeemed by the landowners. This money goes to the
Industrial Bankd and the Industrial Planning Commission,
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where it is utilized to redeem further Agrarian Reform
bonds and channel the money from the redemption into
industrial development.

4. The increased productivity of the agricultural and
industrial sector and the consequent augmented tax
revenues to the Government will allow the Government
to pay off the hard currency loans made by the World
Land Bank.

This process gives the landlord the assurance that his invest-
ment in land will be paid in a currency that does not suffer
devaluation, as the industries he or the governments invest in pro-
duce goods which follow inflationary price increases. It also
permits a clean transfer of assets from the agricultural sector into
the industrial sector without a capital flight to Europe or the
United States.

The entire program is self-liquidating as the increased pro-
ductivity of the land helps pay for the Agrarian Reform program and
tax revenue will increase proportionate to the increase in agricul-
tural and industrial production, allowing the Latin Government of X
to meet its international credit obligations.
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RESUME

The amount and kind of financing needed to carry out agrarian reform

programs depend upon the conceptual framework and objectives of agrarian

reform. Primary attention is given in this paper to the financial implica-

tions of redistributing land and how the level of compensation paid present

owners for their land deteimines the degree to which the objectives of

agrarian reform are achieved. The point is developed that for many persons,

agrarian reform is as much a tool for redistributing income and wealth as

for increasing agricultural output and efficiency; therefore, how and to

what extent compensation is paid determines the amount of income and wealth

redistributed. Prior to developing this aspect however, designers of agrarian

reform programs need to consider the question of sectoral income transfers to

insure that agrarian reform is consistent with overall plans for economic and

social development.

Since pricespaid for land acquired by the Agrarian Reform Agency are

by and large administratively set and since there are no readily avilable

data on land values, comments are made on various ways to estimate land

value with the suggestion that a self-assessed value,to be used both as the

price to be paid if the land were purchased as well as determining tax

liability, holds promise as the best immediate method of determining land

values.

The paper concludes that land redistribution need not impose any impos-

sible financial burden on governments if the new owners of land began paying

for land after a grace period of from 3 to 5 years and if these payments in

turn were used to pay present owners. Under this plan, present owners would

not receive a lump sum payment; rather annual payments would be made which

might equal but certainly never exceed the payments made by the new owners.

The possibility of using industrial development bonds as a possible modifi-

cation of this plan is also discussed.



FINiiCIAL ASPCTS OF AGRiLd REFRM

"Agrarian Reform" is here taken to mean the redistribution of rights
to own and/or operate land in such a way that this redistribution results
in increased production and efficiency along w ith a more equal distribution
of the income generated from this production. / It can, therefore, be said
that one of the main stumbling blocks to agrarian reform (redistribution of
land) is the scarcity of financial resources needed to redistribute land
and provide the auxiliary services required for increased output. For, if
a country had sufficient funds at its command (from, say, loans or grants)
to purchase and pay market prices for all farm units larger than a socially
accepted minimum size, the opposition to land redistribution on the part of
present landowners would largely disappear and the State could then redis-
tribute land in the size units it considered best for over-all economic and
social development,/ Therefore, since the basis of every program of
agrarian reform necessarily needs to be the redistribution of the rights to
own and/or operate land, this paper addresses itself primar ,ly to the
problems involved in financing the redistribution of land.21

1. Inherent in this statement is the idea that land redistribution mr:
take plade in such a way that neither the land to be redistributed nor the
new owners are selected randomly but rather as the result of deliberate,
purposive selection. "In such a way" also implies that land redistribution
will be accompanied by the auxiliary services needed for efficient employ-
ment of resources.

2. It may be well to point out that there are quite divergent points
of view with respect to the effect that land redistribution would have on
total output, efficiency, and distribution of final product, for equally
good arguments can be made in support of both positive and negative results.
A final consensus, however, would probably be that land redistribution peE
se, while perhaps a necessary condition for agricultural development, is
certainly not a sufficient condition; and if land redistribution is to be
successful, on any wide scale, it must be accompanied by several other
changes, chief of which are more adequate agricultural research and extension
services, improved and more widely dispersed general education for all rural
people, sufficient agricultural credit tailormade for the various agri-
cultural needs, and improved and expanded marketing services. As can be
imagined, the provision of these services is likewise a costly matter, and
costs increase geometrically as the pace at which the services are provided
is speeded up. However, if these services are expanded and improved simul-
taneously with land redistribution, one cannot say that land redistribution
was the cause of the increased output and efficiency.

3. It would be well to recognize that the financial implications of
agrarian reform programs might be quite different if other concepts of
agrarian reform were used.
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In addition to the direct costs of acquiring land, there are other
aspects associated with land redistribution and agrarian reform which also
require considerable financial support. These include studies and surveys
needed for describing farm limits and physical characteristics of the
land; administrative costs; training administrators, farmers, and the
technicians needed to instruct farmers; as well as providing credit,
extension and research services. The following comments related to the
financing of these services may seem to be presented in a vacuum, for no
suggestions are offered on how to reduce real costs or increase revenues.
The only point made is that through a change in accounting practices the
cost of executing agrarian reform programs can be greatly reduced if many
of the above listed programs are charged to over-all economic and social
development rather than to agrarian reform. This practice would not lessen
the need for fiscal revenues or the effect on government finances of
providing them. Rather it provides a more rational way of developing
agrarian reform programs in that land redistribution programs, colonization
projects, and the provision of services required to support and encourage a
vigorous, efficient agriculture can be budget.d separately instead of being
lumped together into one agrarian reform budget. IWhile this procedure may
increase the public acceptance of reform programs, it should not fool
government planners, for if any or all of these programs are needed to make
agrarian reform successful, the cost to the government is the same regard-
less of which program budget they are charged to. Therefore, while
decreasing the cost charged to agrarian reform, the costs of other programs
are thereby increased.

If land redistribution, apart from outright confi.cation, is to be
completed within (say) three to five years, and if it is to be accompanied
with adequate auxiliary services, the cost of such programs would be great
and would certainly require an immediate transfer of income from the non-
farm to the farm sector as well as from the owners of large farms to the
operators of newly established units. This fact needs to be clearly faced,
and unless these income transfers are compatible with plans for over-all
economic and social development, the idea of having a thorough-going ,
complete land-reform and land-redistribution program realized in a short
period of t e should be regarded as nothing more than dangerous, political
demagogy.& I

4, The implication here is that very few, if any, development plans
call for an income transfer from non-farm to farm but rather the reverse,

i.e., that the farm sector is expected to help finance overall economic
and social development.
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However, the objective of this paper is not only to point out what
cannot be done-important as this is-but also to indicate ways in which
agrarian reform programs can be financed, consistent with other programs
for economic and social development. In the context of this paper, this
means how to finance the redistribution of land.

The chief problem associated with redistributing privately owned land
is deciding upon the extent to which owners are to be compensated for their
properties. In signing the Charter of Punta del Este, the American
Republics agreed to work toward the achievement of the goal that "the land
will become for the man who works it the basis of his economic stability,
the foundation of his increasing welfare, and the guarantee of his freedom
and dignity," which is generally taken to mean family size, owner-operated
farms. However, the philosophy of the Charter is also commonly assumed
to imply that just compensation will be paid for expropriated property.
This points up the central problem: Governments do not have sufficient
financial resources to redistribute any significant amount of private land
if present owners are to be paid in cash the market value of their land.
However, programs are often designed which purport to redistribute large
qgantities of land and at the same time pay owners the full value of
thrir propertioss. But this is difficul.t if full value is talpen to mean
cash payment or its equivalent at time of sale. Such programs are of
course possible if compensation is measured in monetary rather than real
terms and sufficient inflation occurs to depreciate the value of money.
But it is doubtful whether payments can in fact be considered as "payment
in full" if landowners' purchasing power is greatly reduced as the result
of selling their land. Various proposals have been suggested for fully
compensating owners while at the same time lowering their purchasing power.
For example, one suggestion is to force land values to fall by increasing
property taxes. Another suggestion is for payments to be made in non-
negotiable bonds whose value would be largely eroded away at time of
maturity. Finally, it is sometimes proposed that the owners of land not
fulfilling its social function have by this neglect, forfeited their right
to compensation and, therefore, the State should confiscate these properties.

The idea expressed in this paper is that the cost of land redistri-
bution need not place an undue financial burden upon any government and
that compensation to present landowners can approximate full value if the
new owners of land are made to pay for the land rather than receive it free
or at a price lower than its real value. The reasoning goes as follows:
In a society of rational entrepreneurs there is a use cost for all factors
of production, including land. Therefore, at the present time, some part
of gross farm income goes as payment for the use of land. In many cases,
this is interest on investment or returns to the capital invested in land.
For those farms which are rented, this is the rental payment to the owner.
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One of the suppositions underlying the need for land redistribution is that
the new, optimum size units will be more productive than present farms. If
this is so, there is no reason why new owners should not also pay a land
charge which could then be used to pay the original owners the value of their
farms. This in essence is the program which was endorsed by Special
Committee II of IA-ECOSOC on Agricultural Development and Agrarian Reform
in the report of its second meeting, July 1963, in San Jose, Costa Rica.E/
The Committee recommended "that new owners under agrarian reform programs
make specified, reasonable payments for the land received, after a reason-
able term during which they are allowed to get settled, and in keeping vdth
their income." Under this plan, present owners of land acquired by the
Agrarian Reform Agency would not receive lump sum payments for their farms,
but rather annual payments, consisting of principal and interest, would be
made which might equal but certainly never exceed the payments made by the
new land owners.

Before entering into a discussion of specific problems, some brief,
general .comments relative to financing agrarian reform programs may be
useful. From the fiscal standpoint, financing agrarian reform is no dif-
ferent than the financing of other government programs. Questions of total
project cost, how revenue is tobe raised, i.e., who is to pay how much and
who is to benefit from the program, need to be answered for all government
programs, including those for agrarian reform. Once clear, consistent,
unambiguous answers to these questions are formulated, decisions can more
easily be made concerning the financial feasibility of executing such
programs. Implicit in the questions of 'who is to pay and who is to benefit,
is the matter of income transfers. These are particularly important in
agrarian reform programs for, whether stated explicitly or merely implied,
one of the principal objectives of agrarian reform is the redistribution of
income.

However, the way in which income is to be redistributed through land
redistribution is seldom made clear, Does this mean redistributing income
(1) solely through modifying the distribution of current agricultural
income, or (2) does it imply changing the distribution of assets as well?
In the first case, a redistribution of income is predicated on the assumption
that the incomes of new owners will increase while those of former owners
remain the same. In this situation, only the composition, not the value,
of assets held by former landowners woul change as they exchanged their
land for other income producing assets.6/ A more equal income

5. Report of the Second meeting of Special Committee II: Agricultural
Development and Agrarian Reform, CIES/Com.II/17, 23 July 1963, Pan American
Union.

6. It is recognized that the income distribution may not change or may
even worsen if the assets acquired in place of land returned more income than
land, or if the new owners were less productive than the original landowners.
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distribution would result in the second case, for not only would incomes
of new owners increase, but former owners! incomes would also drop, since
they would own fewer income earning assets as a consequence of receiving
less than full value for their properties. In the first case, the income
distribution improves because of increased earning power on the part of
new owners, while the income and asset position of old owners remains
unchanged. It should be recognized that this is a rather ineffective way
to redistribute income and will not modify the income distribution ap-
preciably, and hardly at all in the early years of the program. A redistri-
bution of wealth, on the other hand, would r sult in immediate and signifi-
cant changes in the distribution of income.

Failure on the part of many proponents and designers of agrarian
reform programs to recognize these differences has prevented any general
image of what agrarian reform is from developing. Consequently, con-
fusion reigns regarding objectives, costs, and probable benefits of
agrarian reform with the result that there is no large scale public ac-
ceptance for specific agrarian reform proposals. The plea here is that
in program formulation explicit recognition be given to the ends which are
to be achieved and that programs then be designed specifically to meet
these objectives.

II

It may be well at this point to consider how the source of revenue
for financing agrarian reform programs affects sectoral income transfers.
Revenue generated as a result of the program is one possibility, and in
this case there need be no transfer of income from one group to another./
However, many proponents of agrarian reform reject the idea that those
benefited either should or can pay total program costs. That is, whether
explicitly recognized or not, they advocate an income transfer to this
selected group of farmers, often with the further suggestion that this
income transfer come from large landholders. Therefore, the wealth and
income of owners of large tracts of agricultural land is a second source of
revenue for financing agrarian reform programs. This would be a transfer
within the agricultural sector from one group to another. Therefore, ex-
cluding agricultural workers as a source of revenue, income generated as a

7. Land redistribution is not the only way to redistribute income.
If more equal income distribution is one of the principle goals of agrarian
reform programs, these programs should not be judged solely on their own
merits, but rather in comparison with other methods for redistributing income,
such as inheritance, gift and income taxes.

8. Abstracting from the problem of time preference. For, in the
beginning there will, of course, have to be a temporary transfer from some
part of the economy to those carrying out the program; but through correct
interest charges, the repayment program can properly compensate for this,
so that in the end no income transfer need have resulted.
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result of the program and the wealth and income of owners of large tracts
of land are the only two sources of fund within the agricultural sector
for financing agrarian reform programs.Z1

A third source of financing could result from a transfer of income
from the non-farm to the farm sector. This is a readily accepted source
by many proponents of agrarian reform whose training and background are
largely agricultural, for they are aware of existing farm non-farm income
differentials. However, they are ignorant of, or choose to ignore, the
fact that many national development plans are based on a net transfer of
income from the farm to the non-farm sector to help carry out overall
economic and social development. Obviously, while two-way transfers between
sectors can simultaneously take place, unless neutral, the net result of
these transfers can only be in one direction: either from the farm to the
non-farm sector or vice-versa. Therefore, the role of the agricultural
sector in financing economic development must be made explicit, and measures
used to finance agrarian reform programs should be consistent with overall
development plans.

III

The first problem which needs to be answered in developing a program
for redistributing land is to decide whether the redistribution is to
result in income transfers; and if so, the decision needs to be made
whether only current income is to be affected or whether there is also to
be a redistribution of assets, One of the principal means of affecting
this income transfer, particularly with respect to a redistribution of assets,
is through the prices set by the Agrarian Reform Agency in acquiring and
disposing of land. Conceptually, land redistribution schemes could be
neutral with respect to income transfers; that is, the price paid for land
by new owners would be sufficient to adequately compensate present owners
for any land expropriated by the Agrarian Reform Agency. However, this
possibility is often frowned upon by proponents of agrarian reform, for as
has been indicated, reform programs are to result in a more equal distri-
bution of income. Therefore, instead of being neutral, land redistribution
programs, depending upon the level at which prices are set, can be used to
transfer income and/or wealth from present landowners to either the State
or to new owners,9 At the same time, the price at which land is resold,
can be an effective means of transferring income and/or wealth to the new
landholders.

9. Agricultural labor is excluded since there is quite wide agreement
that farm labor is now receiving less than needed for an adequate level of
living.

10. The net worth or wealth position of present landholders would be
increased if they were paid more than their land was worth. This may appear
as a ridiculous possibility, but compensation schemes should be checked both
in their development and execution to insure that this does not occur,
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Since the price at which land is bought and sold by the Agrarian
Reform Agency plays such a large part in determining the extent to which
the objectives of the reform are achieved, and since the words price and
value are often used interchangeably in discussions of agrarian reform, it
may be well to differentiate between the meaning attached to these words in
this paper. Value carries the connotation of economic worth, income pro-
ducing ability, or the quantity of other economic goods one would be will-
ing to exchange for the good in question. Whereas price is the monetary sum
the Agrarian Reform Agency places on the parcel of land in question, arrived
at from administrative regulations set forth in the Agrarian Reform law.
Therefore, depending upon the regulations and thEir interpretation, the
price at which land is bought and sold may be quite different from the value
of the land.

Often the intent of administrative regulations is to deliberately set
prices at which land is bought below the value of the land in order to lower
the net worth and income earning ability of landowners as a means of redis-
tributing income and wealth. This action is often justified on grounds that
it makes up for non-payment of land taxes or simply because of insufficient
funds with which to pay a higher price. The propriety of these reasons is
neither questioned nor discussed here. Rather, the point to be made is
that in setting prices, the difference between price and value should not
be confused, and the objectives to be achieved by the reform should be
clearly understood and taken into account at the time prices are determined.
Even though set administratively, prices usually are to bear some relation-
ship to value and, therefore, the first problem is to determine land value
according to some accepted system of valuation. Four methods have commonly
been suggested as the appropriate way to determine value. In addition to
these four, a fifth is also suggested as perhaps being the most useful for
present day situations. These five methods are: (1) value as determined
by the free land market; (2) capitalized value based on income calculated
from historical yields and costs; (3) capitalized value based on income
potential calculated from potential yields and costs; (4) cadastral or
assessed value; and (5) self-assessed value.

In Latin America, the concept of value determined by the free land
market is not very useful, since there are too few voluntary sales from
which to generalize price. (If this were not the case, but instead a brisk
land market existed, there would be little need for expropriation and forced
land redistribution.) This method conceptually approximates the true market
value of land and, since price and value would be equal, should not result
in any income transfer. It is doubtful, however, whether there are sufficient
data on contemporary land sales to make this a workable method.
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In the face of existing imperfect land markets, man ppraisers prefer
to value land according to its income producing ability.~ This concept
particularly appeals to those who feel that while the State has the right
to expropriate property to insure its proper use, it also has the obligation
and responsibility to adequately compensate owners of expropriated property,
thereby protecting and respecting the rights of private property. They,
therefore, advocate that the price paid owners be based on the income
earning ability of the land. This in itself it not an unambiguous method,
for, as indicated, income can be based on historical yields and costs or on
potential yields and costs, and the mere fact that there is the need for
land redistribution should imply that land at present is improperly used
and that value based on historical yields would differ considerably from
value based on potential yields. However, it would seem that price based
on historical yields and costs would more nearly reflect the actual economic
value of the farm to present owners and should be the basis of payment for
expropriated land; while potential yields and costs should more nearly
reflect the income to be earned by new owners and, therefore, potential
income should be the basis upon which land is resold to new owners. The
;act that this would result in land being sold by the Agrarian Reform
Agency for more than it paid should be of no import, for by the fact that
present yields are below projected potential yields, the present owners
would have demonstrated that they are either unwilling or lack the ability
to achieve the level of income projected for the new owners.

Advocates of basing price on cadastral or assessed value argue that
the basis upon which taxes are paid is also the proper basis for compen-
sation of expropriated property and that the market value or income pro-
ducing ability of the land is of no relevance in determining just compen-
sation. However, since land is grossly undervalued for tax purposes, this
proposal naturally is violently opposed by landowners as well as by many
others, for it is a deliberate attempt to transfer income and wealth away
from large landholders.

The principle of self-assessment is suggested as a compromise of all
these methods. Under this system the owner himself would assess the value
of his holdings. This value would then be the price the land reform agency
would pay for the property if purchased as well as being the value upon
which property tax liability were determined. It reflects market value in
that owners are probably the best suited to value their farms in relation

11. This method has one serious limitation in that if land is to
receive its true share of income, all other factors have to be correctly
priced. This generally causes no trouble except in deciding upon a charge
for management, but since there is no market price for nanagement services,
the split between land and management must be arrived at arbitrarily.
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to neighboring farms. Assuming landowners to be interested in maximizing
income from their invested capital, they can value their -farm relative to
its income producing ability in relation to other assets. Finally, the
self-assessed value, since estimated by the owner, cannot be called unfair
or discriminatory if it is used for both tax purposes and for determining
the sales price.

If the owner undervalues his property in order to keep his tax liability
low, the land reform agency acquires the land at a low price; but if owners
do not wish to run this risk of having to sell their land at less than its
real value to them, they must pay taxes on what they consider to be the real
value of their property. This system needs to permit annual adjustments in
assessments to reflect changing land values which might result from inflation,
improved technology, and changed market conditions. Therefore, if inflation
becomes a significant factor, a mechanism is provided to insure that land
assessments keep pace with it. For this proposal to be effective, the land
Heform Agency must have sufficient funds and authority to buy undervalued
land, for it is only the threat of loss of capital through sale at a low
price that will motivate correct assessments. However, the amount of land
which the land reform agency can acquire will be determined by the size of
the budget available for this purpose and the price that is paid for the
land, Therefore, it is recognized that high assessments may limit the
amount of land which can be acquired for redistribution, If owners were
to be fully compensated for their properties, it is doubtful that land
acquisition costs would be higher under a program in which owners receive
an amount equal to the value they themselves place on their property for
tax purposes compared to other methods of valuation attempting to pay full
compensation. For, the Land Reform Agency should be free to purchase only
that land deemed desirable, and, therefore, over-valued land would not be
purchased; and since owners must pay taxes on the basis of their declared
valuation, they would probably not be inclined to over-assess their land.
However, as a safeguard, the price paid for land purchased by the Agrarian
Reform Agency should be an average of the ass ssments for (say) the last
three years for which taxes have been paid.1-2

12. A more effective but drastic system of determining the price to
be paid for expropriated land would be to base purchase price on the average
value of assessments for the last three calendar years where non-payment of
taxes for any one year would imply zero assessment for that year. There-
fore, if taxes were not paid for three consecutive years, the purchase price
would be zero; if not paid for two of the last three years, the price would
be one-third of the assessed value for the year in which taxes were paid;
and if not paid for one of the last three years, two-thirds of the average
value for the two-year period. Such a system would greatly encourage full
payment of taxes. (For a fuller treatment of this idea, see X4ade F. Gregory,
"Agricultural Taxation as a Tool of Development" in Tax Reform for latin-
America: II Problems of Tax Polic, Pan American Union, to be published.)
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It is important to note the fact, however, that in many cases the market
value of farms as viewed by present owners, i.e., the price at which they would
be willing to sell their farms, will be higher than a value based on capitalizing
the income actually being earned by the farm. If land were strictly an economic
factor of production and held principally for production purposes, these two
values would more or less be equal, and the market value of land could be deter-
mined by dividing net annual income by an appropriate rate of interest. However,
one of the main reasons there is a need for land redistribution is the fact
that many owners of large estates do not hold land strictly for production
purposes, but rather for a complex of reasons, such as a hedge against inflatio.
social and political prestige, and the fact that properties have been in the
same family for generations. Therefore, it is quite likely that present owners
value their farms above the earning potential of the land as it is presently
being farmed. The question that needs to be answered then is "should present
owners be paid for these non-economic values they place of land?" If so, it i
unlikely that new owners will be able to pay this high a price for land, and th
State would then have to make up the difference, either out of general revenue
-lrinting of bonds, etc. If owners were not paid this price, there would be a
general lowering of their real-income position. However, this may be one of
the precise objectives of agrarian reform programs. Namely, to eliminate and
dissociate these kinds of factors from land values so as to reduce land pri-
rarily to an economic factor of production, so that it will be used more in
conformity with the goals and objectives of overall economic and social deve-,
opment. 11hether or not owners are or should be paid for these "non-economic"
values is a political question and must be decided as such. Economics has
little to offer in this area other than to point out what part of market value
is due to these factors and what part is value as reflected by earning poten-
tial, However, if a more equal distribution of income and wealth, as stated
in the Charter of Punta del Este, is to be achieved, this may come about only
through a forced L" redistribution of wealth and income from the "haves" to
the "have nots". Therefore, as noted in an earlier part, one of the ways to
achieve this redistribution is to underprice land in relation to its value,

IV

As indicated in the first part of this paper, the best method of financing
land transfers is for new owners to begin paying for land after a grace period
of from 3 to 5 years and these payments, in turn, be used to pay present owners,
In considering this alternative, it should be recognized that this system penal.-
izes present owners in three ways (irrespective of the effect which may be

13. Forced, in the sense that very- few people willingly distribute their
assets to others and, therefore, there is a need for forced redistribution
through taxes, expropiation, etc.
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imposed by setting the purchase price below market value): (1) Unless a market
develops for the rights to receive payments made by new owners, the asset
position of former owners becomes frozen to the extent that they can neither
liquidate nor exchange this asset for another; (2) real income earned by this
asset decreases with inflation;1W and (3) income is foregone for the -
3 to 5-year grace period, even though this can be made up in later payments.
This last may cause considerable hardships on those landholders, such as widows,
elderly persons, handicapped, etc., who are dependent solely upon land rents
for their income. For these persons, it probably would be desirable for govern-
ments to begin payments immediately from general revenues until such time as
new owners began their payments.

Before discussing other methods, it might be well to point out one alter-
native which is completely unworkable if significant amounts of land are to be
distributed: this is payment in full at time of purchase. This alternative id
absolutely impossible unless governments are to resort to printing money in
considerable quantities. However, it should be noted that cash payment in fu
-t time of purchase is the only constitutional alternative open for many Lati.
1merican countries even though provisions in their Agrarian Reform Laws may
specify other means.

Probably one of the more popular proposals with many expoc nts of land
reform is for owners of expropiated land to be paid with 10, 1', or 20-year
government bonds. If interest were paid annually on these bonds, there would
be little difference between this scheme and that suggested above whereby th'
payment of new owners were used to pay former owners for their expropiated
land. Also, the payments of those purchasing land could be used to reti*,'
the bonds and thus reduce the inflationary pressure which might otherwise resuli!:
if governments issued bonds without any compensating means of meeting the
indebtedness.

Reluctance on the part of large landholders to accept bonds might logically
stem from two fears: (1) the loss of purchasing power of the bonds due to
inflation, and (2) the lack of faith that bonds would in fact be redeemed at

14. Since one of the objectives of land redistribution is to achieve a
more equal income distribution, inflation would be an effective way to transfer
income from former landoimers to those buying the land. However, if this were
not the desired objective, the effects of inflation could be fairly easily
counteracted by expressing annual payments in terms of commodities rather than
money; for example, in terms of wheat, meat, cotton, coffee, bananas, etc.

15. If interest were not paid annually,but rather included in the value
of bonds at maturity landowners in reality would scarcely receive any com-
pensation for their land, for in addition to inflation depreciating the face
value of the bonds, owners would also have been deprived of any annual income.
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date of maturity. Making bonds negotiable may help to reduce these fears; and
the discount at which bonds were sold would be a measure of the extent of these
fears. One difficulty in making bonds negotiable, however, would be the
increased inflationary pressure which would result. But, if by being nego-
tiable, bonds were dispersed among various sectors of the economy, sufficient
force may be created to insure that governments would not renege on redeeming
bonds at time of maturity.

Rather than just printing bonds, governments should issue them only to the
extent that financial backing were available. For the major part, this backing
should come from payments made by new landowners after the end of the 3 to 5-
year grace period. However, revenue could also come from public sale of bonds;
and to the extent that agrarian reform is considered a social welfare program,
financing from general government revenues would also be appropriate. To the
extent that bonds were financed by these methods, they would be non-inflation
'or the remainder, government-s could resort to money creation through natione.
development banks in the same manner that banks customarily create new money tc.
finance legitimate needs for business and industrial expansion. The inflatio.,,
.ffect of this program would be dependent upon a whole series of government
.,ctions but a discussion of these are outside the scope of this paper.

One ramification of payment in bonds which merits consideration is the
linking of land redistribution to industrialization through payment in indust l.'I
development bonds. These bonds would be negotiable and could be exchanged im
mediately or at any future time for credit toward the purchase of resources
needed for the creation of new industries or the improvement and expansion of
old ones.

16. A reason often advanced for not paying landowners in cash is that
they will spend the money for non-productive purposes or invest it outside the
country. However, whether tied to industrial development Or other like schemes,
bonds can eventually be turned into free funds for use in whatever manner
desired. For example, if proceeds from the sale of bonds can be used only for
industrial development, there is no reason to suppose that one could not sell
the industrial eiterprices resulting from the exchange of bonds. The argument
that at least some industrial development occurred is not a valid one, for
there is no reason to suppose that the same development would not have occurred
if funds had been made available directly rather than in the roundabout way of
using industrial development bonds to finance land redistribution.
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Aside from large pools of unskilled labor, many underdeveloped countries
have a scarcity of the resources needed for industrial development as well as
a xhortage of capital with which to acquire these resources. At the same time,
however, considerable quantities of capital in the form of fanm land are im-
mobilized, which if mobilized, could be used to help finance industrial develop-
ment. The issuance of industrial development bonds in payment for expropriated
land is a step toward mobilizing land capital and putting it to immediate
productive use.

The program night work as follows: Land owners would be paid in industrial
development bonds which could be held until maturity or else could be redeemed
at par for either shares in government financed industries or for credit toward'
industrial development..-b Other non-industrial uses for which bonds could be
exchanged might be the establishment of agricultural credit and farm manageme>r
iervices whereby landowners exchange their lands for capital with which to
-stablish agricultural lending institutions or advisory services.

So far, only domestic sources of revenue have been considered for redeem
bonds, but conceptually at least there is no reason why foreign capital could
not also be used to siimltaneously finance land redistribution and promote
industrial development. Likewise, the use of foreign capital need not interfer :c
with the use of domestic capital in underwriting industrial development bondi'
but rather could serve to reinforce and complement the program,

Many countries have or are in the process of preparing national develpmn
programs in which industrial development looms rather large. These plans ans
predicated on the assumption that much external credit will be made available
for industrial development. The suggestion made here is that instead of this
foreign capital going directly into industrial development, that it, or at least
some part of it, be used as backing for the issuance of industrial development
bonds which would in turn be used as payment for expropriated land. This would
not change the final use of external capital, but only encourage large land-
holders to trade their land for business and industrial enterprises and to
become industrialists rather than agriculturalists.

Some may object to this proposal on the grounds that it is unfair or unwise
to deliberately weight the developing industrial complex with former agricul-
turalists. But this may in fact be an added plus value for the proposal, since
large landholders may be the best pool of entrepreneurial talent available in

17. Some limitations on the degree of control in these industries which
any one person or any one sector of the economy could hold, might have to be
imposed to insure that the operation of the industry continues to serve the
interests of all society rather than a select few.
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many countries, and without this talent industrial developrient may have serious
difficulties in finding, competent managers and directors. However, since there
is widespread belief that large landholders misuse their economic power, steps
should probably be taken to insure that concentration of industrial power does
not result from the issuance of industrial developxent bonds and that the
rights of workers and consumers are adequately protected.

As increased attention is given to agrarian reform problems, new faces and
new ideas appear, and from these has cone renewed interest in renting as a
partial solution for some tenure problems, particularly since renting is one
way of economizing on capital. This was recognized. by Special Coix.ttee II of
the IA-ECOJOC in the report of its second meetinM../ where it concluded that
"governments can decrease cost of purchasing land if measures are taken to allot
for the leasing of family units with an option to buy." Therefore, it may be
well to briefly e::plore the implications of renting. Implicit in the concept
-hat agrarian reform is concerned with the redistribution of rights to own an
or operate land is the premise that rights to operate land may sufficiently me:
the conditions of agrarian refom and adecuately substitute for land ownershi
In fact, the arguxent made here is that for some situations, it is preferable
for fam operators to rent land rather than o'mra it. This has direct relevance
on a discussion of financing agrarian reforn, for if the desired results can
be achieved through renting rather than through a change in ownership, the
need for capital to finance land sales is thereby eliminated.

If the only way farm workers could aain control over land was to purcha-.
it, many workers would have to spend an excessive part of their income in
payment for land if they were to become fam operators. Therefore, owning lanrd
would deprive them of needed operating capital, thereby lowering their pro-
ductivity, income, and standard of living. Uhereas, if only a rental charge
had to be paid, a larger part of income could be used for operating capital,
consumption, or both. The rental charge, if correctly arrived at, should
equal payment for the use of land, which is really interest on the capital
invested in land and has to be paid regardless of type of tenure. For owner-
operated fanms, the far.. otner, in a sense, pays this rent to himself, but he
first has to forego sufficient consumption to save and invest an amount equal
to the value of the farm. In some cases, it may be preferable for him to
invest in operating capital rather than in real estate, while in others, it may
be preferable for him to increase his consumption rather than to save and
invest. The difference between renting and buying family-operated units is that
in those cases where operators' income are great enough to peniiit inveetments
after the land charge is paid, some farmers may wish to invest in land and be-
come owner-operatorswhile others may prefer to remain tenant-operators and in-
ywst in operating capital rather than land. However,in both cases profits from

/6peration,sometimes called returns to management,would be received by the

18. Ibid.
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operator in addition to his labor share, and in this way the total income
received by the renter-operator would be greater than what he would receive
as a farm laborer. 2/

It is recognized that because of their greater authority and economic
power, landlords can abuse and take advantage of tenants. However, rental
arrangements have been a subject of much study and investigation, and from the
evidence and experience accumulated, it is possible to develop safeguards which
can adequately protect the interests of both landlord and tenant and which would
tend to create an environment from which vuld aome in=rMased productivity and
an equitable diutribution of the product.

V

Discussions of agrarian reform usually include some reference to coloniz-.
tion projects. As used here, this term refers to settlement of areas largely
devoid of population and infrastructure in contrast to land redistribution
w:!hich concerns the redistribution of rights to own and/or operate land in
existing farms. In this context, the financial aspects of colonization progam
are quite different from those programs aimed at land redistribution. Not orl.y
are the financial aspects different, but the objectives of these two program.
should also be quite different. If land redistribution is aimed primarily at
increasing resource efficiency of the farm sector, principally land resources-
a program to colonize unsettled land is not the correct means to this end, fc;
it cannot have very direct or imrediate effects on the manner in which land
already in farms is used. Colonization may provide new employment and increas.:
total agricultural output through an expansion of total area farmed, but it
will have little or no effect on the efficiency with which present resources
are used or on the distribution of income earned from the sale of farm products.

Two kinds of costs are incurred in the development of colonization projectu
and both are quite expensive. One deals with reconnaissance surveys and fea-
sibility studies to determine which are the appropriate and best areas for
settlement, since the fact that an area has idle land and is unpopulated does
not mean that it is a good site for a colonization project. The other type of
costs has to do with the establishment of infrastructure to and in the area
selected for settlement. These include the building of roads, schools, medical
facilities, provision of police protection, etc.; and for each family settled,
land must be cleared, houses built, water systems developed, etc. Not only do
these activities require considerable capital, but there is also the time cost
of waiting until land is cleared and crops are planted, harvested, and marketed-

19. Taken from PROBLU$ OF AGRICULTUFAL DEvELOPENT, CIES/Com.II/21, Pan
American Union, 1963.
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This waiting cost applies not only to the production of commercial crops but
also for subsistence production; therefore, there is also the cost of maintain-
ing families until a harvest is realized.

Most of the colonization projects which have been pre-ared are quite
expensive; for example, those recently submitted for financing to the Inter-
American Development Bank ran from a low of '1897 per family to a high of
,35,986.: In deciding whether to carry out these projects, governments should
consider that resources allocated for colonization projects means that some
other projects cannot be executed. However, colonization costs could be greatly
reduced if only the essential elements needed by settlers were provided rather
than fully developing an area prior to settlement. The aim should be to provide
a large number of people with the opportunity to better their situation through
hard work rather than to raise a few selected farm workers from poverty to
relative riches overnight. This would mean that most of the labor needed for
building roads and houses, clearing forests, constructing fences, etc. would
be provided by the settlers themselves at no financial cost to the government
-)ther than food until the first harvest, simple equipment, seeds, and other
*.ssential factors of production, plus technical supervision to guide and dire.
the productive efforts. This is what is often referred to as making maxioann
use of self-help on the part of settlers in the execution of colonization
projects.

VI

In conclusion: The redistribution of land can take place without much
strain upon government finances if governments primarily serve as catalysts c,.

middlemen in the transfer of land from present owaers of large estates to future
owners of family-sized farms if, and only if, the new owners (after a period
of severl years) make monthly or annual payments for the land, and these payment,
are used to compensate present owners. Future owners should pay the full value
of the land based on the income potential of the land, for there is no reason
why the fortunate few who receive the right to purchase land should be given
something for nothing. Likewise, this price should set the upper limit on the
value received by present owners. However, while determinint the upper limit,
present owners may receive less than this for either of two reasons: (1) as a
way of redistributing income and wealth, and (2) they should not receive a
price any higher than one based on income actually realized even though value
based on potential income may be higher.

This suggestion is quite similar to using amortized real estate mortgages.
The difference being that with the use of mortgages, sellers receive full
payment at the time of sale with the buyer making his principal and interest
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payments to the holder of the mortgage. In the method suggested here, the seller
in a sense, is forced to serve as the holder of the mortgage (unless of course
he sells his rights to someone else) with the government or Agrarian Reform
Agency serving as middleman to receive payments from the buyer and to transfer
these payments to the seller. Bonds can be used to pay owners without basically
modifying the scheme if they are looked upon as a first mortgage on the property
and are to be retired through payments of the new landowners. Other modifica-
tions mentioned were tying industrial development to land redistribution by
paying for land with industrial development bonds which could be redeemed at
any time for industrial development capital.

The above program is really an over-simplification of the problem, for the
real difficulties arise in the fact that underlying agrarian refom is the
intent to redistribute income and wealth in the process of redistributing land,
This is to be accomplished by paying owners less than they presently value
their land, and in some cases reselling land to new oners at a very low pricQ
Therefore, in considering the financial aspects of agrarian reform, the objec-
tives of the program with respect to income distribution and income and wealth
transfers need to be clearly spelled out and programs developed which are con..
sistent with these objectives.

72267-PB
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Oliect~ive _ofIn titutc 1 n';AIr'-ngAIner t

The fo '"tg explLct obJectives were ioughtn the t i ' Ji

the instittic: arnement descrhM in t t: poor.

I. Pr vd e an i nsitutional nonI for fincing grariin I'D fn P:ru

2 S tim Ia e no agrI ultr ndustriai deveiootent ef the cuutrty

3 Make gr a rorm more a pt.b-ib inithing risk

4, UtIlze extiAg publ1: t 'tutbnn .

S D iniriz. Tth extenV Of PbIc control 2i p e objiL-

Tcost cf Ci n grr0r in t 1pre ent us.

ot not ft'uro-ounb'The -, I subai"tad d, the preeti.. PKrvi

adminiv'ratior to the Congress procosns to sub j'c a 'pecifid a nt I 1.n! t.

voluntary or involtuntary rrnsfr -ar ag -i n eorm purpo es Bae on 'he

most recent agricultural censua there are 1,743,000 hetareas of (ultIvaPbIe land

and 3,000,000 hectareas ofatr paslur and subje t to reforn mnd er th

government prcposal, An estimate of the value of laAd of $4,429,00 per i C.L

for cultivabl land and $17(6,00 per hectarea for naLural pasture land has beea

made.

based upn these esti tes of the totaI of land itvolved and the vrg

price per hectarea, the otal cost of the agririan reform program in Peru

estimated at (8,248,0OO,000 (308,000,000 dolLars). if a ten year grr1n reform

program is a timed 'This assumpticn js to ha arit based upon t-e mni1 de

of the task arnd the resources available for ac :'mplishing it0, the ;annual Cost

of the agrarian relorm would be 824,800O00 t30,800,000 dollar ,3/

Estimates of the cost of agrarlan reform under the governnent proposal were
made primrily by Dr. Erik Thorbecke with the assistance of Professor ierbert
B. Howell,

P Ibid.



The secoi obje tive of the proposed instIt3tio arrangement is to stim-

late non-agricultural industrial development in Peru, Past experience has indi-

cated that "" ight capital" is a major problem is South American countre While

comprehensive statiatics are not available on the amount of "flight capital" that

has left Peru. the ratio ol domestic to foreign investment in the country that

has persisted over time suggests that the problem Is a major ona. Consequently,

it would appear logical to assume that a $8 248 000 000 cash payment for agrarian

reform land, vithouz limitations on the movement of capital, would generate an

appreciable anount -f "fight capital", i addition the channeling of these

liquid assets into Peruiian industries is desirable, It will not only help to

relieve the present problems of unemployment and under-employment of labor, but

also generate higher per capita incomes that are necessary if political stability

is to be maintained.

However, the availability of labor is not the only important consideration

in evaluating the potentiality of investment in non-agricultural industries, In

addition, the magnitude of the increase in industrial investments--due to the

channeling of land-sale fuud:i into industry--must be consider to Te present

rate of annual net investment. The $824,800,000 annual cost of agrarian reform,

if channeled into industrial investments, would constitute ten percent of the

4/current annual net private sector investment,-

Consequently, it appears that an annual investment of $824,800,000 resulting

from a ten year agrarian reform program could be absorbed by the Peruvian economy--

if an institutional means could be developed for channeling the land-sale receipts

into this type of investment.

The third objective of the proposal described in this paper is to make agrarian

reform more acceptable by minimizing risk. The present Peruvian administration's

A/ This estimate was also made by Professor Thorbecke.
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propos8I .or PInanLing agrarin reform by the issuing of binds has encounte'ed

considerable nppozition ppon'nts, many present haciLnda ower incudd, con-

tend that pa L',nt in ftxed of I gation instruments m-kes them extremely vularble

to lIflation The bjective of the proposal presented he is to r e c-s risk

by issuing payments for the lend in~ the form of oecurity iastrumen ekat w~Ill

not be hstatialy afected by ieIio

ih fourto oljective of the proposed 0-t -:utionaI arrangement is to utilizo

public Jnstictn. insofar as is possible, Wi the exception of one new nti-,

tutitioas ia Peru ll b rled upon to carry out agrs'ian

refonm ad stiulation of industrial development of the country.

The f nal oh etve of the proposed isrituttonal arrange ent is to ainolize

the extent & public control in ancomplishtng the other objectives, Conaeq etly,

the present hacieni owners are given options whenever possible by which they car

express their prefereuce for action.. Naturally, an agrartu reform program re-

quires certait social controls over individual action. However, the extent of

this control ill be minimized insofar as is possible

Institutions tnvolved in Agrarian Reform - Industrialization

Procedure

Ini keepg with Objective 4, only one now institutioi :ll be created in the

procedure that is visualized, This will be a trust, hereafter referred to as the

Agrarian-Industrial Investment Trust (The A-1 Investment Trust), The remaining

functions necessitated by the procedure will be performed by existing institutions.

Those existing institutions expected to perform major roles are AID/Peru,

National Planniing Institute, National Institute of Industrial Promotion, Institute

of Agrarian Reform and Colonization (IRAC), Agricultural Development Bank, Industrial

se .4.meat Bank, and the Graduate School of Business Administraton. In addition

to these institutions, other groups that will b4 involved are public and private

financing agencies, (bo.h domestic and international), present large laud-owners,

prospective small farmers, conercial banks in Peru, and private industrial fl ' I3Qt



The suggested g iaa ref rci ?cdu triaV iatiln prcdue wili e

by the cstabIis-hme of the agrarian-tdustrial invest rlt Trust by t Peruvian

Congre s .

Au tho r It, 90 R IlIty and J i r fi A - netmr Is s D

The Trust will be npowered to issue Cert.lj cates of b(aefteial Iter

.trust certif ::ates i the Tru. r in returs f rad transferred tfo Its

The Trust wi1 furt 9r Ue obligated to exe te nd pu chas contrcs with new

)vneir-perdL4r pur:' ses as directed by IRAL in he execurtin of he agrara

ceforw prog~am Iu new land pur baiserl w Ill execut notes In favor o thej A

Trust for t cf zh purcivn pr c- i excess o ,hL :own ptyC 0

fhe Truit will b j charged with he sp nsbility of ranaging its asset

for a p Lofit, 3 empiwered to boqrow funds from nat.ianai and intertatinalniw-

etng dgencies, and 6 cbligated to invest hese Ioju fund's, as weil As other assers

Ln tndurial od rc1ated enterprises in Peru,

A 6elect ,n puoedure for a Board of Ditect i of the A-1t Invest-nit Ties

will be provided or I the Trust instrument. The number of members will be

Vali and an 1d nutbe, preferably five - They wilL be appointl y he Prside

of Peru from rata 5ubmarted by apecitied groups. These ight k icde the N'i:ona,

Institute o f dusCr ial ProoLIon, Institute of Agrarian Refor N, National Planning

Inatitute , if tstrial Development Bank and one represent five of the Preqidonc of

Peru. After- !he Trast as been established, one boar- werber will be reappointed

each year. k'naily, they All make decisions by majority vote.

Land Purchase and Salo

The Institete oi A-rarian Reform, carrying out Peruvian Governmant policoes

will obtain Ind through voluntary or involuntary transfer for resettling title

being placed in tie namc of the A-1 Trust in retturn for Trust certIAftciats 1,



to the forwe, landwner The exchange of Trust certiicatae anvl

occur as simulne -is trinqacttons, The land will be res-old to rel1tive'y 'maKl

scale owner-opera.ots via land purchase contracts In excange fot 1

payment! and -negetlable notes for the ba1ance of the aurcnaue prce, payabie

to the A-1 t t

IRAC will act as the action agency in these trnactions, enoraflg eJCh bote

as surety in the name of the state- The Agricultur4 1 vlpnt Den '-, 'e

-s fiscal aget for the A-1 LvesLMent Trust In reeeiving all L nd pyenta I

wise, the Bawk iI serie a- fiscal agent, id 1zA I"( action agenti f K a T

in the event hat 'eautg in payments on any land puachasw contac i

nn'lax o the conr C ts and a resale of the propertie. in the vnt

faults, the Gverumn if Peru will make the land paymen to the Tust, incto'1

with the ewdorsement, trow a loss Insurance fund to he insttutEd by UtAt and

flnded from a small percentage charge on the lnd debt of the new su11 f a

Liquifying the Assets GL the A-1 Lveetment Trust

At this point, the A-1 Ilnvestxeent Trust, acting throagh its tIs, e for

this pturpoRe, the Industrial Deveiopaent Bani, will liqulfy its noncash uet'

Iland title instruments and notes These promises to pay over ri[v wi U

verted to curreat mney, or industrial assets, by offering L.hee iind - . n

soeutity Inst -uments as collateral for loans frori national and iteurnJphn FC

ctng enies fwhich-i may be both privare and puzblick These loauv wi party

an ra e of interest 1n the particular mnoney market, In addition, th A-, I Th

vwnt Trust wi'l pledge ;ts ladistrial assets as tollateral fox thes Ins, aJ -'

fn funds nrc convgrre into indestrial ais-ts In the form of thaoes of t ck )d

boads. If loans aae contacted with international agencies in "har cren i"

a ove rnaent. garantee way be necessary to alsure rnpwrent in case lo.- cr' a

inition ia oa g t for Ohe trui incnWe to cover the ha - cuL ,
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Two additional sources of Uquid assets vill be drawn upon uy the Truat,

First, it will be appopriate for the Government of Peru to provide sufficievt

"seed money", e g., one fillion dollars, to the Trust, Second, AID vill he

expected to provd 7 nong-erm loan, below private inteurnt rotor, to copensAte

for the extent of vk sounting of the A-1 -nventwent Trost co1tCral, in

liqutjying its 0- A Thin wilt allow ths Truo; to hold lIqui 4ssts tr

industrial investent purposes ai the au.it of 1NK of ie vtiny I ti he itcu-

rity ind title I_ ruients In agru ur cciIand ne by U i Gel , We

face value .UX.A6 vi I 4Thed i 1 a e

by~ the tre

The A 1 as' i >ok to e satIg evA i t i C:- q f - i :& v cu

Lvyinug its Lb. ts, T. NMatIo"Al Plannirg Institute W111 Ke -00 a :W U

hish pxic!ity d ev - p?', Induzrtr u. ' 4 4od I OV! U 1 Nova, r

in eich, Ys the bsis Lar this 01t Ce on,

The N tInal ast tute of I nu1str iaI P;onmnr : wi k -p jir I w, 4 -

)n tnvetmeit pos ib41ities within the high paior!ty indusriev Ln ;"IM ,

It Y111 oiun-ih 1n woremr in tA the Tru t k w ra uweme - ns-M Or - Igfir n

f.- 1,n fir s tMar ar ' 'il i t :oope r in the 7 e v p KA'

plants rurher, th L IL JiLnA K Wnito WA tudust r K) Pro W1 t! y, i

1SSiSt-ce in; the Win o" ec al d pr-m) ion aI t o' p: ;-' in< -Yr

Iin aE ( int I" establichiny ney inov re i r expanding ixisting -ne

Throe alternativen Mo t 1 t he - 0 uf M invAejS A- Int rut 1I'u

I.1 vo d tet'nO .h et are ; t e itiob the or an 3

.xcaital E tL< Tut Each 601 h Uscussed in turn.



Anof ti t er purh y t.: f - 'ia LRAC,

eng., one Ui be given tach former i rn t to decide wh. 'er he or the

Trust wil n tne ch amount of thi fa, alue ji hiq trust rificate. (f

he elects to aso dur g this tiri, he may redeea the value of his or tficate

in the form o! a c ash oint in the Lnouur ial Ie .opment Bank, r

he doeb so, hi mult un the WCey for dos'ii Lve at purp e

I In accordamce wiTh t prio it 1 p rrep'ired 'by tht Nationa r La p

and 2. under Ii recior x the Irust

In addition, t h ' seb to !,Lest ia a tAhol ly owne ente rprtse, l i t hI

required tc su~pI w i,1mun proprtion, e 25, of the c.p4itl requIr o--

froo other ce-s a'd p , 5 f 1 1ntere n

as a g Warantte of per , 4oance. His enterpri,;e wi 1 bc re~qoUrad to inc( rote

At th Liue h dra fro the Cash actCiut U(cated to hlin it reurn fIr his us

er~tiates he wt I pIedge a proporrioti ov hs share on ion c

enterpr1be to the Trust. The proportion of -onion to k a signeed -r:Ittve Lu

his totai a I i ntient wiII be in the ratio o the cash pom the truI st certif ioea

to his lotal iaNestment In the corporatton. He will retaIn, D thp Aght o

vote the pres in iaking corporate policy, t w irv afrom Llie shares, ini 3

the right to qel1 the re3, subject t.- the p e .

Further, e must gila ntee, v~IA tr a 1'- ta oIp t

watintsomhisin inen1 u mu try with-

II hu'v'iodotria!

assecs to tny h in 0 -W I Ct

leave the ci'ounty

In the ovent ho trwie 1d-wnAt l-ca I A

the A-1 invesatment trct- la iuvest in ,o r1 V

tha t Wksh to
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newly estalished flrms in priority industries, (Regional Develop -nt Corporations

can play a major roie in identifying possible firms for expansion, and potential

new firms, The expanded or new firms can be expected to seek their management

taLent from the gr duats of the new graduate school f business mIdanlstration

and from maoagemen 0nsulting firms.2

I aay raspects, t e Trust will be analogius to a mutual fund in providing

thiL risk cap tal LIkawise, certain controls will be placed on thv Trust, in

the enabling legislation, concerning the balance to be required in its investment

portfolio-

Invetmenr in debt . pital will be the third alternative open to the Trust.

Fixed income tnvestment3 secured by bond will be made in private frtms in high

priority industries, regional development corporations, and in the Peruvian Govern-

ment, Investment in debt capital will be necessary for the balance needed In the

Trust's investment protfolio. Specifically, the private commercial banks will be

expected to provide the bulk of the debt capital for private firms, Furthermore,

large investments b, the Trust in government bonds will unduly narrow the risk

base. Finally, the profit maximizing objectives of the Trust should lead to

investments in higher ytelding alternatives :due to growth and Income) than debt

capital,

Regardless of the type of investment made, the Industrial Development Bank

will be designated by the Trust as its fiscal agent in making the investments,

Termination of A&rarian-Industrial Investment Trust

The trust will be self-liquidating. Termination will be by stages. The rate

of termination will be based on the repayments by the new landowners, and the retire

ment of the trust debt obligations, Any increase in the proportion of assets to

debts--as 1) the land purchase payments are made, 2) trust investments are made,

and 3) earnings are accumilated-wilL be distributed to the certificate holders



at the close of e-1 i year, as part' al terminatfon of the trust, Each

prior series will hav peference 1n t: nination before a later series may parti-

cipate. Th ten tio will be allocated ietwaen certiic te ho on a pro-

portionate bsis ong ppifcaiff wlth.n a ieries, The distribution ll be a

distributionc in n f the tr st a s. 3ut in no event may a c rificate

holder receive more tha a fixed percat ge, e.g., 10ro, of his dis!ributin in.

cash, in any d rbti n ct the tnai nr

The Trust w'lfl rmLt y te rinate s ceration when all. cerTficata

holders have r ev I ditut on 1uknd of all trust assets, Aesuming a

10-year gran r able, n a 2u-year rpy perio or te new

land- wr Lhe nrue 1 d to operate for a Jeast 30 years, At thaL time,

the Board of Trustees will be obl gated to declare .he termination of the trust

after all loan ccm'tmn!ts are satisfied.

TyIsof Tlt Ceri 1.ficates

The trust certiticatp. which rep esent ownership interests in the trust,

will be of two types. One will be a fixed return certificate, with a return of

5% per annum. The other will be a full-risk iertificate with the annual net

profit (or loss) of the trust being allocated proportionately. The former land-

owner will be given an option at the outset as to which type of certificate he

desires, In the event the net profit of the trust does not equal 5% 'n any one

year, the difference pAid to the holders of the fixed return certificates will be

supplied to the trust from the budget of the Republic. Tha holders of the full-

risk certificates will b allowed to draw out their profits each year, up to a

maf m o 1, ary ai e being transierrei to th principal ac ount,

Trust investment wili be arranged in series of $1,649,600,000 the eAmaxed

two year investment program of the trust, based on a 10-year agrarian progiam)



The certificate hoder i each series will participate proportionately in dis-

cributing the as et: of the series upon termination of the trust

Adapta of he :1h, .c o Other Lat n AmertcaI Countries

The schLer prop sed here could well be adapted to all Latin AWerican countries,

Expande tthis - p, it wou'd undoubtd y need a source o coan funds at

the it rn t na1. Thus, existin, internatinal financing agencies would

need to alte ther ia olicies to lnclude this type of loan, or a new inter-

american finarcin, age iuy wo!d ned t be c'eated for this specific purpose.

Possible Var r in Agriau R krdut3 ra lIation Procedure

Several vtriaT e podu ourlineI in this paper can be made to

make it wore et L ne of hes* ari is might involve specifying that

all trust certif cil ,d bear fixed rt e of return on their face value.

Implementation of this ariation would requlr.e that the trust instrumcnt allow

invasion of the principA. of the trust, which might be reimbursed by the Govern-

ment of Peru,

Other posa.IJt rariations concern time periods to be allowed in the trust

instrument. For eximp, the period for payrment of the land could be more or

less than 20 years, Regardless of the time involved, the repayment schedule

should be geared to the repayment capacity oC efficient size farms operated by

typical farmers, Of course, the end of the life of the trust will be a function

of the repayment schedule of the small fare rs

The time allowmd for the former land-owners to exercise their options to

accept liquid assets in exchange for their trust certificates may be shorter or

longer than one year. Bowever, it should be as short as possible and yet allow

sufficient time for investment planning.

Another possible variation involves the nature of the initial option to withdraw

liquid assets, i.e., to terminate a trust interest. Since it is conceivable that

all former landowners might elect this option, the trust may lack sufficient liquid
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assets to invest in industry. In that event, the trust may be unable to diversify

sufficiently between industry and agriculture. Consequently, a limitation on the

proportion of each former landowner's certificates that can be exchaaged for liquid

assets may be desirable.

Since the former landowners will be allowed to retain some of their land, they

may be able to exert a strong community influance on the new owner-operators--and,

hence, on the repayment rates of the new landowners. In order to encour age the

former landowners to exert a positive influence on the new owner-operators it may

be desirable to make the order of termination of the trust certific aes dependent

upon the repayment rate of the new owner-operators on the land represented by each

trust series.

Other Considerations

Several characteristics of this suggested procedure should be made explicit.

These include 1) the exclusion of any attempt to deal with the public welfare aspects

of the agrarian reform problem, 2) relationship to other tenure and transfer forms,

and 3) the management needed to coordinate all activities specified in this proposal.

Each will be discussed separately.

This proposal is designed to provide an orderly and efficient method of accom-

plishing agrarian reform and industrializatiou in Peru--it is not a remedy to the

public welfare aspects of rural poverty. In rhis manner there will be established

family size, owner-operated farms in addition to non-agricultural, efficient indus-

tries in Peru. In addition to this program, there will have to be public health

programs, more educational facilities, food programs in some relief situations, etc,

as well as supervised credit and technical assistance for the new owner-,operator.

Suffice it to say, this proposal is not a panacea for all of Peru's ills. It is

merely designed to accomplish the stated objectives.

While this procedure will result in the establishment of owner-operat farms,

it should he made clear that this is not the vnly applicable tenure form for Peru,



either shoul au,- To w rs be th ough ar exprapriation in 4 tu e pr r

Both voluntary lan tr e and non-ownersM.p teaure forms shol 1 e dev& oped

nid encouragefd whcn on i ahos warrant te

The success of the proc edvr, ppoed I t pmpr w11 1 large y epend upon

the level of jsenagement used tc coordlnate a I I tho ctviis inov C1 For

examtpIe, crgaized colo izati of the selvL mutt be c' oodinated ni'h The release

of agrPcultura labor t. at lacksO th nlessary ua fatonS t. e e rter

owner-operaters of exis tig aicultur.l iane upIloe x tih nw nst ries

Also, the rcr dinatiof If [RAC, NIH, ad N F ::tIvi's ith thos ut the A-I

Trust i- a it L an ,f the instL uAian p i r tbe Trus' i dpndent for

servicaa 1ai, to pertr sati!factoti ,h Brar rt Trtc ihou d be .1pOwered

to contract wIth othr ,roups or develop lts t to obtaio hd

vices, , it assumed Lot the Trust will us advanced a re t t fciiuCs e ,

critical path prograimmig, to coordinate the progra I avnce I*, soato "boCIe-

necks" which can be el iinated

S M M A R Y

in brief, the proc dt: proposed i thit paper vill facilluate agrarian reform

and industrial developmen I Peru Except for creation of the A-1 Trust, it Will

utilize existing Peruvi n institutlons In chlnneling funds inta industrI act -

prises The funds will be obtained prtmarily from nationol and interntiuu I fiuai-

cing agencies in the fo2rm oi loans for which the A-1 T.ust will edge col t ea l

in the form of iadustrial property and agric, tural land, Upo payiient for the Lr'

by small land purchaseri the loan to the Trut t will be repaid, hod s at trust

certiftcatCes will receive iAustrial propertl int erestr for theM, and thit - Tr ,st

will be terminated.
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Some Personal Comments on Land Reform

A number of countries in the underdeveloped world have been engaged
with the problem of land reform during the past few years. Some of these
governments have proclaimed to the world their intention of carrying out land
reform by taking over the estates of large land owners and distributing these
among peasants.

The mere announcement of such intention seems to create an immediate
effect on public opinion in the West, particularly in the United States.
The so-called progressive and reform-minded governments and their politicians
receive wide publicity and sympathy which are, in my opinion, entirely
undeserved. I would like to state the reasons why I am opposed to this
approach to land reform, and why I believe it is basically nothing but cheap
political salesmanship.

My opposition to land reform programs, as they are often conceived,
is based on the following reasons.

1. Under a capitalistic system of free enterprise and private
ownership it is not right and just that a person may own any
number of factories, buildings and other properties while he
is denied the right to own more than a certain amount of
farm land.

2. The objection to large land ownership is basically due to
absentee landlordism and because large ownership of land of
this type deprives the economy from the benefits of an efficient
system of agricultural production. It is possible to overcome
the drawbacks of this system without resorting to sequestration.

3. As in industry and business, it is uneconomical to break up largeagricultural holdings into small units. Production is bound to
suffer, and I am convinced will suffer drastically, when units are
reduced to 15 or 20 hectares.

. We will be deluding ourselves if we think backward underdeveloped
countries can create all the essential mechanism required to help
the small farmer who has neither the money nor the know-how, suchas, agricultural cooperatives that can supply him with mechanization,and the all-important agricultural credits.

5. The very real problem of inheritance is completely ignored. In
two generations a 15 hectare farm given over to a farmer today may
well be divided up into holdings of one hectare or less. I cannot
envisage any developing country that can change its basic inheritanceflaws. This is certainly impossible and unthinkable in a country
like mine where there are unalterable rules governing the division
of an estate between male and female heirs.

h 6. The administrative and physical problems involved under a schemewhich aims at seizing properties scattered over the country wherethe government machine is not capable of performing even its dailyroutine functions, and where many land-owners do not possessaccurate information of their own holdings, are beyond the power ofgovernments to cope with.

7. Contrary to the common belief that a land distribution program
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builds up a contented farmer class which will serve as a bulwark
against communism, I contend that this is absolutely and incon-
testably fallacious.

What this policy indubitably does is it creates false hopes
among peasants who will soon be disillusioned with what may well

y be very grave consequences - indeed, it may hast en the very situ-
ation that it is intended to avoid.

8. Politicians advocating land reform programs know full well they
are incapable of implementing them. It is the immediate benefits
gained, particularly with the public in the West, by posing as
reformers and champions of the rights of the down-trodden and
poverty-stricken peasant that they seek.

They know they will not be there to answer for the
consequences of their ill-conceived, short-sighted and deceptive
program.

As I said before, while I am opposed to the solution of the existing
system of land tenure and landlord-peasant relationship by means of forced
dispossession, I am equally against the archaic system of land ownership. I
wholeheartedly believe it is essential to find another solution, one which is
economically, politically, socially and administratively practicable.

The scheme I propose is broadly the following:

# 1. Land reform should be brought about through a system of taxation.

2. Farm land should be taxed not on the basis of actual but on the
Sj optimum yield, i.e., what it would produce if the land were

cultivated under modern and efficient fanming methods.

. To determine the optimum yield, I would propose a reliable survey
be carried out throughout country by one or more groups of foreign
firms specializing in cadastral surveys. This survey would determine
what the yield of each hectare of farm should be in different parts
of the country under an efficient method of farming. It would also
remove all the defects and the shortcomings that are bound to arise
if governments were to assess the yield values.

h. I would introduce a flat rate of taxation on the optimum yield.

5. It would not be right at the outset to apply a high rate of taxation.
Those who are to exploit the land, whether they be large or medium
land owners or small farmers, must have access to such facilities
as adequate agricultural credits on reasonable terms and cooperatives
that are in a position to give guidance and technical assistance.

6. To bring about these facilities requires time. I would therefore
adopt, and make public, a system of taxation which would start at asmall level and gradually go up until it reaches what would be anequitable rate at the end of a given period. To illustrate my point,let us suppose it was decided that a levy of 10% on the optimum yield
was equitable, and it was also considered advisable to reach this



final goal over a period of, say, ten years. I would start
-with a tax of 1% the first year and increase the rate by 1% each
year until 10% was reached at the end of ten years. This system
offers a number of advantages. Firstly, it gives time to all
concerned, present and prospective land-owners, to equip themselves
so as to exploit their land to the fullest degree. Secondly, it
makes it possible for governments to create the institutions and
mechanisms required to help the landlord - farmer. Thirdly, it
provides the present landlords with a reasonable time within which
to decide whether they will hold on to their properties and meet the
increasing taxation, to reduce their holdings to a size which they can
efficiently exploit or to dispose of their properties, at will, to
those who are about to farm the land and meet the new taxation.

7. The foregoing figures relating to taxation and timing are solely
given as an illustration. Before a definitive decision is taken
on these matters, I would have all these aspects studied by experts.

8. A moderate rate of taxation could be applied on the basis of a
reasonable yield during the period the above study is being carried
out. In the case of many countries, where the total taxes on
agricultural land is less than the amount the government spends on
collecting these taxes, there would certainly be no loss to the
treasury during the transitionary period.

9. Whereas under a land sequestration and distribution program there
will inevi.ably-follow a serious fall in agricultural production,
under my proposal productivity and efficiency in agriculture will
go up. The change will take place in a gradual manner over a
period of years and without violating the principles of free enter-
prise and private ownership.
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GUIDE FOR PREPARING OUTGOING WIRES

1. Class of Service

r' Type in class of service desired. Each class is described as follows:

Letter Telegram Letter telegrams are normally delivered the morning after day of despatch. The cost
is half the cost of full rate messages with a minumum charge for 22words including
address and text.

Full Rate Full rate messages are normally transmitted and delivered immediately. There is a
minimum charge for 5 words, including address and text.

IBF Govt. This is a preferential rate extended to the Bank by some of its member countries.
Messages are sent at full rate speed and at about half the cost. This rate normally
should be used whenever available. It is at present available for the following
countries:

Bolivia Cuba Guatemala * Peru
Brazil Dominican Republic Honduras * Syria
Burma Ecuador Jordan Uruguay
Chile El Salvador * Lebanon Venezuela

* China * Ethiopia Nicaragua Yugoslavia
Colombia * France Pakistan
Costa Rica Greece Panama

* In these countries the letter telegram rate is lower than IBF government rate and
should be used for messages when immediate transmission is not required.

Code Code messages are transmitted at full rate (or IBF Govt.) speed and cost. This rate
should be used only for confidential messages to staff members having a code with
them.

Day Letter Day letters are delivered during the day of transmission and\should be tused only for
messages in the United States and to Mexico and Canada. There is a minimum
charge for 50 words in text.

Teletype To be used only for messages to the New York Office, United Nations, and certain
commercial firms. For information, call Cable Post (Ext. 3008).

2. Address

Use only last name of addressee and cable address whenever possible. 'he Bank cable address 'INTBAFRAD" is
registered in Paris, Bogota, Bangkok, Karachi, Lima, Quito and Tegucigalpa. The International Finance Corporation
cable address "CDRINTFIN" is registered in New York, Paris and Washington. The name of the country of destina-
tion must always be added. (No charge is made for the name of a country).

3. Text

Messages to Bank Missions and to Resident Representatives should be numbered. These numbers may
be obtained by calling Ext. 3008.

Type text in capital letters and double space between lines. The text should be edited to elirrinate
unnecessary words and unnecessary punctuation. If punctuation is needed, spell out the words "Comma,"
"Stop," etc.

Use common abbreviations whenever possible, i.e. reourlet, reurfive, etc. Write as one word hyphenated
words, hyphenated names, and certain two-word groups, e.g. Airmail, Newyork, enduse.

4. Signature

Type in last name of sender. Use INTBAFRAD as part of the signature only when addressee does not
know the address of the sender.

5. Authorization

Type in name and department of staff member authorizing message and have authorizing staff member
sign the original (pink copy). A list of authorized signatures is kept in the cable office.

Forward messages in triplicate in a cable envelope to Room 211 for despatch. The cable service is open
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. on working days. Special arrangements should be made for the despatch of
of cables outside of these hours.

ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING INCOMING AND OUTGOING WIRES SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE

CABLE POST, EXT. 3008.
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS - LINATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIWUE

SC 342 (7) 6 March 1962

Dear Mr. Iverson,

As promised by phone, I send you enclosed our draft

statement on "United Nations Support to Members' Land Reform

Programmes", which is to constitute one section of Chapter 1

of the 1962 land reform report. Your cabled advice indicating

the Bank's concurrence or any drafting changes required in

the paragraphs of special interest to the Bank would be much

appreciated. You can reach me at FAO, Rome, in care of

S.K. Dey.

Yours sincerely,

John H.G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Kenneth R. Iverson

Assistant Director
Technical Assistance and Planning Staff

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, 25, D.C.

LM Z



DRAFT
prepared in the United Nations
6 March 1962

Chapter 1 (d). United Nations Support to Members Land Reform Programmes'

Support to the land reform programmes put into operation by the

Governments of Member States is being provided by a number of agencies

in the United Nations family..? FAO takes the leading part in this work.

As Governments have increased their programmes of action in this field

and have sought international assistance, the agencies' supporting

activities have likewise grown. Some further improvements of such support

envisaged by the agencies are indicated, in compliance with General

Assembly resolution 1426 (XIV), at the end of this section.

Current support programmes

FAO has major responsibility for assistance work in land (or agrarian)

reform and has taken the initiative in oo-ozdinating international

efforts in this field, convening eight inter-agency meetings for that

purpose to date. As early as 1943 the Hot Springs meeting strongly

emphasized the part that the agency was expected to play in seeking

improvement of the institutional framework within which agriculture is

practised, with increased productivity and betterment of the cultivator's

social status as dual objectives. The resulting programme has come to

cover such varied problems as fragmentation of holdings, the structural

aspects of farms of uneconomic size, farm and settlement layouts, insecurity

of tenure, maldistribution of property, excessive rents, inequitable

incidence of agricultural taxation, excessive indebtedness, lack of clear

V/ The programmes of the agencies concerned are described in greater
detail in Annex C.

2/ Other international bodies - as well as bilateral aid programmes -
have also provided assistance in this field in recent years. In
Latin America, the Organization of American States and especially
the recently launched Alliance for Progress Programme have focussed
their attentior on problems of the agrarian structure, and financial
help is anticipated from the Inter-American Bank. In Asia and Africa,
the World Veteranug Federation has been co-operating with United
Nations agencies in the field of land settlement.
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titles to land and water and the adjustement of indigenous tenures to

the requirements of agricultural development, together with problems in

allied institutional fields such as credit, oo-operatives, marketing,

extension, land and water development and community devolopment, not to

speak of technical agricultural problems.

FAO land reform activities are carried on at the regional level,

at the country level, and by means of central oolleotion, analysis and

publication of information. At the regional level, a major feature has

been the programme of ad hoo Land Problem Training Centres, six of which

had been organized by the end of 1961, in Latin America, the Near East,

Asia and the Far East, and Africa South of the Sahara. Special study

groups and working parties have been convened in the field of land tenure

and settlement (e.g., the Working Party on Consolidation of Holdings under

the FAO European Commission on Agriculture). FAO teams have investigated

land tenure conditions in a group of countries (e.g., the 1959 Advisory

Team on Land Reform for Latin America). Within the framework of regional

surveys carried out during the last five years, especially the Mediterranean

Development Project and the African Survey, particular attention has been

paid to land tenure problems. FAO has collaborated with other agencies

in several pro jects including the Latin American Land Tenure and Agricultural

Labour study and the Andean Indian Programme. Oroundwork has been laid

for establishing permanent regional research and training institutes

concerned with agrarian structure, beginning in the near future with

South-East Asia and Latin America. Land reform officers are being posted

at centres in the various regions, beginning with Latin America in 1961

and Asia and the Far East in 1962.

Work at the country level has been growing in volume especially

since 1959. In that year FAO had 8 projects in land reform, in 1961 the

number rose to 27, the great majority being for individual countries.

During the fivo-year period 1956-1961, 22 countries received this technical

assistance and advice. In Latin America (with eleven countries aided)

most of the assistance to date has been in the field of colonisation but

some has dealt with the formulation, implementation or evaluation of land

reform programmes in general. In other regions, FAO has variously assisted

individual Governments in appraisal of agrarian dtuations, land settlement

planning and execution, adjustment of traditional tenure arrangements to

the needs of economic development, planning and implementation of agrarian
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reform programmes and evaluation of such programmes. Under the related
fellowship programme, fellowship holders are generally encouraged to
visit countries with advanced programmes in land tenure reform.

FAO has been active in collecting information, analysing it and
making it available to Member Countries. Apart from other sources of
information an land reform, area-wide special surveys are sometimes
undertaken to study the progress being made. From the beginning, FAO
has also carried out a comprehensive publication programme in this field,
consisting of Ihe Land Tenure Studies (dating from 1952), mimeographed
reports on meetings dealing with land problems and policies, and reports
of technical assistance experts on their missions. Publications in related
fields such as agricultural credit, 0o-operatives, extension and sociology
supplement this programme. Additional material on land tenure problems
is presented in the annual State of Food and Agriculture (in which the
chapter "Land Reform and Institutinal Change" in the 1961 issue is of
special interest) and the quarterly Food and Agricultural Legislation.

The activities of the United Nations itself in relation to land
reform are concerned with: land reform as an element in overall development
planning; certain specific aspects, e.g., the taxation aspect, which comes
under the general responsibility of the United Nations in the fiscal
and financial field; community development, whose links with land reform
are described in this report; and certain other fields separate from land
reform but calling for concurrent action as regards rural development -
notably local government, rural economic infrastructure, rural industry,
rural housing and rural social services. It is in the latter fields,
along with community development and with development planning as a whole
(including the fiscal aspects), rather than with the content of land
reform programmes, that the major relevant responsibilities of the
United Nations lie.

The responsibility for assisting in economic and social development
planning as a whole implies consideration of all major problem areas,
land reform included, from the standpoint of their place in a comprehensive
frame of reference. The regional economic commissions in particular have
devoted attention to the overall planning implications of agricultural-
industrial and rural-urban balance and key agrarian reforms. The economic
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development and planning institutes which, in accordance with General

Assembly resolution 1708 (XVI), are being established closely linked with

the regional economic commissions will give these relationships due

emphasis in their training, research and advisory work.

The United Nations plays the leading part in the collaborative

assistance work of the agencies in community development, a field in which,

as Chapter 6 of this report points out, much can be done to support and

even help bring about necessary land reforms. It has issued a number of

publications on community development, including recent studies of economic

development and public administration aspects. Meetings are continually

being held in this field by the regional economic commissions. Training

courses have been initiated, particularly in Africa. Member Governments

of more than twenty-five countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America

and the Middle East are being assisted and advised by community development

experts supplied by the United Nations, and fellowships are being provided

to some fifteen Governments.

The work shared directly with FAO in the joint UN/FAO divisions of

the four regional economic commissions of the United Nations calls for

separate mention. Projects in agricultural economics (i.e., agricultural

production, development, programming, price and market prospects, price

policies, etc.) and projects concerned with agricultural institutions are

both undertaken. For example, the current work programme of the joint

EcLA/FAO Division is linked almost entirely to the activities of the Inter-

American Committee for Agricultural Development created during the Punta

del Este Conference, which will seek solutions for the more urgent problems,

including problems in the field of land reform, retarding the growth of

the agricultural sector.

The ILO is concerned to establish principles for ensuring security

of employment and of livelihood, with rising incomes, for all those

engaged in agriculture. The problems have been considered in broad terms

at the 44th session of the International Labour Conference, the Meeting

of Experts on Employment Objectives in Economic Development and the 6th

session of the Permanent Agriculture Committee, all in 1960, as well as

the Conference of American States Members of the ILO held in Buenos Aires
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in 1961. Publications on the subject include Why Labour Leaves the

Land (1960), chapters dealing with land tenure and related matters in

African Labour Survey (1958) and the Labour Survey of North Africa (1960),

and articles in various issues of the International Labour Review.

The ILO helps Governments to provide the training which is needed

by agricultural workers - wage-earning, semi-independent or independent -

if land reform is to succeed. Considerable emphasis has been laid on

the training of rural promoters and similar personnel to work directly

with the farm population; this is being done, for example, under the inter-

agency Andean Indian Programme operating under ILO's leadership in Bolivia,

Ecuador, Peru and Colombia. The ILO is active also in vocational training,

in which it organizes projects on a country, regional and international

basis. A related field of activity, concerned with expanding employment

opportunity and raising production in rural areas, is that of small-scale

and handicraft industries. Here again many Governments are being provided

with technical assistance, and a number of technical meetings have been

held in various regions, some in conjunction with FAO.

Special groups to whom attention is given by ILO include plantation

workers and nomadic tribes. The 1961 session of the Committee on Work

on Plantations, for example, discussed social security and co-operatives

for plantation workers. A Panel of External Consultants on Indigenous

and Tribal Populations will shortly consider the results of previous

surveys on the sedentarisation of nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes of North

Africa and other areas and the problems arising out of the transition

from tribal to modern forms of economic and social organization in Africa.

The ILO has long been active in the field of co-operatives, which

are integrally connected with successful land reform. Many reports have

been issued in this field. Technical assistance on education and training

in co-operation, co-operative organization, co-operative credit, industrial

co-operatives, the organization of marketing services and other aspects

has been provided by ILO experts to some twenty-five countries in Africa,
Asia, Latin America and the Middle East. A number of technical meetings

have been convened in collaboration with FAO and other agencies, including

the inter-regional seminars on co-operation organized jointly with PAO

each year since 1953, in collaboration with the Danish Government. A panel
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of consultants on oo-operation, approved by action of ILO's Governing

Body, will hold its first meeting in 1962.

UNESCO's role in land r-.form is primarily educative and is closely

linked with programmes of rural and community development. It has devoted

substantial efforts towards promoting competence in those field through

its emphasis on fundamental education, agricultural education and soieno%

and its attention to the means of mass communication. Evaluation also

is emphasized. For example, at the two regional centres for training

for community development (ASF'1 C and CRX2AL), which are organised in

collaborAtion with the United Nations, FAO, the ILO and WHO, UNESCO

has undertaken to test evaluation methods used in rural development projects

which could be useful as well in evaluating the implications of land

reforms.

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development has made

loans for varied agricultural purposes to nearly thirty countries and

territories, not counting its indirect support of agriculture through loans

for fertilizer and food processing plants and, on a larger scale, for

electric power and transportation. It also provides advisory services

to agricultural banks and other government agencies engaged in promoting

agricultural development. The new International Development Association

is beginning to complement the Bank9 s financing by extending development

credits on very liberal terms.

The Bank and IDA manifest their interest in land reform in two

principal ways. First, recommendations to Governments for the adoption

of remedial measures affecting the agrarian structure are a frequent result

of the economio studies or surveys conducted by missions organized by the

Bank. Second, where the existence of faulty institutional arrangements

would hamper successful execution of a particular project, appropriate

adjustements are often made a prior condition of a loan.

These adjustments sometimes involve improvement in various supporting

services to agrioulture (notably oredit, marketing and technical guidance)

which may play a large part in the likely economic consequences of an

undertaking. On other occasions the Bank has assisted in, for example:

obtaining secure tenures in place of periodic reallotments of land;



developing a colonization scheme for landless farmers; instituting a

land consolidation programme, or setting minimum limits to land fragmentation;

drafting progressive land reform legislation to eliminate built-in

disincentives found likely to prevent the carrying out of agricultural

development projects.

More than one-third of the total funds allocated by the Special Fund

to date has been assigned in support of 65 projects for pre-investment

work in the agricultural sector. While no single project concerns itself

exclusively with problems of land reform, the subject matter of a number

of approved projects, particularly those in the pre-colonization field

(e.g., in Ecuador and Venezuela), involves consideration of questions

intimately relatod to the problems of agrarian structure. All of these

pro jects, moreover, aim to contribute to increased agricultural productivity

and output together with an improved level of living for the rural

population, so that their implementation should help pave the way both

for technical agricultural improvements and for agrarian institutional

reforms in the countries concerned.

Improvements in support envisaged

Apart from some expansion in various existing support functions in

the land reform field which is foreseen as a matter of normal steady growth,

some increased outposting of specialist staff in this field to regional

offices, and an effort in particular to devote larger resources to the

needs of Africa, the following improvements in support are at present

envisaged:

1. FAO expects to strengthen its fact-Sathering and fact-organizing

services in the field of land reform, so as to establish a more complete

repository of information and a readily usable clearing house of experience

and ideas in this field.

2. To help overcome the shortage of adequately trained personnel

for plannirng, executing and evaluating land reform measures, FAO proposes

to assist with the establishment of two regional Agrarian Research and

Training Institutes in Latin America and the Far East, to be followed

perhaps by one in the Near East.
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3. The Special Fund is ready to assist Governments in the

establishment of research and training institutes concerned with the

planning, organization and administration of agrarian reform programmes.

4. The United Nations expects to strengthen its analytical and

advisory work on the fiscal and financial problems of land reform and of

agricultural development generally. Country studies will be made of tax,

financial and budgetary factors impeding or expediting the reforms sought

by Governments.

5. FAO and UNESCO envisage more systematic work in future on evaluation

of land reform programmes, looking toward the eventual incorporation of

evaluation as an integral part of any countrys programme in this field.

6, The ILO in 1960 launched a programme of intensified aotivties

in the rural sector., As one aspect, it proposes to study more comprehensively

the impact of land reform on employment, especially by means of investigations

in selected countries of Asia and the Middle East. Pilot projects will

also test various methods of promoting fuller utilization of labour in

rural areas.

7. The ILO expects to undertake, in selected countries of Africa,

intensive investigations of the problems of transition from tribal

structure to more modern forms of economic and social organization

including land tenure.

8. UNESCO plans to -intensify its work in rural sociology, with

particular reference to the transition problems of tribal and nomadic groups.

9. The establishment of economic development and planning institutes

by the United Nations in connexion with the regional economic commissions

in Africa, Asia and Latin America should substantially increase the

opportunity for studying land reform measures in the total development

context - as means to achieving nationally formulated objectives and as

users, sometimes on a substantial scale, of resources for which there

are many competing demands.

10. The transfer of food surpluses to help countries avoid a possible

reduction in food availabilities during an immediate period of land tenure

reform is one of the developmental uses of food envisaged under the

UN/FAO World Food Programme.



March 2, 1962

Mr. 3. R. Sen
Director.-General
Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations
Viale dell* Terme di Caracalla
Rome, Italy

Dear Mr. Sen:

On behal f Mr. Black who it at present absent from
Washington, I wisht acknowledge receipt of and thank you for
your letter of 6Ve bruary 1962, inviting the Bank to be repre-
sented at the Fighth Inter-Agency Meeting on Agrarian feform to
be held at FAO Headquarters beginning 8 March 1962, to finalise
the report on Land Reform which will be presented to the Thirty-
Fourth Session of ECOSOC.

We are sorry that at the last minute it will not be pos-
sible for the Bank to have a representative at this meeting. How-
ever, we have been in correspondence with members of FAO's staff
regarding the Bank's views on the various aspects of this problem.
We hope our contribution is of some val)ue to the report.

Sincerely yours,

frique Lopez-.errarte
Liaison Officer

Development Services Department

ELH:ml



February 27, 1962

Mr. D. Christodoulou
Land Tenure and Settlement Branch
Rural Institutions and Services Division
Food and Agriculture Organnizati on
Viale delle Terme di Caracella
Rome, Italy

Dear Mr. Christodoulou:

I have your letter of February I to which you attached
the latest draft of the section dealing with the United Nations Aid in
Land Reform. Tn your letter you ask us to identify the countries in
which Pre located the projects being finnced by the 9ank and which are
mentioned in our statement. At tie t:rn, re drafted the material sub-
mitted to the United Tations -e purposely 3id not make reference to the
countries by name because we felt that such reference would not serve
a useful purpose, but more importantly we felt that 7Te should not risk
embarrassing a member country or borrower by publicizing certain phases
of our negotiations relative to the loan which we consider to be of a
confidential nature. We would prefer therefore not to identify the
countries.

I would like to refer to one statement w ich is in-
cluded in the latest draft attached to your letter on page 2 in the sec-
tion dealing with the Bank and IDA. The statement is made that "Land
reform, therefore, stands a better chance of receiving ceedits from the
IDA than would have done from the Bank." 'hile the IDA charter allows
for considerable flexibility in setting the terms for loans, the state-
ment made does not necessarily follow from this flexibility. As your
statement spells out, the Bank has made substantial investments in
agrarian development, and while IDA is and can make investments in this
same field the statement is not correct and should be deleted.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth R. Iverson
Assistant Director

cc: Mr. Reid Development Services Department

Central files /incoming letter and attachments.



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS - UNATIONS NEWYDRK ADRESSE TELEORAPHIQ UE

FIECZEC 342 (7) 20 February 1962

Dear Mr. Demuth,

..... I enclose for your informatioa and any comments a copy of
our redraft of the financing chap er of the land reform report.

..... Also enclosed is a copy of Miss Henderson's letter of today's
date addressed to Mr. Kimmel of FAQ. In connexion with paragraph
5 of that letter, it would be particularly appreciated if you
could, in order to clarify the situation, let us have at your
earliest convenience the text of the statement on the Bank's
activities which is preferred for ustin full in the appendix
of the report. Our summarization of it in Chapter 1 will, of
course, be cleared with you later.

Yours sincerely,

John H.G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Richard Demuth
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C,
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IRAFT
prepared in the United Nations
16 Febzuary 1962

1962 report on land reform:

CHAPTER 5- FIMANCING LABD REFORM

A. Tax Policies in Relation to Land Reform

Many aspects of the interaction between land reform and government

finance are coverod elsewhere in this report, particularly in succeeding

sections of this chapter, which consider the needs of the now cultivator

for production capital and the ways in which the payments for land affect

former owners, new owners and the government. This section will consider

the specific problems of tax policy in countries with programmes of

land reform. Selected experiences with agricultural taxation in various

parts of the world will be examined for suggestions as to suitable

policies in different country settings.

Taxation is among the more important policy tools available to

governments, although the choice of the most appropriate tax policies

to promote various developmont goals for agriculturo raises complex analyti.al

and administrative issues. Indeed, even the economically advanced countries

have not always found satisfactory solutions for the design and administration

of an effectivo tax system in their farm sootors. The most tangible result

of improved methods of agricultural taxation has usually been the additional

revenue yield, but other significant benefits havo also been obtained,

such as the encouragement of more edfioient land use, the elimination of

tax detorrents to agricultural production, and more equitable treatment

of taxpayers.

Generally speaking, the underdeveloped countries have been making

only slow progress in adapting their agricultural tax systems to the

changing needs and opportunities created by agrarian rvform measures. It

is significant, for example, that many replies to the land reform
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questionnaire, although complete in most other respects, omit responses

to the questions relating to tax policies. Unquestionably, some countries'

agricultural development programmes are being unduly hampered by their

continued reliance upon inadequate methods of taxation. On tho other

hand, there are also a number of examples, described below, of successful

applications of carefully planned tax measures to promote important

development objectives. These instances of accomplishment deserve careful

study because of the lessons they may hold for other countries with

similar needs and conditions.

It is obvious that the effects of tax policies are generally less

clearly traceable than the effacts of dirzct measures to redistribute

land holdings, to consolidate plots thbt are too small for economical

operation, to improve methods of cultivation or livestock raising, or to

promote agriculture's developmont in other ways. Nevortheless, tax policies

have a definite place in the scheme of furthering such measures. In the

first place, most countries have found that largur tax receipts, with

substantial contributions by the agricultural sector, are necessary to

finance their land reforms0 Secondly, there is considerable evidence that

the existing tax structure, by overburdening some segments of the population

or by blunting or pervorting ooonomic incentives, has often obstructed

the operation of direct reform measures or of a country's ovorall development

offort. Finally, valuable experience has been accumulated to prove that

taxes are versatile policy instruments which lend themselves to various

regulatory and incentive applications in furtherance of specific production

or distribution goals.

Furthermore, experience in some countries has shown that land

reforms, in turn, have prepared the iay for a major strengthening of

their revenue systems in the agriaultural sector. Not only has agricultural

devoloaMent expanded the revanue base in these countries, but the instruments

of reform, particularly when they havo involved cadastral surveys, a

clearer definition of tenure rights, or a redireotion of production toward

outside markets, have facilitated the introduction of better methods of

tax assessment and collection. In short, these countries' land reforms

have served to lower some traditional obstacles to more effective taxation

in their agricultural sectors. Too often, howevor, the fiscal impact of

the looering of these obstacles has been less than might have been
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expected, because the countries failed to adjust their tax structures

to take full advantage of tha more favourable circumstances for tax

collection.

Thi relationship of tax systems to agricultural development/

In many countries agricultural land, even when it is capable of producing

substantial income, is subject to very light taxation. Throughout much

of Latin America the property tax rates applicable to agricultural land

are very low and the assessment and enforcement practices exceedingly lax.

In one country, for example, the tax on uncultivatod land is 1.00 per

year per hectare on individual holdings in excess of 500 hectaros. In many

cases even these low taxes are not collected.

If a country' s eoonomio advancement is being handicapped by high

concentrations of land o-rership, large holdings of idle land, or generally

inefficient land use, heavier direct taxation of land may contribute quite

effcotively to forcing the necessary reforms. It is conceivable that a

progressive tax on land otinership, such as has been favoured in Jamaica

since the early nineteen-fifties, could, if the rates are substantial,

obviate the neod in some countries for outright redistribution of large

holdings. If the proceeds of incroased taxation are set aside for planned

agrioultural development projects, even those landlords who, because of

heavier taxation, are induced to sell portions of their holdings may not

suffer economic losses.

In India the land revenue -as once the mainstay of the revenue system,

but today it absorbs only about 1-1/2 por cent of the net value added in

agriculturo. Furthermore, agriculture is only lightly burdened by income

taxation in India, while the relative incidence of sales taxes and import

duties in the rural sector is one-third to one-half as high as in the

urban sector. After making a detailed analysis of the tax burden, the

Indian Taxation Enquiry Comhiasicn concluded in 1954 that there was substantial

room for increased taxation of higher rural ir comes. In recent years

1/ A useful survey of this subject is prosented in the Pers and Proeedin
of the Conference on Agricultural Taxation and Economic Devlopment,
held under the auspios of the Harvard Law School International Program
in Taxation, with the participation of the United Nations and several
of the specialised aganoies (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, 1954).
See rt of the Taxation E r ommisonl5l9, Government of
India, Vol. I, Chapter IV - V.
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several Indian States have started collecting surcharges on large landowners

and a few have stepped up the proirossivo rates of thcir agricultural

incomo taxes. Nevorthelose, the total tax burden on agriculture in India

still appears to be inordinately light in relation to the importance of

the agricultural sector and the country's need to mobilize its internal

resources for economic development.

On the other hand, in certain less developed countries, including the

Republic of China, Peoples Republic of China, and Republic of Korea, direct

taxes on the ownership or use of land are large producers of revenue.

Furthermoro, governments gradually are giving more attention to the need

to redesign their agricultural taxes and to make a stronger effort to

improve their collection, so that the taxes can contribute more decisively

to agricultural devolopment goals. For instance, more countries are

undertaking scientific land valuations, often with the aid of experts

supplied by the United Natio. a, as in the case of Ghana and Jamaica. In

the latter case, unimproved land value was substituted for capital value

as tho basis of land taxation and a general revaluation of land values

is underway. The assessment officours in Jamaica have the advantage of

new detailed maps based on an aerial survey.

In both Taiwan and the Republic of Korea the land taxes, which yield

outstandingly large revonues, are imposed at graduated rates according

to the rated production of the land. Eron though tho tax on agricultural

land in Italy is proportional to income and is not an important tax source,

it tends to exert a favourable incentive effect because it is based not

on realized income but on that which the land is capable of yielding

according to its oropping pattern and productivity assessed by the cadastre.

Together with the income tax, it contributed to making thL land market

more active, according to the case study undertaken in this country, and

many absentee landowners have boen induced to sell their holdings. In

many sections of India and Pakistan the land revenue has been assessed

partly with economic incentives in view - for example, to discourage the

unproductive use of land - although since the World War II inflation it

has been assessed in the average on euch a low valuation thAt its incentive

effect has probably become inconsequential.

In Northern Niguria, where local communities pay lump-sum tax assessments,

based not on actual income but on the yield which would result if land were
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cultivated at an adequ4t: averagu standard, thore is an explicit intention

to penalize bad farming and encourage good. But as happened with the

Indian land revanue, the yield of this Nigerian tax was seriously damaged

by tho war inflation. An ingenious extension of the Nigorian plan is

found in Uganda, whore the tax assessmont is based on potential income

(assuming fairly generous standard rates of return) from all sources,

including non-agricultural sources, availablo to each community.
A prinoiple underlying many of the taxes described above is that

presumptivo assessments according to the land's potential economic income,
-instead of its actual value in its present use, tend to creato desirable

incentive effects. Landowners deriving lesas than the full potential arv

penalized by the tax, while those exceeding the rated income are not taxed

on the exosa. Moreover, the cost of keeping cultivable land idle can be

made prohibitive under this approach, while absentoe landlords who take

little interest in how their lands are farmed can be given a strong

incontive to introduce more efficient production methods or else sell to

others -rho would use the lands to better advantage.

Land taxes cannot serve such goals effectively, however, unless they

are supported b; satisfactory land maps and at least a rudimentary system

of land classification. Many of tho Asian countries have a long history

of experience sith land classification, but in other parts of thw world

extensive land areas, including cultivable land of large potential value,

remain unmapped. In this connexion it may be noted that Chile, with Urned

States aid, recently began an extensive land survay employing aerial

photographic mapping. The survey is a multipurpose project which will

serve not only to rovoal unregistered land holdings but also to provide

basio information on land use, water resources and soil characteristics.

The classification of land for tax purposes according to its productive

capacity is a familiar practice in parts of India, particularly in Bombay,

and in Germany and Finland. Scientific soil mapping is most important,

of course, for the correct valuation of crop land, but it can also show

whether pastures, timberland, orchards, and brushland are aitable for

/ See Ursula K. Hicks, Development from Below, Oxford University Press
(1961), pp. 330-331.
/id. , p. 340.
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particular cropsY Although soil mapping, if done properly according

to the latest scientific principles, will ordinarily ba valid for many
years, occasional updating may be required, especially if thero are land

improvoment programmes or basic shifts in land use.

A further desirable stop, after information on soil classification has

been assembled, is to determine the inherent productivo capacity of each

fiald in its most efficient use, under average growing conditions and

proper managoment. The topography of the land, climatic conditions,

and accessibility to water supIpli- are other factors which the tax

assessors should take into account.

The method of using yardstick farms to gaugo the potential productivity

of lani has been folloied with considerable success in Northern and Central

Burope. More recently, Indonesia has sponsored the cultivation of standard

land parcels under state supervision, with the aim of gaining information

for tax valuation purposes. The pilot or experimental farms operated by

the governments of many countries could in many oases also contribute

to stron-thening tax assessment procedures.

Finally, land tax assessments can be improved if they include appropriate

allowances for other indicia of economic value, such as accessibility to

market. and availability of storago and millit'.g facilities.

In vie, of the far-reaching differences among countries, as to

agricultural donditio.s and also as to the administrative burdens they

are equipped to carry, no single approach to land taxation can be recommendad

for general use. The basic requirement, of course, is for countries to

set their sights on roalistic and appropriate targets and to move as

rapidly as possible toward those targets.

Because of its simplicity, gross output is widely used as a valuation

basis in many parts of Asia and in the Middla East. To bring this type

of assessment more closely in line with the principle of rating according

to presumptive or potential incore, the tax might be assessed on variable

fractions of gross produce, dependent upon inherent productivity differences

and locational factors. The method of land tax assessment in the Sudan
embodies some of these. features. The tax ratu is related to the gross

productive capacity of the land an-I varies according to typo of farming

and systems of rotation. A more simplified approach, applied in West

j/ See Land Classification for Agricultural Development, Development Paper
No. 18, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (Novembeir
1952). [FAO may profar a lator citation.]



Jordan and some African countries with comparatively homogeneous

agricultural regions, is to asses the tax according to land area but to

graduate the tax rate on the basis of broad differences in land value.

In order not to impede the cultivation of inferior soils, taxes assessod

on tho basis of gross produce or land area should be designed to fall

lightly, if at all, on plots which provide a mere subsistonce income.

In Latin America wide use is made of property taxes based on capital

value as evidenced by the provailing selling price of land. The

administration of these taxes, however, has often been handicapped not

only by the lack of satisfactory land surveys - as in tho case of Paraguay,

Haiti, and Nicaragua - but also by an absenco of adequate market activity

and, in a faw instances, by reliance upon self-asessments by proparty
owners. Even where an effort has been made to strengthen valuation procedures,

it has frequently been concentrated in the urban areas whero the value of

real estate is heavily concentrated, with detrimental results to the tax

yield and production from the agricultural sectors of these countries.

A recent trend in the agricultural tax systems of underdeveloped

countries is toward th extension of their not income taxes to the farm

sector. Agricultural income is being taxed either under a separate schedule,

as in parts of India and Pakistan (whore the taxation of agricultural

income is constitutionally under stato and provincial jurisdiction), or

under a global tax applicable to all incomes, as in Ceylon, Indonesia,

the Philippines, and Thailand. A constructive recommendation of the Indian

Taxation nq7iry Commission was for the states to be permitted to add a

surcharge to their agricultural incone taxes; the amount of the surcharge

would be determined with reforence to the total income of the taxpayer

from agricultural and non-agricultural sources. In Chile taxpayers who

cultivate largo farms are roquired to keep reliable accounting records

and to declare their actual income on the basis of those records, but no

studies have been made of the effactivoness of that requirement in improving

incomo tax collestione.

Income taxes, particularly at graduated rates and with allosances for

the taxpayers' family status and financial obligrtions, are well suited

to the requirements of some developing agricultural economies where the

circumstances for assessing and collecting the taxes are favourable, as
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in plantation eoonomies. A lani tax, if used at all in such countries,

should be - and often is - a subordinate levy set aside for local governments.

The structura of the income tax, however, as far as it applies to

agrioulturu, especially with regard to the progressivity of its r.tes and

the allowance of appropriate deductions from taxable income, should be

deturminod in the light of the need to proserve adequate savings and

investment incentivos.

In those countries which do not extend thair income taxes to the

agricultural sector, but instead rely on land taxes thAt are imposed at

flat r. tos, ithout any realistic differentiation according to the productive

value of the land, the land taxes may conutitute an excessively heavy

burden on farmers iith small landholdingn, whilo large landowners are

relatively lightly taxed. The absence of an incomo tax on landlords in

these countries could impose a serious obstacle to agricultural development,

particularly if the countries havu not had a land redistribution programme.

The failure to tax rental income in one African country, for example, is

said to favour further concentration of aealth in fever families, because

the incidence of that country's land tax is relatively heavy on small

landowners and because tenant farm .rs arQ not protected against tax shifting.

Anothcr form of direct pevsonal taxation, generally knoxn as poll

or hut tnxeo, is used in a number of African countries. Being payable in

cash, as contrasted with the voluntary contributions made either in cash

or matErial or labour in community development areas in various countries

including India, these diroot taxes on the agricultural population probably

enaouraj;e the marketing of farm products. When originally imposed, however,

they iors intonded to stimulat, Africans to seek paid employment, especially

in the minos. This type of tax, alcng with low-rate marketing taxes, is

used in arnas where individual land rights are rare or not sell defined

in legal r coris. The relative importance of poll taxes has declinod

appreciably in the English-speaking countries of Afrioa and in the Congo

(Leopoldville), ihcroas it has increased in most of the French-speaking

countries. During the past decade various attempto have been made to

graduate tho poll tax rates to reflect, at least in a rough way, individual

taxpaying capacity. Systms of this sort are found in Northern Rhodesia,

the Congo (Leopoldville), Uganda, Ghana and Madagascar.
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In Tanganyika the poll tax was used, along with a tax on oattle

sales, in dealing jith the difficult problem of taxing nomads.g Cattle

were first marketed only to pay the poll tax, but the arailability of

attractive goods in the markets, which beckoned travelling merchants,

induced the Tanganyikan Masai to soll many more cattle than wore actually

needed to meet the tax. Soon they were able to pay more for vetorinary

services and ;ratwr supplies, as well as to make large cash purchases for

their personal benefit. In the process, herd improvoment by culling was

stimulated.

Special tax measuras to promote land reform

There is also considerable experienae with tax inducements more

specifically related to land reform ob'ectives.-V A classic instance of
of agri lCitural land which is

this is the surcharge on absentee owner levied in a number of countries,

especially in Latin America and Australasia. A tax concession directly

related to land tenure reform was used in the Republic of Korea, where

the tax rato on redistributed lands was out by 25 per cent, in consideration

of the dual burden the new landowners bad to carry by paying tax as well

as annual instalments for the purchase of the land.

Countries which are striving to extend thoir cultivable land areas

ordinarily grant tax oxemptions of limited duration on newly reclaimed

land, and new lands brought under irrigation may also be given favoured

tax treatment. Other governments have used a variety of special incentive

tax applications. The Republic of Korea, for example, oncouragos two-orop

farming by not imposing a tax on barley grown on rice paddies, while in

Taiwan land used for testing improved species of crops is favoured with

a tax reduction. Under the United Arab Republic land tax law, the tax

reduction for small Egyptian landowners is denied to tax payers with

holdings scattered over various parts of the country. Ceylon provides a

development rebate of 20 per cent to 40 per cent of dev,..lopment exponditures

in agriculture. Since 1954 Chile has excluded the value of land improvements

from its property tax.

Tax reductions to enoourao the growth of agricultural co-operatives

of various types are receiving increased attention in many countries.

/ Hicks, op.cit., pp. 338-339.

_/ See _opit., footnote 1/, pp. 222-244.
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Co-operatives pay only 50 per zent of the land tax rate in Chile, for exam.le,

while in E-6rpt since 1956 oo-operative societies are exempted from import

duties on agrioultural machinery and equipment, and from some other taxes,

In order to facilitate land transfers, farmlands purchased or resold in

Japan are exempt from capital, transfer and r.gistration taxes. In Finland,

deeds of transfer are free of stamp duty if the transfer is in aocordance

with land settlement legislation, while a roent law in Italy grants new

farm:.rs a five-ycar tax exemption on land which they purchase.

Another illustration of an incentive tax provision, drawn from Ceylon a

experience, is the 1954 tax measura aimed at ensuring the growth of food

crops on large commercial estates. A heavy tax was imposed on owners of

these estates -4ho did not cultivate a prescribed proportion of their

acroage in food crops or else utilize it for dairy proluotion. This tax

measure, although credited qith stimulating improved land utilization by

compiling the planting of hitherto uncultivated portions of estates, was

replaced in 1961 by a land tax on estates over 100 acres in extent, including

tea and rubber estates protected against fragmentation by law* The nev

tax, which is mainly for rovonue purposas, may also encourage the cultivation

of previously idle plots.

Special mention may also be made of the Large Land Holdings Tax in

Uttar Pradesh, India. The tax is graduatcd according to the value of

the holding, and exempts farmers who do not cultivate more than 30 acres

of land.

These are the morc overt uses of special tax incentives to support

land reform measures. Many tax laws, however, have hidden incentive aspects

which should be examined for their consistency with development objectives.

These la ;s may discourage capital investment in agriculture, as may happen

when new investments in producers' capital are immediately followed by

increased tax assessments, or they may impose t.ueven taxes on different

crops or agricultural pursuits, with results that may be favourable or

unfavourable to agriculture's development. In some countries, for example,

cash crops are taxed relativoly heavily in relation to the taxation of

other agricultural products. The practical consequences of this diffarential

treatment for their development programmes would bear careful analysis.
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Tax assessment and collection practices (e.g., marketing taxes) which

are both productive of large revonue and expedient from an administrative

standpoint may also tznd to perpetuate outmoded forms of land tenure or

to conflict with government efforts to encourage larger faim marketings,

both for the home market and for exports.

Tax ravisions to avoid adverse economic effects and to incorpomte

carefully selected incentive provisions need not impair the basic

usefulness of the taxes as fiscal instruments. A more serious danger is

that countries will continue harmful agricultural tax practices because

of tradition or convenience, even though batter methods may be at hand

as a consequence of benefits flowing from agrarian reform measures.

The contribution of land reforms to tax reforms

The preparation of an inventory of a country's land resources,

including the mapping of public and private lands and the surveying of

soil productivity and land use, is the foundation on which sound planning

of agrarian rcforms should be built. Essentially tho same type of resources

inventory can serve as the basis for more rational planning of a country's

agricultural tax system. Once the inventory is completed, crude acreage

or marketing taxes can be replaced by taxes that are adjusted to

relative taxable capacity, tax burdens can be shifted from marginal to

more productive lands as indicated by the surveys, land valuations can be

updated, and provision can be made for current revaluations in line with

price and production changes. Furthermore, land reform programmes will

bring other improvements in land administration, such as the registration

of property rights and the supervision of farm credit programmes, which

can be helpful for the identification of property owners liable to

taxation and the co-ordination of tax assessments with valuations approved

for farm loans.

As a land reform programme b .comes fully operative, it will tend to

generate highor living standards and a widening monetary economy in the

agricu Ltural scotor. Such results will provide more taxable capacity and

a larger cash flow for tax payments, permittin, in the long run at least,

both increased tax ratos and a broader tax base. The reform programme

may also divert income from money lenders and marketing intermediaries,

both groups having poor taxpaying rocords, to producers. To the extent
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that a substantial part of the government's increased revenue Is spent

on pro3jectu that benefit the agricultural community, taxpayers will be

given a clear incentive to comply more fully with the tax laws and the

more widespread problom of taxpayer disaffection should become loss

troublesome.

Yet it may not always be feasible to prooeed at onoo with stronger

fiscal measures to mobilise rosources for investment. While measures to

redistribute largo landholdings or to give tenant farmers additional

prottection are generally expectod to incroase agricultural productivity

and mak- larger surpluses available to the r'st of the economy, these

effeotn may not be immediately forthcoming. Indeed, the marketable production

surplus may fall as a r-sult of the disappearance of economius of scale

through the imposition of a r% latively low ceiling on the maximum size of

land holdings and generally because of the initial inefficienoy of inexperienced

now landowners.

Furthermore, even when goernments are'able to move promptly to colleot

more taxes, the additional revonue may not all be a clear gain. It seems

quite evident, for example, from the case study undertaken for purposes of

their report in India, that land reform helped to bring order into a

confused situation with respect to the land rivenue in that country. In

many cases it ended the divorce between land ownership and operation;

where tenancy arrangements wero permitted to continue, rents were regulated

to obstruct the shifting of the tax. Gross land revenue receipts grew

significantly during India's First and Second Five-Year Plans. But the

taxing authorities had to pay a price becauso, with the elimination of many

big landlords, tax administration became a more costly operation involving

collections from the mass of small cultivators. Where co-operati" farms

have developed, however, the task of the taxing authorities becomes somewhat

easier,

It should be noted, on tho other hand, that the tax colleation

experience of countries where agricultural production has been dominated

by large landowners has often boen unsatisfactory, owing to large-scale

tax shifting to tenants, inaccurate and unroalistically low assessments,

and flagrant tax evasion. A major rodistribution of land ownership will

generally necessitate a revamping of the land tax and a larger continuing
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investment in tax administration, but its not impact on revenues aftor

a transition period should be strongly favourable.

Dynamic aspects of tax poliojos in
relation to agricultural development

The systematic adjustment of agricultural tax policies to the operation

of land r-form programmes calls for a dynamic approach to tax planning.

In the programmes' initial stages, as already suggested, primary attention

should be given to the rem val of tax obstacles to agriculture's development

and to th, introduction of both general and specific tax incentives which

help to stimulato the development process. In subsoquent stages the focus

of tax planning should be more on the long-run suitability of the agricultural

tax structure to tho evolving needs of an exi.anding agricultural economy

in tho context of the country's a ovarall development plan.

Suveral elements of a country's basic strategy of economic development

ame diraotly pertinent to this type of tax planning for the agricultural

sector. In tho first plaoe, the extent to which taxes should be designed

to absorb private savings in tho agricultural sector will be determined

by the relative importance to be given to private and public savings in

bringing about the desired magnitude and direction of investment in

agriculture. Secondly, with the help of estimates of the industrial seotor's

growing roquirements for agrioultural products and perhaps for manpo.-ter

released from the farms, agricultural tax policy can be guided by the

indicated need to encourago farm families to resurve an increasing share

of the additional output for marketing. Thirdly, agriculture's necessary

contribution to the country's exports under the development plan is pertinent

to those tax decisions which have a differential impact on the growth of

agricultural production. Finally, some targots for agriaulture's fiscal

contribution to the general support of governmont can be provided by the

overall development plan.

It may not be adequate to seek increases in agricultural tax revenues

which are merely proportionate to the growth of agricultural inomes, although

even that modest a revanue goal will be difficult for those countries which

rely mainly on taxes that respond only slowly to changes in agrioulbural

income. Most countries with expanding agrioultural sectors probably

should aim to raise the proportion of private agricultural income absorbed
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by taxation, but always with due regard to the impact of incremental taxes

on work and invoestment incentives and to the position of subsistence

level farm units. A rising tax-income ra.tio, which is the result of a

relative, but not an absolute, shift from private to public spending,

-.ill ordinarily bo needed to finance new development pro joots as 'iell as

the expansion of vital public services.

Along with a rationalization of the land tax base and improved methods

of assessment, discussed earlier, a procedure of keeping the tax base

current, at realistic values, is another land tax roform urgently needed

almost everywhere today.w Because of the long interval (rarely less than

ten years) between assessment periods, and because of the understandable

reluctance to make frequent changes in tax ratos, land tax collections

react only slowly, if at all, to short-run price and production changes.

Increased flexibility should make these taxes more equitable, but, even

more compellingly, it would have desirable economic and revenue effects

in expanding economies. The stabilizing aspects of taxes with built-in

revenue flexibility are as important for the less developed as for the

advanoed economies. Furthermore, marginal increments of income which exceed

the population growth are an especially attractive source of taxation

for devolopment financing in the less developed countries, particularly

when the increments of inaome are a consequence of increased government

investment in agricultural pro jects.

How to make land tax collections more immediately responsive to price

and production variations should be given increased study in connexion

with the integration of tax policy with land reform programmes. A ten-

year intarval between assessments was recommended by the Indian Taxation

Enquiry Commission. A more flexible system is being introduced in West

Bengal, requiring re-assessment of the taxable capacity of each village

not less frequently than at three-year intervals. The wider use of

surchargos on land revenue in India was encouraged by the desire to absorb

part of the increase in agricultural income due to higher prices.

/ See Haskell P. Wald, Taxation of Agricultural Land in Underdeveloped
Economies, Harvard Law Sohool International Program in Taxation
kHarvard Unvorsity Press, 1959), Chapter X.
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As far back as 1951 a United Nations Tjohnical Assistance Mission

to Bolivia recommended anrzal a justments of property tax values on the

basis of an index of current property values. A formula could also be

devised for making other types of land taxes more flexible, by tying

either the assessed value or the actual tax liability to current price

and production indexes. As a prerequisite, however, the basic assessments

would need to be free of gross inequities. Small changes in the relevant

price and production indexes could be ignored, since it is obviously

impractical to obtain precise adjustments. It might be api4ropriate,

howeve', to use regional instead of country-wide indexes, in order to

catch the differential impact of prices and of agricultural development

on various sections of the country.

Across-the-board tax adjustments, as opposed to individual adjustments

for each taxpayer, are comparatively simpler to administor, and they would

still leavo the maximum incentivo for individual farmcrs to adopt better

techniques of cultivation. In Morocco and Tunisia, and in parts of

France, ravonae flexibility is obtained through the use of commodity

prices that are officially declared each season and are applied to the

recorded farm output in the cadastre.

A similar problem of revenue inflexibility exiuts with respect to

those marketing and export taxes that are imposed at specific instead

of ad valorem rates. The Korean War boom in raw materials markets

encouraged many countries to shift to ad valorem rates of export taxation,

not only to bolstcr their revenues but also to protect their domestic

economies from the inflationary pressures from abroad. Sliding-scale

systems of export duties were also introduced - for example, in Malaya

and North Borneo. Marketing boards, which have bon rather widely used

for major export crops, especially in Asia and Africa, also have some of

these effects, although their primary purposes are much broader. Indonesia

devised a combination of specific and ad valorem rates, to socurc through

the former a rolatively stable revenue yield and through the latter a

fluatuating revenue (especially to absorb high profits duo to world market
changes). Certain countries assess their marketing and export taxes

according to official prices; to tho extent that such official prices are

not attuned to provailing market conditions, that practice also needs
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re-examining, because it may be a source of short-run instability in

their domestic economies.

These efforts to enhance the stabilizing effects of exjport taxes on

domestia incomes offer a striking contrast to the limited steps that

have been taken to correct the revanue inflexibilitj of most types of

direct taxation of agriculture. Yet the degree of responsiveness of

the lattar types to prio 3 and production changes can also have a major

bearing on domestic monetary stability and on the progress of steady

economic growth.

B. The Needs of the NIew Cultivator for Production Capital

The "neo cultivator" whose needs for production capital claim attention

when land roforms are introduced may be someone unfamiliar with farming

who for the first time has been given the possibility to farm, and who

thereforo has to face the difficulties and complexities all at once. More

often what is new about him is only his status within th, farmint; oommunity.

Quito likely he has been a tenant and, as a result of tho reform, has

acquired enhanced security and more easily bearable rent obligations or

else has become the outright owner of his land; he can thus conduct his

operations 4ith the promise of longar-term possession and, especially if

he is now an owner, with an incentivo to invost. Or he may be a formerly

landless agricultural worker who has now become an operator, whethor as

tenant or as owner, and so enoountors for the first ti:3e the problems of

farm managamont and decision-making.

In any of these situations it is clear that the now cultivator (if he

is to do more than merely survive, and if, indeed, in some cases, the

new small holdings are not to revert and be reabsorbAd by large estates)

requires substantial amounts of what may broadly be called production

capital. Governments are not unaware of this fact. Wo doubt the difficulty

of providing enough such capital has sometimes been a deterrent to the

adoption of a progressive land tenure policy.

Purposes for which capital is needed

Apart from the various supplies and equipment itims needed for farm

operation in the strict senso, financial provision will commonly have to

be made for houses and farm buildings, for a number of general infrastructure

items, and for the land itself. The financing of land acquisition will

be considerad separately, in the concluding section of this chaptar. Here
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it may be observed, however, that the new cultivator often knows little

about the qualities and potentialities of his land and that, in those

cases -here neuly reclaimed land is involved, the governmental advisory

service may be equally handicapped. Thus in those circumstances specific

rescar*h is required, and an advisory service or extension service that

!ill pass the results of such rcsearch quickly and effectively on to the

cultivator.

Although problems connected with ab-rioultural extension are not under

discussion here, it is clear that training through extension, and credit

to meet the needs for production capital, go together and complement each

other: the former helps the latter to bo more purposefully and efficiently

used whija the latter makes the former fruitful in practical tsrms.

Basically the prospect of productive use of capital will depend on the

quality of the use, and here thextension service and what it should be

able to do to help farmers improve their business play a most important

part. At the same time, in nearly all parts of the world - Latin America,

Asia, the Middle East, Africa - there are vast areas in which a more ample

supply of institutional finance is a sine qua non of further progress, by

new and old cultivators alike.

Houses and farm buildings not only servu the living needs of the
prqiuation

farmer, they also represcnhf aopital - livestock shelters, workshops,

processing plants, protected storage space, etc. In new settloments they

often account for the bulk of the original outlay; for instance, in Surinam

it was estimated that tho cost of the dwellings alone was one-turd of the

total cost of setting up new settlers, including labour expense for

clearing, subsistunce for the first year, cattle, planting material and

tools. In the land reform areas of Italy, the cost of buildings (including

water supply and electricity installations) absorbed almost t~wo-thirds

of thu total capital invested. Any considerable reduction in the cost of

housing, either through new and cheaper material or through flexible types

of building adaptable to changes in the farm's economy and hence less

subject to obsolescence, would go far towards reducing this heavy outlay.

Although provisions rolating to physical infrastructure, social

services and community life are for many purposes treated as outside the

scope of production capital proper, they may nevertheless have a diruct

bearing on tho ability of new cultivators to produce efficiently and to
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obtain credit. In ne-r settlements, for example, the social strains created

by living in isolated areas without propor community services are only

one aspect of the problem. Thu presence or lack of efficient communications

and accessibility to markets, the availability of mechanical poAer where

this can be brought in, the existsrmo4frrigation or reclamation undertakings -

th., se things also greatly affect the productivity and profitability of

farming, and thus the potential credit-worthiness of the new cultivator.

In many cases tho infrastructure costs are borne by the authority

responsiblo for colonisation. This is clearly of great help to the new

cultivators, and can be defended on grounds of equity since the roads,

electricity grid, eta. benefit not only the new cultivators, but also the

farmers previously established in the ar;a, and ultimately the nation as

a whole.

There ramain the capital needs of new cultivators for farm operation

in the striot sense. Barring exceptional instances of new settlements

that are islands of prosperity amidst generally poor farming conditions,

the new holdings oroated b lani reforms are typically small and, initially

at least, ill oquipped. If the underprivileged economic groups who are

baing helped are to earn a decent living, some way has to be found of

supplying them with diverse kinds of operating capital - livestock, machinery,

hand tools, chemicals, seed, etc. Those items are costly in total, are

likely to be required immedizttely, and demand skill in their use and

maintonance. Special arrangemcnts may also have to be made for subsistence

until the first harvest. Iven a longthy waiting period may sometimes

intorvone before any returns can bo expected, as in the case of newly

planted trees that require years to come to bearing age.

Selected country experience

In the present report, only a brief review can be provided of credit

or capital facilities mado available to new cultivators in some countries

for which information exists. Under Ceylon's Gal Oya develoxnent scheme,

a colonist is givan, besides his holding, .hich is small, a t;o-room

cottaga, seed paddy, atrieultural implements rith which to start cultivating,

and a six-month subsistance allowance to tide him over until the first

harvest. All necessary infrastructure facilities such a- roads and

irrigation channels, as well as civic amenities such as hospitals, schools,

dispensaries and community halls, are also provided as part of the scheme.
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An interesting feature of Ceylon's colonization projects is ,fhat has

come to be called "advanced alienation", which has been introduced since

1957. Under this system the colonist is selected and brought to the site

two years before irrigation can be provided. During the initial period

he is housed in temporary quarters and is given a subsidy for clearing

his allotment. Together with other colonists he also contributes his

labour in clearing jungle and constructing irrigation channels, roads

and aivio buildings, for which he is paid at current wage rates. This

arrangement has not only out down the cost to the Government but has also

served to create in the colonist a sense of pride and of participation

in the scheme, causing him to improve his allotment. At the same time he

becomes familiar with the land and the environment, learning how to work

in the actual circumstances. His leasehold, for which he pays only a

nominal rent, is given to him in perpetuity.

In China:Taiwan, no new financing agencies have been created specifically

for the land reform programme. The Government has, however, taken steps

to strengthen the various existing farm credit agencies and expand their

operations, and the island's farmers have enjoyed unusually favourable

conditions in that regard, particularly in view of the assistance they

also receive from the township farmers' associations. Among the numerous

agencies involved may be mentioned in particular the Go-operativo Bank and

the Land Bank, In the period from 1955 to 1959, agricultural production

loans, mor-tly short-term but some up to three years, wero granted to a

total of about 2.7 billion New Taiwan dollars. In addition, water

conservancy loans were issued amounting to NTS370 million; agricultural

loans repayable in crops totaled NT3180; and a combined total of roughly

NTS130 million was loaned for varying periods for land improvement,

farmland purchase and purchase of farm implements.

India's experience serves as a reminder that the need for expanded

production credit (like the needs for technical alvice and marketing

service) may often not be confined to the beneficiaries of land reform

but may rather affect virtually all small farmers in the country. Moreover,

in states like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Bengal ahere land reform consisted

in taking over rights of intermediary interests, and also in states where

rights of ownership to areas in excess of a coiling have been terminated

and redistributed, the financial needs of the benefidiaries remained
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substantially the same as before land reform. An effort is made to

meet the financial requirements o1 small farmers, partly by direct

government loans for participation in productive improvements but mostly

through membership in co-operatives, and the volume of co-operative

and other rural credit is on the increase. As a rule, however, the land

reform areas were devoid of the basic services of land administration,

and initiative and leadership were not well developed among their small

cultivators. Special efforts to accelerate administrative and co-operative

reform of these areas are being made by state governments with the

assistance of national agencies.

In Iran, where land reform started with a distribution of crown lands,

responsibility for financing the small allottees had to be taken by the

Development Bank, which was largely a concern of the ruler himself. This

bank was put in charge of implementing the programme of redistribution

of crown land as well as of guiding the process of settlement by new

farmers. The resources at its disposal, however, fell far short of

meeting the needs, in spite of some foreign assistance and a loan from the

Agricultural Bank of Iran. The latter bank is now the principal institutional

source on which agriculturists have to rely. An effort is made to reach

the poorer firmers through local co-orerative associations of which the

Governments reports that there are 800 with a membership of 289,000 and

total lendings of 770 million rials; small deposits are received from

their members as well. But, compared with the total of outstanding loans

by the bank, 4 billion rials, the finance reaching the small cultivators

is very limited, and even this appears to be largely used for consumption

purposes. Here again it is clear that what is needed is not only adequate

financial aid at the top but also the creation or strengthening of

institutions and services through which the aid can be brought to bear

for developmental purposes throughout rural areas.

Latin America also provides illustrations for some of the lessons

and hazards associated with the settling of people on new land. Here as

elsewhere nej settlements have sometimes failed because the difficulties

confronting settlers on newly opened land proved overwhelming. In

Paraguay and Bolivia, for example, settlers abandoned their land after

felling the trees. In the former instance they were given the land and

nothing else; in the second case their indebtedness was too great and the

productive capacity of thdr h40l , oo all
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In Venezuela, it was found in 1958 that 30 per cent of the colonos

settled in Colonia Tur6n four years earli r had abandoned their parcels

of land; in Colonia Durute, the peroentage uas 63. The initial cost of

deforestation and of bringing new land under aultivation, which was very

high, had been largely borne by the Government of Veneuzela as social

investment, and sizeable financial provisions were also made for the

settlers - the Aroa settlers, for instance, receiving an allowance of

US$3 a day. This generous treatment was, however, unrelated to training

or to productive employment. Moreover when the Institute Agrario Nacional

provided colonos with farm machinery and farm operations, they became

involved in heavy debts (approximately $15,000 por settler on the average

in Turen by 1957) on account of the low productivity of their land and the

extremely easy terms of credit. As has often been noted, credit is a

double-edged weapon, dangerous in cases such as these unless it is supervised

and linked with sound agricultural extension and other supporting activities.

In an economically advanced country with well developed credit

institutions and relatively ample resources, many of these problems do

not arise. For example, a farmer obtaining land under the land reform

programme of Sweden usually pays for it at once by borrowing from a banking

institution of his own choice. The repayment of these loans can be

guaranteed by the Government If necessary and spread over a period of up

to 30 years. Guaranteed loans are also given for production purposes.

These loans bear the lowest rate of interest charged by the banking

institutions for loans of similar security.

The beneficiaries under Finland s land settlement legislation have

the payment for their land deferred provided they undertake improvements

by clearing or draining the land, constructing buildings, etc. In addition,

they receive premiums or subsidies for such development projects undertaken

by them on their farms, as well as tax relief for five or six years with

the possibility of an extension for another three years. The State

meanwhile has undertaken a number of large-scale projects for road

construction, olearing, etc. which are considered as public works not

directly assisting individual beneficiaries and hence are paid for by

the State.

The United States, whose long-range land distribution programme was

largely completed some fifty years ago, has nevertheless continued to
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provide special help to small family farms. The farm credit programme

dates from 1916. Essential features of the policy are that the potentially

viable farmer is not left to struggle without legitimate social assistance,

that this assistance is given only if other normal resource is not

available, and that it is always for programmes which are adjudged as

financially sound. Public resources are thus used mainly in a promotional

role. The federal stlAeture of co-operative banking institutions has

received direct capital participation of the Government with a view to

enabling these institutions to attract resourzces, render services and

ultimately be strong enough to do without government participation, while

the Farmers Home Association has given special attention to the developmental

needs of the marginal farmer. Between June 1955 and June 1960, Government

capital in the thirteen Banks for Co-operatives, twelve District Banks and

one Central, declined from 59 per cent to 45 per cent of the net worth of

the system while the farmers' share in co-operative equities rose from

$1.7 billion to $2.1 billion.

As the Italian land reform mainly took place on latifundia which

were badly equipped for internal colonisation, priority in resettlement

operations was given to the construction of dwellings and service centres.

These have as a rule been sited within easy reach of road and rail.

Industrial plants, commercial and other activities are developed on a

scale which can satisfy the needs beyond the immediate limits of the reform.

Trading centres have also been established to supply farm requisites

and collect the produce for sale. Because the settlers have in many cases

been selected from among landless labourers, they lack not only capital

but farm management experience and training in the use of modern techniques.

Success in this land reform has been due in large measure to the active

institutional and co-o.-erative servicing offered to the newly created

class of farmers. Financial provision b- the Government has included the

following: (a) the land or estate capital; (b) wages to assignees

working on land improvements during the initial period of reduced productivity

of the land; (c) advances at a reduced interest rate repayable after

harvest (a form of credit later replaced by bank loans); (d) livestock

and equipment, supplied by the reform agencies to the new farm units and

paid for in instalments over a period of 5 - 12 years at an annual interest

charge of 3.5 per cent; (e) supervision and encouragement to the
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co-operatives which settlers are obliged to join under the land reform

law - both direct financial support and indirect assistance by making

premises available to these co-operatives free or at nominal rents, passing

on to them bulk purchases at cost, etc.

The requirement that beneficiaries under land reform should join

specially created co-operative societies is a feature of some other recent

land rbform laws as well, such as those of the United Arab Republic,

Syrian Arab Republic, Iran and Cuba. In the UAR, a systematic and determined

effort was made to see that all the financial and other services needed

by the new landholders were adequately supplied to them. The supervised

co-operatives were accordingly established to advance loans to their members

and provide them with all farm requisites, undertake the organisation

of cultivation in the most efficient manner, sell crops on behalf of their

mombors and render "all other agricultural and social services required

by members". Each member was required to make a capital subscription by

acquiring a number of shares equal to the number of feddans of land

assioned to him. These co-operatives have in many instances been successful

in increasing production and have, at the same time, provided a method of

enforced saving and built up their own financial resources. Substantial

sums have been set aside for future productive investments, as well as

for social purposes such as i.ensions and sickness benefits for their members.

In Cuba, the supply of production credit, which is handled by organs

of INRA (National Agrarian Reform Institute) has been increased considerably;

current agricultural loans by branch offices rose from a total of US$3.5

million at the end of 1958 to US369 million two years later. Apart from

the sums made available to sugar-cane co-operatives and to People's Farms,

loans amounting to US$15 million have been made by INRA to the National

Association of Small Cultivators for use in promoting cultivation of coffee

and cocoa by its members. The Government reports that its credit programme

has eliminated the usurious profit margins of middlemen and merchants.

The comprehensive approach long followed by the Soviet Union and the
countries of Eastern Europe is well known. Yugoslavia is emphasising

co-operatives to overcome the difficulties of small cultivators in securing

modern capital equipment and using it efficiently. The co-operatives

offer services in land development and irrigation, land use planning,
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major agricultural operations and land consolidation. They are well endowed

financially, and every effort is being made to increase the use of their

facilities and services by small cultivators. Attention is also being

given to speeding up the merging of small holdings into co-oprarative farms

using modern equipmeat, methods and techniques.

In Bulgaria, during the first stages of the reforms introduced at the

end of the second World War, when land was distributed to the landless and

the very small farmers, the State gave credits at a very low rate of

interest to enable the beneficiaries to acquire livestock and agricultural

equipment. Since then, the co-operative farm sector has rapidly expanded

and now covers over nine-tenths of the agricultural industry. Mechanization,

modern research, trained personnel, materials, improved breeds, and a

variety of modern facilities are increasingly becoming available to these

co-operative farms.

As regards the repayment of loans and the meeting of other obligations,

such as delivery quotas, problems have sometimes arisen. For example, in

Bulgaria, in 1957, as part of new measures aimed at increasing agricultural

production, changes were introduced in the method of financing co-operative

farms. Longer terms were granted for repayment of loans for capital

investment, and the Investment Bank in addition waived its right to claim

shares in pro jects such as land improvement or hothouse construction

carried out by co-operative farms with the help of its loans. Repayment

was deforred up to 15 years in the case of oo-operative farms which found

themselves in financial difficulties for reasons beyond their control;

some of them, in fact, have had their debts remitted. Improved prices were

also paid for produce delivered.

The People's Republic of China has employed some novel methods and

attempted also to carry the co-operative process further still by creating

the communes. At first, since agricultural equipment was not available

for distribution, the peasants were encouraged to meet many of their

capital needs by applying their manual skills, abundant labour and special

team work - in this way making the available materials and simple methods

serve the purpose on the farms and in the villages. Ingenuity was called

for in farm operations, and reports indicate that, crude as some of the

methods employed might have looked to sophisticated observers, they at
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least helped to improve the capital equipment at the disposal of furmers

and villagers.

How well any given arrangements succeed in meeting the new cultivator's

needs for production capital should be largely judged by the results in

terms of agricultural development. However, attention should certainly

also be given to the cultivator's balance sheet of receipts and outgoings.

This balance sheet can be weak on either side. His receipts may be low

for a number of reasons specific to his operation - the small size of his

holding, the poor production potential of his farm, his lack of farming

skill, the insufficiency of his capital, etc. Or they may be held down

by inadequacies of infrastructure facilities (such as roads and power sources)

or by weaknesses of institutional machinery (for example, lack of the skill

and experience needed to manage co-operatives), or even by an adverse social

climate (the strain of an isolated existence, or the stresses encountered

in heterogeneous new communities). His outgeoings, on the other hand, may

be high because of a high initial commitment or too short a period of

repayment for the land, house and farm buildings, land development, stock,

equipment, materials, and even subsistence; or because he continues to have

a weak bargaining position, or lack managerial skill; or even because he

lacks thrift.

The promise held out by land reform can prove to be illusory in the

absence of well-thought-out provisions to finance the new cultivator's

initial requirements. Careful evaluation and constant watoh are also

needed afterwards to see that the arrangements are functioning so as to

enable the achievements of land reform to be consolidated and further

extended. Here stress needs to be laid on making the new cultivator

increasingly self-reliant with the help of institutional arrangements

for credit, advisor wo*, research and infrastructure facilities.

C. The Payments for andE : How They Affect
Former Owners, New Owners and the Government

A major consideration in land redistribution is the basis and form of

compensation to former owners and the payments to be demanded cf new

owners. Apart from the equity aspect, the determination has important

economic implications, especially for the government's budget.
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Basis of valuation for the purpose
of compensating expropriated landowners

All of the countries responding to the questionnaire and reporting

on land redistributions carried out in recent years have paid some

measure of indemnity to their expropriated landowners. The basis

employed for computing this indemnity has varied widely. Sometimes the

current market price or market value has been taken as the point of

reference, whether for payment in full or in part. More commonly the

value of th3 land for compensation purposes has been derived from one

or a combination of other related factors - chiefly valuations as shown

in land tax records, recorded land revenues, rents collected, landlords'

net income, or value of produce.

Current market price or market value as a standard for compensation

payments suffers from several difficulties. Technically speaking, it

may have little practical meaning if no real land market has existed

previously, for example, the entire Fuoino district of Italy, one of the

areas involved in land redistribution, had belonged to a single owner

and there had been no conveyances of this property in the recent past.

More important is the fact that the government of an underdeveloped country

undertaking largo-scale land reform cannot simply bid for land on the

open market through ordinary commercial transactions, since this would

drive up prices beyond any reasonable value - and beyond the government's

means. Indeed, land reforms themselves set in m'.tion a number of forces

that may affect market values of land well in advance. Sales records of

a period in which land reform has already been under discussion are apt

to be unrepresentative, necessitating the choice of a definitely earlier

base period - although, to be sure, the older values may sometimes also

be unrealistio, e.g., because of an intervening inflation of the general

price level. Another major consideration, as far as full market value

compensation is concerned, is of course the question whether the principles

of social justice from which land tenure reforms derive so much of their

inspiration would allow the marketplace to reward landowners for the rare

privilege they have been enjoying.

Thus, some compensation schemes are expressly designed to pay former

owners substantially less than prevailing market prices - whether

2/ The expropriations without compensation to landowners in the USSR,
mainland China and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe ha.d
been completed previously.
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because land prices on the open market are inflated (e.g. by speculation),

or because they are judged to be the expression of an unjustly privileged

position and unjustified profits enjoyed by the landowners in the past,

or simply because neither the national budget nor the beneficiaries could

shoulder such a large burden. And even where the intent ir clearly not

to penalize expropriated landowners, but rather to compensate them

adequately for their loss, some degree of pressure or compulsion needs

to be brought to bear to obtain the land, which puts the determination

of compensation outside the market in the strictest sense.

No deviation from mzcket standards may, however, be sought, particularly

if the eAtent of land redistribution is small. In Colombia, landowners

have been free to negotiate with the Government. In Venezuela, the

Government may propose an amicable agreement with the landowner; if

agreement is not reached in 90 days, the court may appoint experts selected

by the two parties; if these experts do not effect an agreement, the court

may in turn appoint its own experts. The latter are required to take into

consideration average production over the preceding 6 years, the declared

or assessed value for previous tax purposes, the acquisition price of the-

property in the last conveyances of ownership in the preceding ton years,

and the acquisition prices of similar properties in the preceding 5 years.

In the Philippines, "fair market value" for expropriated land is interpreted

by the courts in terms of the prevailing prices of similar land in the

immediate area, taking into account the soil, topography, climate, actual

production, accessibility and improvoments; land is also acquired by the -

Government through direct negotiations with landowners. In Spain,

compensation is based on the average between the valuations of surveyors

appointed bj the proprietor and by the Government. Their estimates must

take into account the cadastral value, the production in the last five

years, the current market price of similar holdings, and, in the case of.

irrigable lind, the upper and lorer limits for different categories of

land as laid down by the General Colonization Plan. Where these two
surveyors disagree substantially, a third, court-appointed surveyor
makes another evaluation and the Government then decides, within the limits

indicated. The Government may offer to buy livestock, machinery and

produce on hand but the owner is free to refuse the offer.
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In India, a major part of the land reform completed to date has

consisted in buying out the rights of the intormediary landlords, or

zaminaars, while the direct acquisition of land owned in amounts above

prescribed ceilings lies largely in the future. Basically the same

principles of valuation have been adopted for application in both cases.

In some states of India, the open land market is used as the point of

reference. In Kerala, compensation for holdings above the permissible

ceiling will be not the full market value but a percentage of market value

which will vary according to a sliding scale, the smaller ownrs being

favoured. The Punjab legislation proposes to place t enants whom landowners

have ejected on excess land and give them the right to purchase it at

three-fourths of the market price after paying "fair rent" for 6 years.

In Orissa, the Government itself does not acquire the land; landowners

with excess property must sell to persons with subsidiary rights as defined

on the official priority list. If the owner and those on the priority

list fail to come to agreement, the revenue officer is authorized to

allocate the land at the current market value for similar holdings in the

locality.

Cuba has provided for compensation to expropriated landowners on

the basis of the land tax valuation records, utilizing the value of land

declared by the owners for purposes of municipal taxation before 10 October
1958. Improvements are valued separately by assessors, subject to

judicial review in case of dispute.

Land tax valuation records also formed the basis for compensation in

Italy. Since the cadastral surveys, which take the potential income of

the property into account, were in some cases out of date, Italian landowners

were permitted to appeal against low valuations; they have frequently been

discouraged from doing so, however, because a higher valuation would subject

them to higher back taxes, It appears probable that they have received

far less indemnity than their property would have brought on the open market.

In Assam, Delhi, Ckjarat and Maharashtra, the amount of the land
tax serves as the basis for compensation for land expropriated above the
prescribed ceilings. In Assam, former owners are entitled to 25 times
the annual revenue for fallow land and 50 times for other land. In Delhi,
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compensation is dotermined by wultiplying the land revenue by

coefficient which deoreases as the orcage increases. In M4harauhtrr,

additional compensation is paid for -th estimated value of irrigatione

For expropriated zmindars in Madra, tha general basis is the iv

land reverae rates. In Uttar Prash, the basis for oompensatioi for

excess lands will depend on the status of the title holders:. 17 tAi ars

compensation will be based vi land revenue while asd g_ will rXeeive

5 times the rent. Here as in some other states in which copenisation is

not on a sliding-scale basis, provision is also made for the payment of

rehabilitation grants to smallar intermediaries.

In the Republic of Korea and tha United Arab Re ublio, oompensation

has been fixed on the basis of taxes which in turn ha baen baed on t

estimated value of production. In the United Arab R.publio, tha lard tax

was originally set as one-seventh of rental 'value which was fixed en h

basis of the product of the land, calculated in 1945-1946. Thus compansation,

being established at 10 times the rental value of the land, ias equal to

70 times the original land tam. Additional co. penstion has besn given

for the value of fixed and ro7able installations an trees. In the

Republic of Korea, the average annual crops of rep:e o ..Aive fields in

etich township area were calruilated and compard -t -eir land income

tax. The resulting coefficients were in turn c-pplied to the land inco=e

tax of the other holdings in the area to estimate their averagi anniual

production, and compensation was then established at 150 per cent of thi

latter amount. By way of ezoeption, higher multiples of the a'orage annu

yield of prinoipa. crops were pald in munioipal areao,, .urent market pric's

(determined by competitive bidding in which the incum'nt aultivator had

first priority) were paid for farmlands with permanent or e (rops, and

special compensation was givon to owners of newly cultivated lands.

In China:Taiwan, compensation has been related directly to the value

of production, being fixed at two and one-half times the standard amount

of the annual yield of the principal crop as originally estimatod for

the rent control programme. The value of improvemcnts may be estimated

separately - in terms, for exainple, of the previous house property tax -

and incorporated in the total compensation price. Alternatively, in the
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case of estates partly expropriated, the beneficiaries ean continue their

previous tenant relationship as regards the use of improvements.

Several states in India have used the zamindar's not inocme from

the land as the reference point for his compensation. (In the Punjab,

compensation is calculated in terms of his gross income, being equal to

8 times the annual rent and dues which he has collected.) Net income is

calculated by deducting from the zamindar' s usual aggregate income from

his estate various cost items such as land revenue payments, cess,

agricultural income tax, local impositions, management costs, arrears

of rent, etc. In Assam, a sliding scale of coefficients is applied to the

average net income for the preceding 15 years. In Madhya Barat, a flat

rate is applied to the net income of the preceding agricultural year. In

some other states of India, the base period differs for the different items

entering into the aggregate. Again in the case of owners required to

divest themselves of excess holdings, some Indian states have proposed

employing net income as the reference point. In Madras, Mysore and West

Bengal, compensation will be a multiple of net annual income in the case

of tenanted land; in Mysore, for example, it will be 15 times the net annual

income. In Rajasthan, however, compensation will be computed by applying

coefficients to gross annual rental income which decrease as income rises.

As a variant, Bihar compensates owners of excess lands at flat rates

according to the class of land and type of tenancy of the beneficiaries.

Forms of compensation

The burden of compensating expropriated landovners has, as a rule,

been spread out over a period of years; instances ihere full indemnity

has been paid at one time in cash, as in Colombia and Spain, have been

the exception. Thus, former landowners have usually been given bonds for

all or a substantial part of the compensation amount established for

their property. This has eased budgetary difficulties (especially as the

rates of interest paid havo generally been low, even by long-term bond

standards) and it has served to avoid the inflationary impact of large

lump-sum disbursements.

In India, compezsation to zamindars has been given partly in cash

and partly in bonds, the proportions varying from state to state. Sometimes,

pending final decision on compensation methods, partial ad hoc payments
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were made. In Madras State, as much as half of the final settlement

was paid in cash. In West Bengal, the zamindar received the whole

indemnity in cash if his not income from the land was less than 250 rupees,

but higher incomes were compensated with progressively smaller proportions

of cash; the 20-year bonds for the remainder are not negotiable. In most

Indian states, the bonds given in compensation to zamindars are negotiable,

and are redeemable in equal annual instalments over periods varying from

20 to 40 years. Owners of land in excess of oeilinS have likewise received

cash and bonds in proportions varying from state to state, and various

sliding scales have been applied. Usually these compensation bonds are

transferable, bear interest at 3 to 5 per cent per annum, and can be

redeemed in equal annual instalments over 20 years. In Maharashtra State,

two classes of bonds are given, one type redeemable over 20 years in

equal annual instalments and the other redeemable at par after 20 years.

In Italy, all compensation to expropriated landowners normally

takes the form of 5 per cent negotiable bonds. The bonds are payable

in 25 years but are in fact to be paid off by annual, and later by semi-

annual, drawings beginning at the rate of 1 billion lire a year and

increasing subsequently. Cash can be obtained for them, up to a limit,

by landowners desiring to make authorized improvements on the part of the

original holding (one-third of the total) remainin in their hands. These

cash advances have amountod to 10 or 15 per cent of total indemnity

payments. The bonds are moreover accepted in payment of land taxes still

owed on their requisitioned property.

In China:Taiwan, 70 per cent of compensation has been paid in land

bonds redeemable in crops or their cash equivalent, as a safeguard against

loss through inflation, those for expropriated dry farming land being

linked to the wholesale price of sveet potatoes, and those for paddy

fields to rice. The land bonds are transferable, bear 4 per cent interest

and are redeemed by equal instalments twice a year over 10 years.

Stocks in government enterprises were given for the remaining 30 per cent

of the compensation. These were transferable, and it appears that landowners

have, in fact, usually disposed of their stock holdings.

The foregoing plan under which landowners affocted by expropriation

would acquire shares in government-owned industries - designed among

other things to enlarge and strengthen the industrial middle class - has
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also been written into the land reform programme of the Republic of

Viet-Nam. On the other hand, in India it appears to be felt that the

channeling of large numbers of small compensation instalments into

particular investments would be an unmanageable undertaking.

In the Philippines, a maximum of 50 per cent of the compensation is

paid in cash and the remainder in land certificates, except that full

payment in cash is made in certain cases of expropriation through the

courts. The Government may also negotiate exchanges of its own land for

private land to be requisitioned. The land certificates are payable on

demand but earn 4 per cent annual interest if held for 5 years, 4-1/2

per cent if held for 10 years, and 5 per cent after 15 years. Additional

inducements against not cashing them are that they are exempt from all

forms of taxes and may be used to buy government land, to pay taxes or to

buy shares or assets in government corporations.

In Venezuela, payments for land are made in cash up to a value of

100,000 Bolivars, larger amounts being compensated in bonds. Owners of

uncultivated and indirectly operated properties receive 20-year, 3 per cent

bonds; others are generally given bonds maturing in 15 years at 4 per cent

annual interest. These two classes of bonds are not transferable; however,

they will be accepted as security for* or in repayment of, agricultural

loans from official financial institutions, and they can be used, up to

5 per cent of their total value each year in the first case and 6.6 per

cent in the second, for payment of national taxes. A third class of bonds,

maturing in 10 years and bearing interest fixed in relation to the bond

market, is given in compensation for exceptional properties which are

considered to have fulfilled their social function but which have had to be

expropriated as being needed for completion of a development project.

They are exempt from income tax. Moreover, in the case of these properties,

cash compensation is given for improvoments, livestock and mortgages or

privileged debts incurred for development purposes.

In Cuba, the compensation provided for consists of State bonds bearing

4-1/2 per cent interest, redeemable within 20 years by annual lots. The

holders are allowed exemption for ten years from porsonal income tax on

income derived from investing in new industries the amounts received in

indemnity. In replying to the questionnaire, the Government of Cuba reported

that it had paid $6.8 million for expropriated land - $5.55 million in

bonds and $1.25 million in cash.
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In the Republic of Korea, compensation has been almost entirely in

bonds, payable in five annual instalments. In the case of ordinary

farmland, the instalments have been adjusted for variations in the price

paid by the Government for grains. Land under permanent tree crops,

however, has generally been compensated in bonds issued in cash denominations

at a rate determined by open competitive bidding in which the existing

tenants were given the first priority to bid.

In the United Arab Republic (Egypt) compensation is in bonds bearing

1.5 per cent interest and redeemable in 40 years. They may be used to

buy fallow land or to pay land or inheritance taxes. Prior to 1958 the

bonds carried a higher rate of interest, 3 per cent, and were redeemable

in 30 years.

Payments by beneficiaries

The financial arrangements involving the beneficiary peasants who

obtain redistributed land have been almost equally varied. No payment at

all may be asked, as in Cuba; or, at the other extreme, full payment of

compensation and other costs. What is has usually meant to the former

tenant is that, upon acquiring ownership, he has had to make, for a certain

period of years, instalment payments not exceeding his previous rent

payments. The requirement would tend to be considerably less than previous

rent if the latter were not already reduced from oppressive levels prior

to the land redistribution.

In Italy, the 30 annuities owed by the beneficiaries originally bore

interest at 3.5 per cent beginning after two years; in 1961 this was

reduced to a maximum of 2 per cent. The principal sum to be collected

from them equals two-thirds of the price of the land acquisition, plus a

maximum of 44 per cent of the cost of improvements made by the State.

The charge for improvements has, however, been reduced in many cases in

order not to exceed the beneficiary's ability to pay, as estimated on the

basis of his average annual not income in the fourth, fifth and sixth

years after receiving the land, and the number of his dependants. It has

been calculated that in fact beneficiaries on the average will be liable

for only about 20 per cent of the cost of these improvements, and that

the Government will recover from the beneficiaries about 18 per cent of

its total outlay on land reform.
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It is clear that the beneficiarf of land reform in Italy pays

appreciably less than the most reasonable rent for similar farms in areas

outside the operation of land reform - less than $19 per acre a year,

on the average, as against $40 to $50 per acre. He does not, however,

obtain fall title until all his obligations are discharged, and he is

not free to discharge them before the stipulated date. This restriction

is designed to prevent the now holdings from passing into the hands of

financing intermediaries or other interests not intended to be served by

the land reform.

In Venezuela, the beneficiaries amortize in 20 to 30 yearly instalments

a predetermined proportion of the cost of the land, the improvements and

the first year's working capital provided by the Government. No charge

is included for the cost of community facilities and services, and the

payments for amortization of the acquisition price of the land may be

reduced where land prices are unduly high. Amortization payments may in

any case not exceed 5 per cent of the gross value of production. A 5 per

cent reduction is also permitted for each of the beneficiaries' dependents,

and if he meets his obligations during the first half of the stipulated

payment period and has achieved above-average productivity, he is excused

from further payment. Moreover, the especially underprivileged are freed

from all charges.

In the United Arab Republic, it is planned to collect practically

the entire cost of land reform from the beneficiaries. Farmers receiving

land are expected to pay 40 equal annual instalments which will cover

the expropriation price, 1.5 per cent interest per annum, and 10 per cent

overall for administrative costs.

In Spain and the Philippines, compensation to expropriated landowners

and other costs of the redistribution are expected to be completely

covered by receipts from the benefioiaries. In Spain, they are charged

20 per cent of the combined cost of compensation and improvements as a

down payment. The balance, with the addition of a 5 per cent charge for

administrative costs and 3 per cent interest, both applicable only to the

cost of the land, is generally payable in 20 annual instalments. In the

Philippines, beneficiaries repay the price of their land over a period of

25 years at 6 per cent interest, plus the costs of surveying, subdivision

and registration.
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In the Republic of Korea, beneficiaries were made liable for 5 annual

instalments in kind, the total being equal to the compensation paid to

the landowner. Delays were, however, pormitted and in 1954, at the end

of the first five years, only 72 per cent of the payments had in fact been

collected. Six years later, all but 5 per cent had been paid up. In

some cases, beneficiaries were also liable for the formor owner's unpaid

taxes.

In China:Taiwan, beneficiaries have been required to cover the

expropriation price over a period of 10 years. Their payments, like the

instalments on the former owners' compensation bonda, are calculated in

kind, so that the cash values depend on the current market price of specified

agricultural staples.

In most of the Indian programmes the beneficiaries of the legislation

abolishing samindars have been required to pay to the state, towards covering

both acquisition price and previous land tax, the same amount as their

former rent; nowhere has payment exceeded the old rent. In some Indian

states, the former tenants of samindars may acquire full ownership - as in

Madras, where they are granted full tenure and are liable only for the

ryotwari revenue assessment, not the former rent, and in Uttar Pradesh,

where they may become owners by paying the Government 10 times their former

rent in a lump sum, or 12 times the rent in instalments. Many cultivators in

India have thus &r ireferred to remain in a secured tenant status in relation

to government, rAther than acquire ownership rights. In regard to those

who may become owners on expropriated lands above established ceilings,

it is generally expected that payments from beneficiaries will more or

less equal the landowners' compensation, although express provisions for

achieving such a balance are absent in the programmes of certain states

including Kerala, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

Effects on the Government budget

From details already mentioned, it is clear that in some countries

a large part of the cost of acquiring land for distribution has fallen

or is expected to fall on the budget. This applies, for example, in the

case of Venezuela. In 1960, the first year of Venezuelan land reform on

a large scale, the cost of land redistribution reached a total of 108

million Bolivars - 66.5 million Bolivars in bonds and the balance paid
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in cash. The 1960-64 plan envisages an outlay of 930 million Bolivars

on land redistribution.

Similarly in Italy, the Government has assumed not only a large part

of compensation costs but has also made heavy investments in improvements

and infrastructure of which the beneficiaries will repay only a minor

proportion. Indications are that the Italian land reform agencies will

have received appropriations equal to $1,024 million for the fiscal years

1949-50 through 1962-63. By 1961, they had undertaken commitments

amounting to $1,100 million dollare, of which they expect to recover about

P200 million from the beneficiaries. It ir noteworthy that the sums paid

or payable for indemnities to expropriated landowners amounted to only

$84 million, or considerably less than 10 per cent of the total.

The Governments of Spain, India, Republic of Korea, the Philippines,

Republic of China and the United Arab Republic (Egypt) are among those

that expect eventually to cover all or most of their expenses by means of

receipts from the beneficiaries, as already indicated. The recovery may,

however, sometimes be delayed. For example, when the intermediaries were

abolished in the Indian states of Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal,

the compensation paid to them had to be met in large part by public

borrowing, since public revenues did not increase correspondingly. The

rents collected from the actual cultivators covered only a small part of

the additional sums being spent for land and revenue administration.

Furthcrmore the returns from agricultural income taxes fell heavily -

74 per cent in Bihar, 60 per cent in Uttar Pradesh and 58 per cent in

West Bengal - as a result of the fact that agricultural income was now

distributed among a large number of small holders in place of a few large

income earners. Taking compensation payments in their various forms in

India as a whole, their peak will probably be reached some time during

the Third or Fourth Five-Year Plan. But the growth in land revenue is

expected to make the reforms self-financing in the long run.

It is self-evident that governments often undertake land reform

primarily in the interests of redistributive justice, letting other

considerations take second place. However, apart from social policy and

in addition to the broad implications for economic development, the question

of the fiscal impact as reflected in the budget cannot be ignored.



February 9, 1962

Mr. D. Christodoulou
Rural Institutions and Services

Division
Food and Agriculture Organization
Viale delle Terms di Caracalla
Rome, Italy

Dear Mr. Christodoulou:

I wish to thank y on behalf of Mr. Demuth, for your

letters of January 24, enclosing a copy of the redrafted

ter on Progress of Land Reform in General, and January 30,

enclosing the redrafted chapter on Land Reform and Agricul-

tural Productivity and Output, for the 1962 Report on Land

Reform to the ECOSOC.

Sincerely yours,

Enrique Lopez-Herrarte
Liaison Officer

Development Services Department

ELHIml
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ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE F 0 PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Please quote: Cable Address: FOODAGRI, ROME
~rene: RU 7/10 Viale delle Terme di Carecalla TeI. 590011 - 590211 - 599071

Dear Mr. Black,

I write in reference to the report on acevelopments in the

fiel. of land reform wnicni tne UN, in cooperation with FAO and other
agencies concerned, will submit to the Thirty-Fourth (Summer 1962)
Session of the Economic and Social Council. Preparations for this

report are far advanced and the time has come for representatives

of the UN and the other agencies to meet in order to finalize the
draft. I am, therefore, pleased to invite the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development to be represented at the Eighth
Inter-Agency Meeting on Agrarian Reform which will be convened at

FAO Headquarters, Rome, on 6 Marcn 19(t, at 10 a.m. I suggest tne

following provisional agenda

(1) Finalization of the draft report on developments in
the field of agrarian reform to be submitted to the
Thirty-Fourth Session of ECOSOC;

(2) Review of programs of the agencies in the sphere of
agrarian reform;

(3) Other business.

I snail be nappy to receive any comments and additions which
you may care to suggest concerning this -provisional agenda so that I
may notify tne otner participating agencies in advance of the meeting.
I should also be glad to be informed of the names of your delegates
and to receive any documentation wnich you think might be helpftl

to the meeting.

Y As sincerely,

Directo -Grkneral
Mr. Eugene Black

President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street
Wasnington, D.C. U.S.A.
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February 5, 1962

Mr. John R. G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Departmeut

of Economic and Social jf fairs
United Nations
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Pierson:

On behalf of Mr. Demuth wish to ak4nowledae
receipt of your letter of 17 anary 196I enIosing a
copy of the U.N. draft of the foreword of the inter-
agency report on land reform.

We thank you Lor sending it to us and have no
cotments to offer on it.

Sincerely yours,

Enrique Lopez-Hetrarte
Liaison Of ficer

ELH/mct Development Services Department



FORM No. 75
(2.60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date

ROUTING SLIP 1/19 /62

_ NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Ald ereld 30h

Mr.- 723

Dr. Loper-Harrarte 503

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

,Full Report Recommendation

information Si gnature
.nitial Send On

REMARKS

Will you please have someone look at
the attached document and return it
to me Vi h your comments in order that
I may make the necessary renly to the
U.N.

I From &rique Lope?-Herrarte



FoRM No. 75
(2-60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date

ROUTING SLIP

NAME , ROOM NO.

Cr

____ To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
nitial Send On

REMARKS

From



FORM No. 75
F-6O0 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date
ROUTING SLIP 2/13/62

NAME ROOM NO.

*<~d _, 4L~A00

Dr. Lopez-Herrarte 503

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

,Full Report Recommendation

information Signature
Initial _ Send On

Attached are the documents from FAO on Land
Reform for the meeting to be held in Rome
in March. Will you please be kind enough
to advise me, in due course, of your com-
ments and whether anyone will attend. I
shall then prepare a reply to FA0.

From
Enrique Lopez-Herrarte



ORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5.48)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. P. Ji uire DATE: February 2, 1962

FROM: R. Sadov

SUBJECT: Draft of the Foreword of the Inter-Agency Land Reform Report

I do not see how anyone can seriously comment on the draft of the

foreword to the report without seeing either the report or some of the

material that has been collected to date. I would also certainly

support Mr. Evaness remarks.



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE F PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION

OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Please quote: Cable Address: FOODAGR, ROME
R6l6rence: -. Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Sirvase citar: FA 5/5 RURt R ME C Tel. 590011 - 590211 - 599071

FEB 1 196?
Dear 1r. Iverson,

Further to my letter of 3rd anuary, 1962, which -ias
in reply to your letter of 19th December, 1961, I wish to

inform you that in the section dealin ;ith the 'United
Nations Aid in Land Reform we have included most of the
attached notes 'which you sent to Pr. Pierson as an
enclosure to the letter aated 1st December 1961, as well
as material taken -from your letter and 'r. Eu-ene R. 3lack's
address to the Board of hovernors at Vienna last September.

1e a ve noted that you often refer to projects in vhich
the hank paricipated with the terms "in tvo Latin American
countries" or "in an irrication project in a v-r Dastern
country" or "two land consolidation projects". In conformity
with the other sections of the Report it 'would be advisable to

name the countries concerned or identify the projects involved.
I should be :rateful, therefore, if you could as a matter of

urgency supply that information so that we can incorporate it
in the Report.

Yours sincerely,

D. Ohristodoulou
Land Tenure and Settlement Specialist

Land Tenure and Settlement D3ranch
hural Institutions and iervices Division

"r. K.R. Iverson
Assistant Director

Development Services Department
IBRD

Washington 25, D.C.
U.S.A.
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Date
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I~17j17

_ Action Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Si qnature
Initial To Handle

REI .S

From
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Date
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To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial Send On
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FORM No. 75
(2-60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date

ROUTING SLIP 2/7/62

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. 400

Dr. Lopez-Herrarte 503

___To hlandle _____Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

_ Full Report Recommendation

Information I Signature

Initial Send On

REMARKS

Will you please return the letters to
us so that we can reply to them?

Enrique Lopez-Herrarte



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Please quote: Cable Address: FOODAGRI. ROME
Rfl6rence: FA 5/5 RUt Viele delle Terme di CaracallT
Sirvase cilarR Tel. 590011 - 590211 599071

NAR 196 2
Dear Mr. Demuth,

* I enclose for your information one copy
of the redrafted chapter on Land Reform and
Agricultural Productivity and Output for the
1962 Report on Land Reform to the ECOSC.

Yours sincerely,

J. Christodoulou
Land Tenure and Settlement Specialist

Land Tenure and Settlement Branch
Rural Institutions and Services Division

ir. Richard Demuth
Director

Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
I BRD

Jashington D. C.
U.S.A.
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CKAPTLR III

LAND REFORI AND AdRICTURAL PRODTCTIVITY AND OUTPUT

GENERAL

It is gonerally a;sm red, e-n though usually tacitly, that there is

a direct relationshi) bet-:r.en land reform and agricultural productivity

and output. The question raised in eem- .iscussi.ns is shether that

relationship is a cause-and-offect one. It is often pointed out as

evidence in support of such a sulgestion th>t land reform results in

higher interest and incentivs on the part of the operators, on the one

hand, and in a mors favourable physical oranization of farm land, on

the other. Both those factors (psychelogical-rhysical) attbact a host

of others, such as agricultural eatenzion, credit, cooperatives, marketing,

irrigation and land development. The rosults then become cumulative.

How much truth is thr in these -assumpticns and the supporting evidence?

To what extont can it be said that land refor3: sparks off the whole process

described above? It is this centrul cuestion that this chapter attempts

to consider.

As seen from the Introduction this investigation is a ner departure

from previous Reports in this series. To obtain material for this

investigation a section in the Questionnaire (Part B) asked for data on

a number of points such as land development, clinges in cropping patterns,

technological imyrovements, productivity studios and cooperative

associations. Not all nuestionc were simple But none has elicited

adequate replies for a satisfactory treatment of the subject.
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There are riany reasons lor tie ailure to obtain lata of this kind.

In most countries collection -] a cononi invccsigations arc

difficult undertakin s, c:ily baus, oinadelat facilities in

personnel, absence efrc ci y i or t urpose -al lack of responsiveness

from peasants. Then the inre t i-cifilly concentratod on land

reform areas which are usually n-ely constituted, often lacking a well-

established administrative set-up, and ost ivariably evolving rather

rapidly.

Short of the croation of -- , aluation cervice recommended in the

previous chapter, keeping under observation and study the dcvJlopmcnts

in land reform and assessing their effects and ropercussions, no

satisfactory coverg can be obtainod of this vital sPhero in land reform

appraisal.
chapter

This/has had perforce to rely on a few ad hoc, often sketchy, studies,

general observations, and impressionistic vicus of what is believed to

be taking place and with hat results.

The assessment of output can be simle, -. lthouph it is not always

the case in most countries; but the attribution of changes in its volume

or content to any particular land rsformr mar o or to land reform as a

whole is by no moans easy. Changes in 'hniQu s and cropping patterns,

not to speak of vagaries in thc woather and teir effocts on output,

cannot be isolated and apportioned with any scm lance of accuracy.

Productivity is in practice an elusive terse. Its measureent is

a difficult and very specialiiod job losa results do not always comrand

general agr C;eent amonf expe rts. In the octionsrHich follow it will

be observed that. enhanced roductivity is sought in different directions

in various countries. For 4nstenc, in ecenoeicall advanced countries



labour is E scarc. nan eassly a urc an incrc sea roturns to labour

arc sought, erpecizllv in hz- iuest t a- rozima income parity betwccn

agoieultural and son-agricultural -rours. In some undcrdoveloped countries

labour, lb0it nskills , iw rolati voly abeudant, -. rhilo capital and land

are scarcc; .hilo in ott rs land iay also .burlant but may require

costly reclamation. From the senceptai rpoirt of view, it must be borne

in mind also That incras. sizul uoutput a:nnd in productivity is

not always raconcilaei b caus, in s e ihiC s roductivity is

thoeretically o: urei by reduction of output hich had c'Cc{cded the

optimum.

Th above opeing emarks car not intendel to urge that this

investiuati1n shoul for the time bin, t least, be shelved. Indeed,

it is no lon, er pos'ibl to evrde. Tho? universal cmphasis on land reform

and the costly undert1:in, :s involved raiu tho ruestion of results achioved

or to be oxpocted. r ' .' countries have so far set increasc in

output and productiv-ity as fir ctie of the specific land reform

moasurees, A i they undertke, altecu[h many assume or hope that such

increase mill be the outcome of those maaurs. But all countries

eventually cime to b. corc 1rnc1 ith ;Jh o vital aspects of land reform.

In fact, as land reform comao moru and more to b thought of as a means

towards economic do-elops n en incre szl welfare the problem of its

influence on output and productivity can no longor be av did.

Unlers special care is taken There is no 0r0nta that, at least

in its initial stages, eithkr output or prodluctivity will be increased.

In that contoet it is a rcloe stop that in his report on Development

through Foods I Str tagy for Surplus Utilization the Director-Genoral

1/ FAO - Rome, 1961, p. 24.
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of FAO recommnende tft a firm ascurence o' th availability of food should

bo at-thorized by thc euiu-Onin- cuntri s to tide countrios ovor

during the tresi in l 1eriod uKon food p io may bx reduced as a result

of lend reform moasuros.

Land reform moasures can affect food z sules ,ithin the country

in many ,vaysa

(a) More comorly resus ai thc Jficiaries' having a chance

to eat bctteri and thus reduuing markotaJLc surpluses:I

(b) Through terporarily urpetting the production pattern on account

of legal processes, land developmct orks or changes in managerial control;

(c) By means of anti-social tacion throuh fear of impo nding land

reform on the part of landoeners or in -,icipr zion of land reform by

expectant landlss -roups; a critical p;riod( usually intervenos betwoon

the announcement of a bill and the 'i1p mntetion of the la' of Jand

reform; and

(d) mesures often take time to fructify (trees to bear fruit,

irrigation e'orks to be completod, or now celtivators to marshall their

rosourcos).

The following seCtions ouview thu _eisting information on these

matters in various countries. As aircaJy ftatd the covorage is by no

means full nor can it lay claim to bcin.a rearescntative samplo.
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EUROPE

United Kingdom

The kniten Kingdom PollOWs a poliy c 0 ric guarantos for agri-

cultural aroduce. Thc nuaranto.s ra -rr ly based on doficiunoy

payments 'or tho o >d eon litie, i. 71kig up any amount by which

averaaa narkco prics fll short of grn t C ricos. This policy,

by ensuring st) e nd ircscperous agriculture makes possiblo farm

equipment and manegement at high levels; by keping prices to consumers

low and, therefore, demand high, price urantees nearago a high output

of the commodities in dcmand.

Recont agrarian structural measures caned to have an influence on

output and produtivity nd d desuribt in xor dtJil in th1e provious

chaptor) include, the "farm business grants" (uador the Small Farmer

Scheme) "hih -o to smali farmArs crn ing Cut approved farm business

plans to bLp thoem buy tock ad couipont; th parallol "field husbandry

grants" r con1ributions 'o the -cst c,: indiidual operations (grassland

plouihin,, ditching, rcl* Iamation) under -roved plans. The Farm

Improvement ecueme aravidos -run s of ono-third of the cost of long-term

improvenent (farm buildings, roads, bridCus, cloctricity).

The roat of disposs.ssion cf inefficient farmers has bean removed

through na. provisicns in the Agriculture Act in 1958, but no evaluation

of the effects of that legisla ion during its opr ction appears to havo

been mado. Koro freedom is given to landlords to obtain possession in

the intere sts of good managemont and farm ronts havc boen allowed to find

the open market level. In this nay, it is pectoed, e iadlords would

have greater incontivos to invest in their haldings.
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Othor 7cstcrn duropcon Ccuntries

In ust rjnauropoan ccu mao; crtain eOucn feoatureT and trends

appoar to load to broadly siilsr rosuits. In tho last 10-12 years the

population in agriculturs Los stwadily droppod Ahs, autly (ten 19-1 and

1959 ranging from 25 to 5%5 in variouo coun rios, :1i1 the gross product

of agriculture in real tcrms has incransed (boteocn 1351-52 and 1958-59,

for instance, tho incroaso rangos from 5 to 3C? in thme various countries).

That reflects a riso in productivity as :e1 00 in output.

Tho agrarian structural mnasuros takan by various countrico have boon

describud in the provious Chaptor. Thoso contributing to tho increase in

productivi y and output includo

a. Land Consolidation. dithout :.ny doubt land consolidation is an

agrarian structural rofcrm Mih ;Wcisiv. Imneficial results on

output and productivity. By providing a moro integratod farm it

eliminatas wastoful no of labour, uraudht animals and machinery,

makos possible a bettor CrO ping ttrn, i oos efficiency in

the uso of irrigction water, facilitatcs rational drainage and

road systems and alleos efficiont ua ocf buildinns and other

ovorhoads. ThO aonoficial offucta of land consoidation have

nvar bon questioned but thair ' uaait ;i: amssssmint has not

bon carried out at all ,euntcly. Som' figures ar> reported

from various countries and are quotod in a recent publication.

* Jacoby, E.H. Land Consolidation in Europo International Inctitute
for Land- ioclam'ation and Improvement, Publication 3/E, k'agoningon,
1959, P1. 37-44.
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That mu li aion in ludis alpo a :umarj of Somaracr' s pionoering

work in Sitzarland, ahA rtaor: Anoracea in output aftor land

consolidation of 20-3C1Z, Wos i o* atim oxponses of 1Q5 pmr n.

and riscs i ro. output a r aur :n; ram 190 to 225, labour

input -0 being 100.

In vijo- of thwo inportwnco of th.; subjact theo>.> rki rty on

Gunsolidition of 'hldings sf M 24ur'ojan 0ommiscian on Ariculturo

of FAO is coorlinating work in yarapo n ho uv'.uation of agrarian

structural croforms.

b. Farm 2-f-11 r loimnt. Eni rrjann of u. rci < ars in justorn

Europo, ,s in the USA, is rulativily anoy on account of tho

absoluto drop in tbo number of activo agriculturral popula tion

and tho abandonmant of farms. Mhat i1 nccdeo is a rational

absorption into otir units. Usually abandoned farms are the

small oncs, although some relativily l on s in difficult or

isolated arcas are also given up. In som countriss, notably

in Swedon, protoction aainst tKa pnssing of rrs into the

hands of non-agricultural, usually .awltby, olacos for amateur

farming or rocration is on-sured throu h Administrative action.

Farm onlargamont, aspecially aaon rosultinj in an optimum size

of holding, contributes to incro c in output and crtainly to

productivity, . by increasing th, scalo of oreration and promoting

bettor farm layout.

c. Roottlomont. Rsottlmant is carrie) out in larg schomes or

piecomeal. 1esettlamont in lanr o scahoes thks placc .Lon land

is roclaimod or irrigatod as a r :t-? ri.jor -. orks. Such

projects exist in many Europcan corim:, notacble oxamplos
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toing~~~~ ru _s,,iod tn tpi iicma rns Q l rnot, i. C.

irO areas to thi

pa .ipr ao n in some

C s U. no 2 L tr s to 0. I TuT&ic of Germany.

zn i y cas Uaiomn 6n 'ologet ill th Ins 1d

crus b t- rmovl f frm a liafro tO ld -r- 'as to the

i-naj frs. In ho old a - th n n conooli ton and farm

Thus rot t, 1 n ho. non 'y oa 0 srocduc'i oiy and output

farin "n0 w" land undcr imp-rovad conditions, but also by

allowins; ald--stoblished areas to obtain f-rms with largar cizs

an3d bottar iayauts.

d. Land improvmant. obh lsnd cvns"li' ion nor farm onlar'amont

by s lvo can mak u r subst atial i in output and

aspeci llK prcduotivity unlosr th y -aa -compani by land

1 0o nt and infraY -st-ructura 1.rk50. In -out countrius of

Euro1 o land oncold s, i issully comIa lit h' drainage,

irrigstion, road buildin,, r Lanning nk fa rm building, which,

very csty, to yild subst ntial

results. Some countric r 3r, rtaly GerFny and Sitzorland,

in some cases do carry out r1 allcAtin *f 01 wiehout land

Liprovaccnt in ordor to Icier bctt--r .rAucticn conditions

ponding land improvcmants, adieL at tha time ara not possiblo

for a variety of reasons.

G. Farm Management. omp is an farI anaI'aent is i3Creaoing in

nuropo and me countrias orovid3 en iacreaoingly anrCctivo

advisory sorvico, not nossarily spcijio<ly workin- Lor ir'as



Vairo vyrarian otruotrm 1 .forms !avo tkc.n place. Only some

fow wuntnia, notably Madon, ; wqriventing or considering

the nrotion of un ngricucur. 9 tonsieo spocializig

in an u rfor ar- 22. In thn -th:rlnds the agricultural

extension service takes tL e inizitiva y part

in land ccnolidation on a xis of naaty 1mng landovunors.

f. Markoting and Cooper-tivos. Ecaonmic officiency for newly-created

farms, and their vinbility if they =- on t sz'ull Oidu, depends

larLely on thu riturns to the inputs o.. rng. The returns

deped not only on the -volum- of cutpt ,-d its total cost but also

the price it Socures. Thc foro, ffici-,nt m-rkcting is a basic

nocessity. oua ccuntries. in !cstr Pur o pe -ako 2pe cial provisions

for aorketing of the produwc of nwl-y-cr, ed farme, although

encouragroant to cooporativo action is enorn1 throu'ghout the

region. Thus coaortivas arn becoming a key factor not only

by providing cradit, but Aso b<daliyg 'ith thu purchasing

and sollin en bohalf of tho farmero ho h:ve benefited from

land rofur, measures. Couportiveo ;tion in some cases cxtends

to some asp.cts of farm crn -, -ion. In ng countries, and more

particularly in thu PAthriands and the Federal Rapublic of

Germnny, farmers in land cencs lidation areas combine to instel

irrigation friliti I or joint use.

g. Financial orran.oments such is ;ronto, loans .nd credit, wrhich

play an important part in Ldvancing output p productivity,

are discussed undor sparato chaptor.
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It ohoull }o d t Sorm asur 0 ncooarily

contribu-o u th 3 riooi it, i j..t rotu-n to apital

nocste , >cousO oartai. n ccial .r culturJA grounds;

for inst-i-, COmO Lout incu - - a on an ffort to

mnaint in u ims mp t -iountainous

arena; out of notional o or - ivo r puroly oconomic
pClicis -lon ol 1( ndit rot tlotinmr favcuo egos

Bolow spccial ntien is m _d _ I 1 _ ba f h opocific

importanoC of its land rafor masursc.

Ita ly

The land reform pr <ran, ahioh 2a.ct.:d arly 800,000 ha. and benfit:d

somTo 110,000 familis s s i "s lic in ti Uatons, o not confincd

to rodistriIution I land fro' oxoriattd ltrg. ost .rtoo, but it has

includod considorabbo oxprnaitur on-t to ostruatiern u thX n)cOsry

infra-structuro to _n blo tho -o6 oi iri(os to improuw thoir living

conditions and also to oo ernio tio prouctien aonitiono in agriculturo.

Such I orks ircludd roads, <ator aui lonl dovelopmant, olctrification

and irrigation. Pc0ion capit s~m" too ma L a1aiiCula.

Tha r-,cunt s tuu, c1rri d out jci at;i by UA0 and aha lIclian Government

on Lnd Jforo in I ly*, altheuhI 3,liou out soon 2 tor ho initial

st, Ids of thc land r, form rr cids o int rstin rsults from its

findinfs. At th tina 11 tho study (1955) ceacaus3 tha onpi al position

of botL the privratC f'rms and tho aasignLd orms a no rorinataly the

s am and 'oe mothods o cuLtiva ti on Y o t c i1 d crm th -

traditianal enos, the porforoinec 'a Pet> <inos of .arsac roughly similar,

but it ras aLrOady Clear lhat, ith the inoroaed -uaostmants onjoyed by the

assjignad f ris, th l1tt. r ao-o 1ound tc r u at aC T and iprav, their

afficiency narkedly.

* Barboro, G. Land Roforn in -y i Acievsmients and Prospoctives, FAORome 1961
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Thu study brmught out sharp regional diffcronccs between the North

and the South of Itsly and th assigned farms, as regards saleable output

per worker, showed a marked deereace southwards. For the Calabrian farms

it was estimated thvt, in the circumstancos of the time, the average

holding assigned -ould only provide a ro subsitenco for the average

farm family. It ,as further calcul-a-d that the optimum combination

of capital and labcur would be cbt ined if the average size of reform

farms were to be aised to at least 20 ha. (the assigned poderi, i.e.

complete, farms aveaaged 9 ha. for the whole of Italy). It was noted,

however, that family farms outsido the reform c-f a siz- exceeding 20 ha.

tended to show a down-trend to levels of subsistence and to average

productivity, as a result of -primitive organization and equipment. 1hat

is more important) the mere subsistence level onsured by the now holding

raised also the problem of renaymant of credits and loans lent for now

investmont, since it allows of f ourelus icr saving which can be used

for that purpose.

Those lessons have been noted in Italy. Thu smallness of the

holding was the result of the socio-ocononic conditions of the time and

of the philosophy ruiding the reform. In order to improve the economic

performanco of the holdings created, new (especially commercial) crops

were introduced, livostock production was increased, fortilizor use was

stopped up and now techniques were introduced. Roscarch in stations,

specially established within the reform areas, promises to help in the

near future,



Furthormon r- ian co reon iad -n irop a Aivo , 01ion, - the

f catian of cow>xor tie ocioti by c onficitri' .inl'asttutory

r quirmlit. Coaperntivos (numboring 1o6) rpr-vo :riouo _3rvicosp

sujply sds, f rtiliz-rs, "griculto 1 K n Impl_;nts; they run

tractor statiuns, wtorws nd atopj na tUoy a :rkot

and dairy produlo; th. yrocuss vgricul our 1 .c.ducts (no-making,

olive Pressing, rhoeso 2rnouctio)

Spacial couros2 for boncficiarias rnd thir f.ali s Lave boon hold

on various "s7a is of fAinning ind livinn on thaw frm.

ActMRl inc r oasus in pr duction hava b-on not..d. Avilanl figures

comparing productiun oea-on 1953 ind 1959 pronat tn followin7 )icture.

Th[ total gross salcablo nroduction from thu homl agricultural area of the

reform was ostimat& to to Lit. 67,000 Milian in 1959 cs comparcd with

Lit. 22,00 millimn in 1953. 2or ha. incro of cvorcg gross saloable

purodcttion os in monet ry Iors731 ovor thn samne pricd or 17 over the

ycars prucoding the rcfor. Par unit troductiun inorn sos in detail were as

follows2 from -ass a cu'lvation 30V iro troc cuitiv icn 2615; from live-

stock broodin_ 295o and from horticultur c a7n industri.1 crops 147. Further

incruasus arc expoctod whon tha various munourms Lan fructify further. For

instanco, when tho 140 million Grooc and t.Kr -la:.ts cono of full-boaring age.

It is intro ,sting to nota from to tabl bolo-i Low the cropping or

production patt-rn ao con altrud in tho 11le raform aren.

Porcontago Contribution of Various Crcpas or Livootock to Gross
SalnablM Production (bIscd on value). 195 1959

Graz;ing and Cultivatod Grasss 03.0 62.4

Troos 5.9 12.3

Livostock Brooding 11.1 25.3

Horticultural rn. Inaustrial Crops 19.4 27.7
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Eastorn -uropean Ceuntrius

Nearly alE the Cocialist countri-a: f -ureope mnt through the samo

first tao s-ages of land -_form (a) th ,i,:i.Ti a of o-propriatod

large ostates to small or iaailoss feracrs :nd ( ) ' drive towards

collectivization. The third 1 v: i:d vith eountries; some like

Yugoslavia and Poland ha vo allow issolution of collectives and returned

to a predominantly small family m grran pattcrrn, while others, like

the USSR, Bulgaria, Ruminia and Czocheolevlkia, Kv ombarkod Dn the

amalgamation of collective ;r cec.; oraaiv -rms into large enterprises

of 2,0DO-4,000 ha.

The firot phase, chat of distribution of arpropriated otatos, led to

an increase in incontive among cultivators rith1 ne, status and to

increased output, but came up aanst th, IioedvcntcLs of snall farms,

badly equipped, managed by now oult ivators usually -ith outdx Kd techniques,

and often with littl experience. The drivat.as cooperative farming

may Lave eon notivat d by ideolegy ut r-gas eutput nd iroductivity

that form of farm orgenieeti:n u s ovcrro mn some of the

difficulties of emll-scale o ceat . rms could be moro easily equipped

with modern machinery and 1e given trainec sc nient and educated farm

managers. In most cases, the experinent wac wrecked by forcing the pace

of the procoss.

The fact romaine that even where ralaxation permitted tho return

to small family farming the authorities ar. still hoping end planning to

overcome disadvantages through ooratiVe or greup action. In its

current five-year plan, Yugoslavia lays roat stress on the need to increase

agricultural preduction, end to that end great hopes are pinned on the
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incrasad use, and tKi onlrgrnto[ t socnivli d sootor. In order

to a ChiovC t hot, invo st ts, r . Lrh r I .int and trainod

personnl, pc. mado niiLlo to AL -iaTi mo Kr or thrcugh that

sector to thm rivVLo Sctr. Thn priv tor zill incroasingly

be oncouragod to anociat iteLf I it, r-inor aing use of,

the :jrviCo theoialized sfc tr.

Foland el iUs on i soc lizoo oitu also -r modurnizu its

agricutiuro and imrea il "roductivity. The "-1lgricultural Circles",

:hioh are described in dotuil in th p-r!iouchaptor, -ro both a

gotomy to that soctor' Lnd a variant of Lroup ontion.

The boliaf in thu offic;cy of tho ocializo: s-,ctor is supported

in those ccuntrios bj 'griculturol ecaunmic findings from resoarch by

Agricultumrl Soon-mic Lwsarch iWntitutim s.

13n a studyr b 1o autho rioj s00o cOempa, ralivu figures ,vore

producud nocontly showing t.o purformanco o cooortivo f..rms and

privato h:Ldings andur sizilar omnitions. Thk .oncral picture emerging

is briofly am foows Froduction Tr hin the coopativo and

the privoto "actors" in U, nre' inv ;nto- :as of a ratio 73; the

detailed fi 'ros indimt tKat VD: coaomatircs waror; lading in production

por ha. in sucw linus as 'r in, pato u, induntri l and :orage crops,

but ware bohird the privat forls in m tnblo an> livestock production.

Yugosl vi ls rodortse ids 'n co'raliva firms far superior

to those uf thG privatc scotor a-n nlso j reduction in production costs.

The figurus avai lle do not, hmowvar, permit a valid opinion as to the

compn bility of conditions. Yugoslav doto do l also ,ith the influence

of tiM cooperative sector on the privataly maniagod Yaros, the latter never
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exceeding the area of 10 ha. which is the statutory coiling to private

holdings. The cooperatives offer services, technical facilities, joint

operation and produceion and marketing. Figures quoted indicate yields

and incomes from cooperating private farms above the average shown by non-

cooperating private farms. Hi "her incomes are also partly accounted for

by lower marketing costs and better prices secured for their produce.

For Bulgaria figures are available* indicating significant rises in

yields both for crops and livestock over pre-war figures and also in the

productivity of labour. Increases in output have also been ensured

through bringing land under cultivation and through extensive irrigation

schemes, but also through intensification of cropping and large new orchard

and vine plantings.

The same source gives also fig'ures for Rumania.* The gross output

of plant and animal production during the period 1956-1959 cxceeded the

1951-1953 level by 2"?5 but less than half of that rate over pro-war.

State and collective farms, especially the former, as a result of their

enjoyment of priority in investment allocations and the distribution of

current inputs have developed a marked advantage in the production of

such bulk products as v'h:at and maize. Collective farms have shown the

best results in sugarbeet production in contrast to State and private

farms which show results which arc below the national average.

* Zahir Ahmed Agrarian Policies in Bulgaria and Rumania Report prepared for
the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations, 1961, p. 18.
See also pp. 26-27 for figures on Rumania.
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The faith in the efficacy of the socialized sector, in so far as the

decision was taken on technical-economic grounds, has been shown also by

amalgamation of cooperative farms to form even larger units of operation,

An economic authority from the USSR, explaining the process as it occurred

in his country, renarked that aindustry began to produce more and more

tractors and other agricultural implements it became evident thlt it was

impossible to use a great numrber of machines most efficiently if the

cultivated area was limited (at that time the dollective farms lad on an

average 1,600 ha. of land each). The amalgamation has led to the

formation of "largo-scale and highly productive farms with a centralized

management" of an average size of 5,400 ha. The amalgamation has led

also to the creation of multi-purpose brigades, which are in charge of

various branches and thus "it beco me possible to cut down the administrative

machinery in the collective farms".

Hany factors are suggested as conducing to increase in productivity

and output under conditions of cooporativo or collective farming or any

such group activity generally included under t.oe term socialized sector.

The economies of large scale operation nod no more elaboration

althouglh many authorities in economics doubt thic existence in practice

of genuine economies on such a scale in agrirvulturo. The favours bestowed

on such farms in the ouestion of investment have also been referred to

already. Resoarch and the availability of trained personnel are also

touched upon above. In this connection it is worth mentioning that in the

USSR it has been stated that multipurpose brigades are headed as-a rule by

an agricultural specialist. In Bulgaria in 1960 the cooporative larias

employed 2,882 agronomists, 590 zoo-technicians and 249 veterinarians.
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Th fruits of rosuarch are passed on to prmctisihg fa'rmdrs. it

is claimod that under that system the adoption of new techniques and

methods is much faster than in an individualistic society whoro indirect

techniques of piersuasion and creation of interost aro rclatively slow in

producing results.

Finally, the role of state farms in bringing now land under

cultivation through deploymont of heavy aachinery and specialized equipment

and under the control of specialized personnel should be notod. The

same farms act as pioneers in new or specialized crops and throw their

weight behind state policy in its drive for production for special

purposes, be that production for urban needs or oncouragement of livestock

production itms or providing selected seeds or breeds.
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ASIA ARD TIE FAR EAST

Japan

Land reform in Japan is generally -greed to hrve contributed

cons derably to increase of output and productivity, although hoew much

it is not eady to sa-,y.

Officiel figures give index numbers of aLricultural production for

the period 1950-1958. Jith tho average figuros for the period 1933-35

taken as 100 the 1958 not agricultur>1 production index is given as

129.8. For thim same year (and on the sme basis) the index for crops

was 136.7 and for livestock 279.6. (Incidontally for sericulture the

figure was 34.4).

bith the figuros for the period 1950-52 taken as 100 the agricultural

productivity index given for 1958 was 135.2 if the population engaged

in agriculture was considered, or 142.0 if working hours in agriculture

wore taken into consideration instead.

Officially those improvements have been attributed to the "integrated

results 014 the achieveaonts of land reform." nd the supporting agricultural

policies and measures.

Large-scale land develcpant works dave improved irrigation and

drainage, thus often making double-cropping possible vhere it did not

exist and overicoming the risks from occasional drought; they have

also made ploughing easier >.nd more effectiv,. Considerable sums have

been made available for the purpoce in the form of grants from the

Governmont.

A marked change in the croping pattern has been brought about,

characterized also by a markod increase in fruit. Livestock and

especially dairy production have shown unprocendentod increases.
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Considerable crodit for all this can legitimatoly be given to the

land reform which contributed in sevCrl 1Ways- It has removed some of

the positive restraintc to incroased Lroducion such as landlords t

injunctions against tho usa of fertilizer and their reluctance to invost

in land improvement. It has provided thc nan oaner-cultivator brought

about by land reform with greater incentives to carry out land improve-

ments and to conserve tha soil and its -ortility also to improve

production mT1thods. Th reduction in farm rents and the enhanced security

of tenure havo incrazed both the ability of and incontive to tenants

to invest in production.

The Ministry of Agriculturo' a Farm Lousehold aconcmy Survey of

1953 revealod that expendituro on erodiction costs (excluding labour)

per unit area in 1953 -as in real terls 46/o higher than in 1937- It

is significant that improvemont in rice yields has been greatest in the

northorn districts where the amount of land tr:ansforrod during the land

reform wes greatost.

Another factor to be mentioned i. t sychological one in that

owner-cultivators responded to calls fr i.proved production methods

and furthz:rmore took full advantage of covoramnt subsidies and loans and

other measures such as fixing prices ear f rtilizars and feeding stuffs.

India

Thore ar: somc interesting studios overing particular cases or

states made in India on tho effects of land reform measures. For

instance, a study made in the case of Hadras State has indicated that

largely as a result of tenancy and other land reform measures the

following affects have boon observed:
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a. Foser but bttor animals b v( Loan usod a.nd increased use has

boon mado of odorn dovicos and ouipment such as trctors, oil ongines

and cloctric pumps.

b. A marked incroaso in fortilizor uso has takon plac..

C. Thoro has boon a goneral tondoncy for production to go up,

ospecially in the case of dry crops and cotton (tho lattor showing in

1957-59 an incroase of 15/ ovor 1)55457). This largor increase in the

dry crop production may Do atiributod to tho oporation of the tenancy

law which proscribos considorably lowor proportions of the produce payable

to the landowner as Comporod to the lattor (1/5 as comparod with 2/5 or

even 3/5).

It is difficult to attributo all those improvomonts to land reforms,

but thoro arc strong grounds for beliving that land roforms (espocially

security of tenure and regulation of rsntals and agricultural wagos)

have supportod and enhancod somo of tha poaallcl measures takon along

with land reforms. The incraso in credit maodj available and the

Governmont drivo for hither production are cases in point.

On tho other hand the study concerning the working of tho Bombay

Tenancy- bo of 1948 brings :ut an entirely differont picture. The

results whio arO suImarizod below had rofloctod some ossential weak-

nessas in the Act <hich aora lator reco nizod and thus the Act was

amended in 1953.

Of direct intarost to tic theme of this chapter arc the referonces

to investmont in tho holdings. Soms background information should,

however, prove of help.
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Boteueen 1948-49 and 1952-53,- the ieriod to which the study referred,

the tonant cultivated area foll froha from 3&/j to 26.8% of the total

cultivablo area. Of the tonant-cultivated area 93.3% continued to be

in the possoosion of the original o.'ners and only 3.2% was acquirod by

the tenants. Of the rea roferred to above as continued in the

possession of the oriainal owners, about one-half wcas also still in the

hands of the original tenants; 29.6% was resumed by the owners, and

13.9% had now tenants.

One of the objocts of the Act w G to promoto full and efficient

use of the land, expected to result from the incentive offered by

protection to the tonaqts to take care of the land. The study was

directed towards examination of the differenc be <nen the owner-

cultivated and the tenant-cultivatod lands in respect of investment in

land irmprovomonts. The assumption wras that if tho ct had indeod

given the tenant aroal sense of security such a difforenco should

gradually narrow down.

A detailed analysis has brought out the following features,

Expendituro on land iiprovmont increaseod considerably over the period

in all regions. The scale of expenditure on improvemont of owner-

cultivated lands was very much higher than on tho tenant-cultivatod

lands even after the oxpenditure on them by both the landlords and the

tenants is taken into account. Broadly speaking the per acre expenditure

on leased-out lands by landowners was only about ono-tenth and the per

acro expenditure on the lands leased by the tonants was only about one-

fourth (i.e. the two combinod about one-third) when compared with the

expendituro on tho ownor-cultivatod lands.
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Thoro re ;any roas one to which l failure of tho difforence

in investmont to narro-a do wn Mi'ht be sttributod. First there was

in most casos no real sanso of socurity among the tonants. In some

casos the confidonce of tho landlords in th.o future of their lands

had also been shaken. In addition tharo haa been cases of shortage

of funds and lack of credit among tenants. It is possible also that

tenant-cultivated lands were inferior G., thoso cultivatod by their

owners, so that those lands oithir did not lond theomsulvos Casily to

improvements (such as irrigation, rolcaeation, treo-planting) or would

not sufficiently neward such invostmonts.

The above doscription rofers to the broad picture but markod difference

existed from rogion to region.

The two ease studios are rntioncl only as illustrations. They

by no means represent the situation ih India, and the contrztsting

picture PrOsentod by the studios should help to dispel any such notion.

As the official report remarks "reasure of land reform affect the

entire country in some :orm or ether and the various progranoies for

agricultural dovelopuejnt undertaken in accorda-ca with the 5-year

plans are also designed t/im.jrovo agricu'itural technieuo and productivity

in the country as a whole and are not rostrictod to any specific areas".
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NEAR EAST

United Arab Republic

Land Reform in the United Arab Ropublic has been planned consciously

not only to avoid a declin in production through rdistribution of landed

property but, whac is moru, also with the deliborate aim to incruase

output and productivity.

Before the land of an expropriatod estate was subdivided a survey

was made to ascertain the gross income per acre, the number of persons

entitled to benefit, and their resources, if any, as owners and tenants

of land. On the basis of the findings of the survey the size of the

holding granted was dotermined by calculation of the area nooded to

support a family.

Redistribution on this basis put before the bonoficiaries an

attainable goal, namely throuvh their :xertions to soure their family's

living. That in itself proved muito an incentive towards greatcr output

and higher productivity. Put beneficiaries wvre also ided by the

supwervisod cooperatives created pari passu with the redistribution. As

describod in the previous chapter, thoso cooporativcs provided credit,

farm reguisitos, various rvices including markoting, nd in addition,

an important point, they undertook to organize cultivation in the most

efficient manner. This emphasis on productivity has boon given practical

expression in various ways * esines the provision of crodit and services,

already mentioned, systomatic attention has been paid to improved agro-

nomic techninucs, plant protection and -epecially to irrigation. Farm

management befbre the reform was largely shared between ton.ants and the
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landovner or his agsnt. In the new see-up the coorratives stopped

in to bridgu thL gap in man&Uag'ment. Thus suprvision was tcchnical as

well as financial. 7or instance, crop ro-;ations and methods of -arming

wore to be decidod by officials in ccnjunctior wi th olcted reprosontatives

of the cooporative memiers, but cult ivtion roained the responsibility

of the farmor himself. A system of lock fi rming is fillowerd ,nd some

major oporations may be carried out jointly.

A farmer receives an advance pendina; sa of his crop; when the crop

is sold a far1mr is paid t he procoods from his crop after the advance and

his other liabilities a charges are deducted. There is a diroct

relation between his efforts and his inc-m3 although he farms within a

prescribed frameowork.

There is some suantitative information acbout production incrase only

for cotton and sugarcana. Thus, between 1952 and 1959 figures from

supervised cooperatives in lrand reform areas soa that in 16 districts

the yield of co tti pr feddan rose by 45% as against 15% for Egypt

genrally. Sugarcano figurc from 3 land. reforri areas show an incroase

in yield of 15% over the same priod. In assessing such increases it

should be borne in mind that they refer to a fow districts only and to a

specific year, but on the ot'n iand also that in the UAR roquisitioned

land was the romiduary portion of tho estate after the landowner had sold

parts of it during the first year after the la was onacted and after

retaihing fou himself the allowable portion. Thus, the requisitioned

land was often the loast fertilo part of the ostate. Land loased out to

middlemen to sublet it to tenants was in many cases badly run down. 'von

in those Cases where th estate w.s cell managed it was sometimes found

to be underdoe elopod because the owncr or maneror lacked the means.
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All this necessitated large land (evelopment works which were carried

out by the Ninistry of Land Reform. These included irrigation canals,

artesian wells, drainage works and road building. The expenses were

borne by the supervised coopurativos. By the beginning of 1961 some

LE 2 million had been spent for an aroa of 249,000 foddans. Furthermore,

in the 5-year plan beginning in 1960-61 an annual investment of l 1.5 million

(US i3.5 million) have been allocated for land improvement and for the

purposes of raising production in the distributed areas.

Another important step towards increase in output and productivity,

although in its initial stages, is the agreement carried out in areas

outside the reform to rationalize the rotation system and exchange produce

in voluntary consolidation of farm operations described in the previous

chapter. The supervised cooperatives play a key role in this also. In

Nawag_, whore it was first applied the increase in productivity had been

spectacular. Rise in yields far above the national average were recorded

in cotton and maize. Similar results were observed in other villages

where the system was extended.

These striking results are the outcome of many factors. the rational

rotation system, reduction of costs and improvement of the quality of the

work through certain joint operations, a marked increasc in the use of

fertilizers and other chemicals, and the creation of opportunities for the

cooperatives to exercize a beneficial influencc on the managerial side

of farming as well as on the inveotment activities.

Iran

The Crown Lands distribution program in Iran, begun in 1952, has run

long enough for some experience to have been gathered cornerning its

operation.
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Under this proram by April 1961 come 250,000 ha. had bean distributed.

Provision was made from the Laginning Fo2 the foundation of the Bank Omran,

which not only took chargo of the distri ution of the lands but also

undertook the financing of farm impronuonts and oporations carried out

by the benoficiarius. The Bank ams furtrr given the rusponsibility to

creato cooperative societies.

The Bank, with the help of the Tochnical Administration, appoints

alricultural extension pcrsonncl to help improve agrioultural methods,

and encourages th bonoficiaries to uswi credits ufliciantly and

productively and to participato in coopcraGive and social activiti~s.

The cooperatives, which ara managed by the iaershmselves,

undortake the markoting of the benoficiarias' produce and supply them

with farm and family roquisites.

Assossin: tho operation of tho pro ra: in tho Northern Area

(especially in Bandar-Shah, Gorgan, Gonbad-e-Ghabous) observers have

remarked on the difficulty of makin, 0 ood aricalturisto out of the

predominantly nomadic Turkomen. Howev<r, certain iLcsons have already

omerdad. Units ar s l (some only 3 ha. bauh, Lut ost of them 7),

much too small sopecially for mochanical opa ration. Units of 25 ha. on

the average should to the size to t aimod at. I is eqpectad that

introduction of livastock will help radume unaremployment and abolish

the fallo-r yoars through the uaa of gr ss-s and legumes, which in their

turn will raise both eutput and soil fOrtility. Succossful impleaontation

of such a cyatem is expected to doublIc prosont farm incomes. Already

peasants' incomes over the years 1955-1960 <ore reported to have doubled
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(or even increased four times in some cases) but financial and technical

assistance was exceptionally high as compared with other areas of the

country. 11ore modest increases are expectcd to have occurred in other

parts of the country.

Israel

In Israel land reform has taken the form of settling immigrants

from abroad. A recent FAO report* comments on the progress made during

the years 1955-1959 in increasing agricultural production which is

considered an impressive demonstration of the fact that the agricultural

secor is w.ll equipped to handle successfully such problems of agro-

technique or of husbandry as may arise. But production costs are high

and those, the report adds, are the result of land settlement and

colonization.

A prominent feature of Israel today is the great diversity of

settlement patterns and community structures, but thir essential

elements are The following.

1. The tLnd is nationally owned and leased to the operators on a

long-term basis, which is automatically extended to the heirs.

2. Each operator has access to resources which enable him through

his family labour to make a for the family.

3. An effort is made to give him income parity with his counterparts

in urban areas, a goal which appears closer to attainment in Isral tha.i

in most industrialized countries.

* Black, A.G. Report to the Government of Israel on National Plans and
Programs and Agricultural Policy. Renort No. 1012. FAO/59/2/929, Rome 1959
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The Kihbutz and. the Koshv arre th. -Wo outst-nding settlement types

of Israel. The Kibbutz is a collectivnE sottlement and all work is carried

out colloctivOly, while the provisions for its membars are also on a

collective basis. The Moshav is a cooparEtive of sina.ll farms. tach

family lives ii its omn house, cultivates it. oE.:n holding and carries

the managerial decisions. Such smnall holding composing a hoshav usually

number 70-30. Tho cooperative has only a limited control on the

production enterprise. It provides, howuevcr, all the municipal and

economic services for its members for -ihich taxos ore levied on the

farmers. Similarly all agriculturel requisitos (water, fertilizers,

seod, feedin stufs etc.) are )rovided for the cooporative on credit

recoverable from incoming returns.

A prominent characteristic of the mass immigroation to Israel since

1948 is the preference shown by the immigrant for the oishav, so much

so that more than 75% of the settlements etablished since 1948 have

beon Koshavim.

In an official report, setting out the relativ- merits of the Kibbutz

as proved 'from experience in Israel the follo..in g have been listod.

The lrge-.scel administored farm, ,hich a Kibbutz acteally is, has

the following advantages.

1. The farm manager and the labour force c2a effectively specialize

in a limit-d number of branches on a relatively large scala of operation,

thus raising productivity.

2. Such large farms can choose production branchos which make full

use of locatinal advantages (optimum use of land and r ter l dimate and

other such conAditions).
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3. llaximrum effective mechanization of farm operation.

.4. Mechanization raises labour productivity, improves production

quality and introduces bettor grading and ma rketing methods.

5. Farm improvement can be rationally applied in accordance with

advancing technology and aithout the obstaclio of fregmontation and

Oxcessive population pressure. (Although irgmentatio. within the leasehold

system prevalent in Israel is not a sorious thrnoat, the throat is real

and serious in the case of ownod farms in other countries).

The family farm system is held, iowever, to possess also certain

distinct features worth retaining such as traditional outlook of family

life, more flexibility in the use of labour, more incentive to put up

with long hours, and the adrantajes enjoyed in cases of jobs which are

necessarily on a small scale.

Comparative analysis of the Kibbutz and the Moshav on the basis

of two case studies carried out earlier (1958) in Israel yielded the

following results, Both types have worked profitably under the very

eavourable conditions of ajriculturo obtainina in Israel in recent

years. Thor,- was no inherent economic advantage or disadvantage to

be found in either type. Very large variations of profitability were

observed among the individual farms of the moshav type which was taken

to point out the fact that a very good and able farmer can make a much

larger profit than the lovel achieved by the kibbutz farm in general.

However, given the variations among the moshav farms, mentioned above,

the two types (moshav and kibbutz) on the average showod eciual

profitability.
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The social provisions in th. csc of the Kilhbutz nero far superior

and at a loner cost Than nould to possible outside its organization.

The cost of living dso r:s loner writhin the Kibhutz than in the Iioshav.

Isrcel has of 0e attmpted to combine fIe-turcs of -The lar 'e scale

operation ith thosu of fumily form in a plannod nay in non settlements,

especially in the Lachis> ragion. Thb mi fcaturos of the now settle-

monts are thn folloning

1. Individual plots Lave been parcullated nithin -,rczater land

blocks in order to adapt them to lmrge scale mechanization.. thus a

system of individual tenure, combined vith the possibility of cooperativo

action, has been created. That applies to other facilities such as

sprinkler irrigation net-.:ork and the road system.

2. This individual tenure has mac flxibility possible and

permitted thu introduction of specialized systems of agriculture suited

to each family' s cirounstances.

3. The large block cultivatioe system providos the justification

for centralized economic :orvies embracing a numbsr of villages; for

instance, tractor services, aerial s.raying .an mvovect ef industridl

crops can be erpnized centrally.

4. From thK social PoiNt of vil: cuntral ucational, health,

recreational, cultural anu shopping services of 2 high standard havo

proved feasible.
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5. In order to divorsify the nconcay ind life of the area

concerned this lare grouin, made possiblo the crotion of suitable

industrios to )met the needs of agriculturc. This has broadened

the economic base and diversifiod the social $roups.

Althouah it is too soon to evalu to the results, preliminary

observations suwgest that a succossful adjustment to farming has

taken place, ,rcgressive ag;ricultur al t4nsion methods have

produced satisfnctory results, and tho settlers have taken a keen

interzet in noxr crops and techniques and some of them have alrady

invested their savins in agricaltural oquipment.

Fioures of production betimen 1956-60 covering such crops as

tomatoes, cucumbers, cotton grourdnuts -nd potatoes indicate an

increase in yield varying bstweon 50 and 8d% demending on the crop.

Incomes have incriased oneiderably. Centralization of the grading

and packing facilities has improved the cue lity of produce sent to

the marked and reduced cobts considerably.



AFRICA

Kcnya

Land consolidation roas in KMnyn onstituta an outtang example

from Africa South of th haar vli20 stricint risa in output and

productivity have ben rocurdod ns a rcsult of land rcform. It is

reported that in 1960 thu gros rvonuo of African farmers rrioimarkotod

crops and livastock 15% Aighor than in 1959. That cannot be

attributed wholly or evun largely to lanW consolidation but by all accounts

land consolidation has nadu a considarabl iWpact folt outside tha land

consolidation areas, and hac aflot d noa'rly 200,000 landowners.

Mistakes hav boon mado, espocially in Fort Hll, but by and large

tho result. have boon, from the production point of viows, uito striking.

Thoso have come about not only from the concontra in of tho seittored

fragnonts (which incidontally 3voragod 8) thus fiving a bettor farm for

managemeont but also from the securing by the faw or of a title to the

holding, an acquisition '..fich not only providos tha incontive for him

to farm bcttor to QOvolop thu land at also farms a basis for

borrowing for improvement of the farm and its opratien.

Land con'slidation was oombindawith soil cons-urvation and othor

land tevelopmont moasuros and ,!so with officient farm layout and an

agricultural plan adaptod to cach holdina and its oporator. Loans for

developmont .re also given from African District Councils or Governmont

Development funds and those loans are repayable ovor 5 years at 41j%

annual interest.
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The holdings resulting from land censolidotion includo land on the

slope as well as on lovel ground ,nd a variety of crops are thus possible

whi6h may incliude such itoms .s ibnanas, maize, coffee and even asparagus.

The Sudan

In the Sudan an outstanding -ocio-cconomic eporiment of almost

world significance was carried out in the <'ozira Sc hnec. For the

purppses of this ohapter only those foatures should be noted which have

a bearing on output and productivity.

The scheme had two initial natural adrantaaes the site of the dam

and the, good soil so near to the abundant source of water. In view of

what crop was later chose, namely cotton, the favourable climate was

also another advantage.

By concentration of resources on one r>ally 1arge and promising

schemo dividends were paid on a scale which Yebled it in the end to

play a decisivo role in tho country' s economy.

The scheme itself l.as started as a kind of partnership with three

parties interested - the Government, who 1ad borrowed E15,000,000 for

the major capital structuros; a comrmcrcial company - the Syndicate -

who undertook to find the money for the rost of the jobs and to manare

the undertaking; and the tenants who would do all the farm operations

on the standard units.

The divisible profits were apportioned as follows. 4-C" went to

the Government; 20Y to the Syndicate; and 40 to the tenants. That

arrangement applied to aotton only. In addition each tenant got an

irrigated food and Xodder crop which was entirely his own property

wi- thout payment of water rate.
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In 1950 the Syndicate -as reac dei by the Gozira Board hich is

appointed by the Govornmont. On the Board' sits also a r-prosentative of

the Financial SEcret->ry. Otherrise th. es.ential fcatures of the Scheree

remain to this day.

The parlsrns acre koon on -akingc profit and thus shared a joint

incontive to preduction. The fact tht eapital from a private entorprise

was 1eing usod pliced the emphasis on a business outluok. The same

privats onterprise provided the vane oment and eade efforts towards

efficiency which embraced the tonansl' porfereenee elso. The technical

success of the Scheme is traceable in large measure to the experienced

and skilled guidance carried to the cultivators by the field staff.

The joint or planned action in deop ploughin, use of ftrtiliers and

other chemicals and careful irrigation on a large scale have ensured

high production and economy in operation.

The development approach followed ws one of pilot projects first

and application and expansion after experience had been gained. This

cautious approach and prepaatory stops ensurca a relatively slow but

steady progress not least of -hich has boen the acclimatization of the

cultivators to tho nor production circumstances.

This mixed system of. control from above, enfored? cooperation,

and a limited field of private initiative aimed at getting the best

of various worlds, narly of'. planned airiculture in a systm of control

and direct help; cooperative approach to supplies and sorvices and

organized markuting; dleeation f a fair amount of responsibility on

tho holding to its tenant-manager, 'ho was in a position to see his

stake in success and his interest in hiaher production. Furthermore, credit

was linked to specific tasks and it made it purposoful and related to a man' s

ability and interest. It bocame a useful instrument towards highor productivity.
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The deiezation of rjiponsibility and the allo-ance for a fair amount

of free play of individual choico m -d for scee floeibility which told

especially in periods of adversity. hethor this frankly paternalistic

system -jill evolve tooMrd a ne0 on7 which allows more initiative to

the cultivators, perhaps through autonomous cooprative organizatiens,

remains to bo seen. In fact some of the protagonists have intended

it to be ultimately a Cultivator's Cooper: tivc.

Tan;anyika

A scheme with some features reminiscent of the Gezira has in

recent years boon established in another African country.

In the former "Groundnut" areas of Tanjanyika (namely in iachingwoa,

Kongva and Urambo) the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation operatos farm

settlement schomos. Some data are available which throw light on the

performance of the project in Nachingwca during its first five years

of operation (1953-1957).

The African settlers -ero 100 and operated over an area of 1,000 ha.

divided into two Farming Units, each having 2uropean Manager. Holdings

averaged 5-6 ha. each. aith th_ aid of as Af-ican Agricultural Assistant,

the Manager supervised the carrying out of mochanical operations on the

farmors' holdings and directld those farmers in tho timing and methods

to be employed in the cultivation of thir crops. The ovorall management

of the scheme was the responsibility of a small committee of Euroopans

under the ceairmanship of the Gcneral lnager of the arca.

The cropping pattern of the locality (sorehum pnd grcundnuts) was

maintained but there was need for a. more e:on spreod of labour over a

wider range crops and to that end increasing importanc was given to soya.
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The scIEIO-l providctO :7r systn: of land usc in Ahich mechanizod

assistzncc could to Civcn on i oo ind tried husb rndy basio. Profits

to the Varu-working and successful Lirnir :nrc rcp to jr ;ratly in

excess of Yiat could ho warned without such ru1hanic L help. In fact

a fnrmor is rcortod to ivo a stock of food for tho following yoar plus

Shs. 500 or -ro in c'lsi (%MWL d on the 105-56 rcsults) --s compared with

the estimated ranimuw of Sks. 160-200 ccsi incenes por yoar that Africans

outside th schomo can achieve.

Th Corporation provided thi following sorvicos: land and its

oquipment, cdministratien and rescerch, -ochanical services, stores and

crop marketing. Cooperative disposal of the crops was boing encouraged.

Naturally th uegrc of responsibility and area of docision-making made

availablo to the tenants will bo increasingly inportant as years go by

and in thi long-run will docide thi succoss of thi schseo.
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NORTH A-TERICA

United States of Amorica

The a rarian changes in the USA, as explained in the Previous chapter,

are the result ot private .Ction. Th. treendKous increase in output is

the outcome of economic growth, technological advance and price support.

It illustrates tlo factere operatin in an ecofly where suasi-free

enterprise pails in a tevelope; country with abundant resources. Thus

the cironic tendency to surplus -roduction, the net migration out of

agriculture, the tonclency of tenancy or sharecropping rates to fall, the

trends towards larger and mere mechanized holdings and the appearance of

the contract systen and vertical intqgration illustrate vividly the demands

which economic efficiency or higher productivity make on the agrarian

structure in such a setting.

It should be ovserved that not all trends are towards the same

direction. For instance, the drop in tena-rcy and sharocropping rates

tend to increaso incrntives by giving the oprator more opportunity to

take independent or longer-torm decisions. On the other hand, contract

farming and -e-rtical integration toad to limit th. farers' area of

decision-making although it does calarje ;ho area of operation (at least

at the processing and distribution ends of the process).

That not everything works without friction or lag is seen by the

existence of large nui7csrs of small and low-income farms, particularly in

parts of ther cotton area of the South-East. Those farmers are helped

through easior loans from the farmers' oIme Adinistration and thus enabled

to purchase equipment and livessock and Ieict other current farming needs,

to buy or develop their farms, and to built or rmpair farm buildings.

Research, oetonsion and education are also wecifically directed towards

helping those farmors to overcome their d-sabilities, and improve their

productivity.
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LATIN WaERICA

Bolivia

Bolivia oxperiencod a number of diffic, ltie in the oarly years

of its land reform proerwn rhich arL rewcmuntcd here not bocauco they

are unique but rath-r as an illustration. Hany otlr countries have

had trouble with various practicos taking tLace in the period between

the onactuent of the law - or even the runour about a ressibl law -

and its implomontation.

In Bolivia as soon as the reform 'as announced by the Revolutionary

Government in 1952 -any ocsants anticipating all legai 1rocodings (tho

law was enact, d in .ugust 1953) in th-ir anyioty to obtain rights to

landownership as renise in the announcement, rushed to occupy the

lands of the 1 rge states) Ahil som - r> abandoned by their ownors

themselves. 6ne of the resuite was that lands remaiiad practically

uncultivated far o yare during; a period of uncertainty and confusion.

Production declined y in conseucance.

Thore wore hou v r, other f otors which aepressed production ac

soon from th. fnat tLit ovon Aftr oonditi.ns of normalcy had been

restored in 1956 the bo<'ficiarios found thmselvs without resources

for farm operation wMich prior to the change-over had been provided by

the landlords or their administrAtors. Wvon ine later yeares those among

the benuficiarios who had not had secured a title to their lands wore not

qualified to obtain credit but the situation tased with the issue of

advance certificates which could be used to prove that the bearer would

be receiving a land title in due course.
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Lat,;r d(volopmants in the oporation of 1lnd roform :ero more

successful as in ics, Ka t ! -ta ari ulturl production in

1958 incrkeased apro tiyes r U 2 :as o1osn .ith tie 1954 production

levol: the total output of c01 1 ropss as 3ai, iheat yucca, sugar-

c-no and coffee iore iiore. Thos increaoos rQUprcsent the

change in output in all iciaulural land anoludina areas affocted by

lend roform. It must cc noted also tiat t e xpaasion in land settlement

schemes in the Province of Santa Cruz, which adaDd ,Tout 71,000 hectaros

to the area undor cultivation, has undoubtedly cCnbributcd tc the above-

mentionod increase in agricultural output.

Colombia

The lojislation on thae oconenic uSe of the land i Colombia (described

in the previous haptor) aims di ctly at ensurinrr a morc intensive use

of the land for the ourpose of i.croacing output and productivity. The

situation really narranted drastic action and tho 1151 mission in 1956

sugyosted tax:ation on the esis of optimum pstential (rather than actual)

uso in order to encourag a moue fficient land us, pattern.

The lan of 1957 r'Giro Uh a 11i1 imUM proportion of an estate

exceeding 50 ha. should b cul ivatd (inte id of laving it to extensive

grazing as hitherto) cth-r iso th, estst( t ould bo ial to a progressive

al tax. That law has not hod 'ouch chance to opcrate eficiently, as

explained in the :;r ovious chaptr, a thefore the efficacy of

legislation of that kind has not ben tested.

It wras apparent to ;many obsorvers that Colombian conditions called

for a more direct and purposeful nay to highor output and productivity

through land reform. Tho Social Agrerian Reform Lan uhich was enacted
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towards the end of 1961, 'hen i:lte, :ill go a long way tovards

meeting those reoquiromonts.

In it eaphesis has bran placed on thre w1oority to solve the problem

of the uncconomic -oploitotion of lro sttes, to carry out the

consolidation of frL montod hoidings, to improve the use of underutilized

lands and to provide technical and social sirvioes for the beneficiaries

under this Law.

Cuba

It has bon su Cst.i by . compotent and experienced observer of

the Cubrn land roform sceor that one of its pr>at virtues has boon to

mako from the very beginning "jgrarian reform and increased production

synonymous''.

To that end land -f0 >cted by reform has often boen clearod, drained

or roforosted and newv land brought under cultivation. Thr. has boon a

shift away from sugar:.ane cultivation an towards the production of grains,

pulses, roots, fodder, fibros and oilseeds. TIot is the result of

declaring orCopo cstin-d for the home __rikct as of high priority. High

priority has been rivon also to fruit for export as well as to tobacco

and other export crops. Livestock products are uncouraged in order to

provision the home market although it is riso intended to produce eoof

for export. The perodution patt ,rn is plannod with those ends in view:

diversification, incro--'d ermoyment, bettor land use, saving of foreign

xchango aand industrialization.

Production is reported to have incrasod to such an extort .that,

although consumption has ;arkedly increased, market deliveries have not only

not b.oen advorsely affected but have even increased. The estimatOd value
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of production in monotary tormjs is ivon in 1961 --. gone up by 51% over

that of 1958 - the year preoeding thi refurm, although how .uch that

is in rial terms is not known precisely althouh some figures put it

as high as 43%. Figures for cattle and its arotucts are low r but

equally impressive being 214.

The increase is attributed to nany factors xhich includo now land

or improved land, better tochniques, popular participation, increased

employment and Government aid - all linked with land reform. Roliable

observers ;estify to a spirit caf hard work and a desire to alter the

pre-revulutionary situation.

The revolutionary Government lies eany means at its disposal to alter

tho production pattorn and increase its output. Lesides the considerable

means at its disposal for influencinZ decisions and outlook and also

massive aid thore is its direct managwount of People's Farms and its

influence on comerative (r:anizatione.

Some distinct, relevant features of the reform should be noted. The

reform oxpropriated h-liings which, although not in excess of the legal

maximum, woro in a state of neglect. Their otlor use was bound to

improve output. The retention of sugarcano -states to bo run as large

units cooperatively at least saved then from frm-mentation and operation

as small haldings. The People's Farns are large units producing items

considered nocessary for the country' s economy or welfare (such as balanced

diot). Both the Cooperative Farms ant the People's Ferms have been

favoured with considerable investment and modern equipment. Finally tractor

stations and other such servicos help all cultivators towards improved

production.
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SUTf1ING UP

It has ben noticeable from the above aviur that solid facts bearing

on this subj oct aro h rd to come by. Purthrmcre close inter-relationships

betoon land reform meujure and oLiiput end productivity have not yet been

fully ostablishod. Only uva2_luion on the lines su'gestod el the end of

the prrvious chant r can eventually producc facts, figuros and other

data adequate for rigorous scientific analysis hich -ill permit valid

inter-relationships and canclusions to be established.

Hoerever the effort seems justified at least on thi; scorot it has

high-lighted the preblems involved and the ans-rs to bo sought. It

has emphasized the lacunac in our anouledge and the shaky foundations

on which ay assumptions and hopos have been ropeatedly based.

That the problems are vital needs no emphasis. Output and

productivity are at the heart oi otters of volfare and devolopment both

of w0hich today dominate the efforts of governments and international

agencies. As already stressed at the beginnin g of the chapter, the

vital stakes involved are not onl; relatively enormous capital sums

but also high human hopes end enpectations and no ,Tasto in either can

be viewod with equanimity. The sure ay to success is systematic study,

analysis and (only then) proscription. Othcruise it is all inference,

howrever axiomatic it may appear on tho face of it.

However, there can be no doubt (at lest on first principles) that

certain measures are bound to have beneficial effects on output and

productivity. The great diversity of masures described and their

tentative effects give an idea as to the venuos open to nations or

groups. It must be borne in mind, however, tha-t in the discussion
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above the emphasis has been on output and productivity and the effects

of land reform were judgeL from that point of vievl alone. As a result

of measuros takon for the purpose of sucuring higher output and productivity

it is possible that adverse reporcussions may have been created in the

econony or socioty at least outside the reform areas or groups. For

instanee, farm enlargement ray lead to displacement of rural population,

who may be unable to securo alternative sources of living; land

consolidation and sacure title ilay rosult in evictien of squatting families

making use of unattended land, as was the case in Kenya. All this points

to the simple truth that land reform measures should be considered as an

integrated wholo and in their rolationships to other measures taken or

conditions obtaining in the oconomy and society. Hence the importance

of the chaptecs of -this Report which follow.

Over and abovo tic results which lend themselves to expression in

objectivo data, Iherc issue from land reform intangiblo results which can

be bet sensed by the observer on , ,isit to land reform areas.

Apprecietion of those intangible r ults i s dopeLr ean more securely based

if the boservor *1 the orgortuni'y 'o know tho oame area before the

reform. In addition to thevisi l si'ns such as better kaept fields,

improved crops (new and ol.;, mo c nd finer livestock, and better

infra-structuro thero are evident nisc the perveding spir-it of optimism,

will to progress, and even of i - assets -Xhic :ro no less

valuable aven in the limited field of output and productivity.



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Please quote: FA / Cable Address: FOODAGRI, ROME
Plrene 5 RUt Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
Sirvase citar: ROME Tel. 590011 - 590211 - 599071

JAN 241962
Dear YMr. Demuth,

. .. I enclose for your information one copy
of the redrafted chapter on Progress of Land
Reform in General for the 1962 Report on and
Reform to the ECOSOC.

Yours sincerely,

D. Christodoulou
Land Tenure and Settlement Specialist

Land Tenure and Settlement Branch
Rural Institutions and Services Division

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director

Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
IBRD

iashington D.C.
U.S.A.
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS LINATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESBE TELEGRAPHIQUE

FILE C.; EC 342 (7) 19 January 1962

Dear Mr. Iverson,

Thank you very much for your letter of 15 January

enclosing a copy of yours of 19 December 1961 to Mr. Christodoulou.

Yours sincerely,

John H.G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Kenneth Iverson
Assistant Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
11ashington, D.C.
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLEADDREBS - UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSETELEGRAPHIQUE

EC 342 (7) 17 January 1962

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I enclose for your info ation and any comments a copy
of our draft of the Foreword f the inter-agency land reform
report.

Yours sincerely,

-eL

John H.G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Department
of Xoonomic and Social Affairs

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director
Technical Assistance and Planning Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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31rotg-Gen crz1, A/485U. ne:! Assbly resnolution 1' 10 (V7 ): I t
19 Deoer e r , 1T1 on the :;ubj )t of ne niteI Nations Devulooment
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Jev2 !oipmont by the United N t l o sytn of organizations, enumerated
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among them "Measurcs fur ase isting t- tevolopirg countri-', at their
reque::t, to establish 'ei -coeiv i t g; . - clantrj ilans -
in'olinn Ahero ao ro.Ariate, Ivnd r-orm
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The Economic and Social Council in its resolution referred to above

asked for a report along the lines of the prospectus contained in

paragraph 57 of Part II of document E/3208 (issued 16 February 1959),

which had listed the following as examples of problems to which attention

could be devoted:

"A. The effects of land reform on productivity
in agriculture and on farm output in both the
subsistence and the commercial sectors.

"B. The effect of' land reform on employment in rural
communities, with particular ref;renoe to:

(i) Productivity of labour;

(ii) Level of employment and extent of underemployment.

"C. Financing agrarian reform.

(i) Tax policy;

(ii) The needs of the new cultivator for production capital;

(iii) Financial obligations to and of former landholders.

"D. The relationship of land reform to community development.

(i) The role of community development in the solution
of specific problems arising from land reform schemes;

(ii) The impact of national community development programmes
on the agrarian structure;

(iii) Co-ordination of land reform measures and community
development in national programmes of economic and
social development".

These subjects are dealt with herein in Chaptors 3 - 6, following a general

review in Chapter 2 of new policies and measures of land reform adopted in

various parts of the world since about 1955.

The General Assembly in its resolution asked that the Economio and

Social Council be informed in 1962, and that it (the Assembly) be informed

at its seventeenth session, on two further matters:

" 0.. the results of the land reform programmes
in the under-developed countries in the light of
the reports submitted by Member States, and the
effects which the programmes have had on the economic
development of those countries ... "
" ... possible improvements in ... support" by
the United Nations and related agencies to the
land reform programmes put into effect by
Member States.

These matters are covered in Chapter l
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The material presented in this report was obtained primarily from

the following sources: (1) a number of case studies which havo been

undertaken in co-o.eration with Member Governments - studies concerned

with the finanoing of land reform in India, Italy and Sudan; and othcrs

exploring the relation botween land reform and community devolopment in

Bulgaria, China:Taiwan, Ecuador, India, Pakistan, Romania, United Arab

Republic (including the present Sjrian Arab Republic) and Venezuela;

(2) information previously compiled or being gathered (as in the study

of land tenure systems and conditions of agricultural labour which is being

carried out under tho Central American Integration Programme) by the United

Nations and by specialized agonoies including PAO, the ILO, the United

Nations Educational, Scientifio. and Cultural Organization, and the

Intornational Bank for Reconstruction and Development; (3) reports of

various technical missions, research institutes, centres and study groups

concerned with land problems; and (4) the replies to a questionnaire

which was sent to governmentsl" and to which the following governments

replied: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Ceylon, Chile,

Republic of China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Finland, Gabon, Federal

Republic of Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland,

Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mali, Netherlands (also in respect of

Surinam), New Zealand, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic (in

respect of the Egyptian Region), United Kingdom (also in respect of Basutoland;

and Beohuanaland), United States of America, Vonezuola and Yugoslavia.

~/Zair Abme d_ Agrarian Policies in Bulgaria and Romania (161); M.L. Dantirala,
Fiscal and Financial Aspects of Land Reform in India (1961), and Su

Relationship2 between Land Reform and Community Dvelopment in India (April
19M). Shafi Niaz, Studr of Relationshi2 between Land Reforms and

Community Development (Viija AID) in Pakistan May 1961) ; Guido deoRossi,

AnInVestigion on Financin Land Refom: A-Case Study in Italy- (1961);
A.Z. Sheira, Fiscal and Finanial Aspects of Land Reform in the Republio of

Sudan (1961); Paul S. Taylor, Ecuador: A Case Study of Relationships between

Community Development and Agrarian Reform (September 1960), and nela:

A Case Study of Relationships between Community Development and Agrarian
Reform j3eptembur 1960); Doreen Uarriner Land Reform and Commuit
Development in the United Arab Republic (April 1961); Martin M.C. Yang and

Y.T. Chang, Case Study on Inter-Relationship btween Community Development

and Land Reform: Taiwan (1961). Copies of these studies Lor of the

studies on _ in their original

form can be mude available on request.

4/ This questionnaire is reproduced in Annex B.
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In its source material, therefore, this report differs from the two

preceding reports in the series, which were based entirely on analysis of

replies by governments to a United Nations questionnaire. The approach

to the material has also been modified. Although much scope for broadening

and deepening these investigations remains, an attempt has been made to

increase the element of evaluation or critical appraisal with respect to

the topics to which the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly

asked that attention be given. This has on the other hand meant a less

systematic and less detailed presentation than formerly of the information

that governments have supplied. Readers are referred to those earlier

reports not only for most items of information antedating 1955 but also

for a substantial amount of background information that is still of current

interest.

The term, land reform, is sometimes employed in a narrow sense as

meaning only changes in land tenure, especially the rodistribution of land

ownership. In this report, however, following the usage in United Nations

debates and resolutions and in the previous numbers in this series, land

reform is treated more broadly as equivalent to agrarian reform or agrarian

institutional reform. It clearly includes changes in land tenure, i.e.,

reforms that in various ways improve the position of tenants or of hired

farm workers, or enlarge the unit of cultivation or operation, as well as

those that redistribute land so as to increase the numbor and proportion

of owners. But it also includes the establishmont or strengthening of

essential governmental, co-operative or commercial agencies or services

relating to agricultural credit, supply, marketing, extension and research.

So conceived, the ideal land reform programme is an integrated programme

of measures designed to eliminate obstacles to economic and social

development arising out of defects in the agrarian structure.,21 For many

countries, the execution of such a programme will prove to be a continuing

and a many-sided process.

When linked with an agricultural revolution in the technical sense,
and with supporting governmental policies as regards agricultural prices,

public investment and tax incentives, needed land reforms can yield impressive

g/ See footnote on page 1 of the questionnaire.
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agricultural development. There then rumains to be achieved also the

broad goal of rural development, without which urbanisation assumes an

exaggerated form and national development as a whole is deprived of much

of its social and some of its economic content. Here additional elements

come into play - such as comminity development programmes; educational,

health and welfare services; strengthened local government; the active

promotion of a rural industrial technology.



Your Ref: FZC 342 (7)

January 15, 1962

Mr. John H. G. Pierson
Special Consultant, repartment
of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations
New York, New York

Dear Mr. Pierson:

As requested in your letter of January 11, T am en-

closIng s copy of my letter to Mr. Christodoulou of Decemb*er 19,V

1961.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth R. Iverson
Assistant Director

Development Services Department
Enl./
KRI:mo
cc: Central fle with Ancoming letter



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS * UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

EC 342 (7) 11 January 1962

Dear Mr. Iverson,

This refers to Mr. Christodoulou's letter of 3 January to you,
copy of which was sent to Miss Henderson. Perhaps I should clarify
certain points relating to the structure and the method of completing
the inter-agency land reform report. As agreed with Mr. Kimmel of

PAO when he was here on the 5th, no redraft of Professor Karv6's
chapter, "Agrarian Reform and International Aid", will be necessary.
Instead, the various agency statements on their present support
activities in the land reform field, and on any recommended improvements
in such support, will be presented in the appendix. I assume that
the statement sent to me by Mr. Demuth on 1 December, and previously

acknowledged, will appear there as written, unless we later find that
we have questions to raise with you about it, or you find that you
wish to amend it,

In addition, a summation of this appendix material, written so as

to give the busy reader the highlights in which he is interested, will
appear in one of the sections of Chapter 1. As the agency primarily

responsible to the Council and Assembly for this report, the United
Nations will prepare this summation and the other introductory and

summary sections. Our draft will, of course, be cleared with the

agencies concerned.

If you have a spare copy of the comments on Professor Karv6's

draft chapter L which are referred to in Mr. Christodoulou' s opening
paragraph, we should be glad to have this material for information.

Yours sincerely,

:7XI. t(-; P "
John H.G. Pierson

Special Consultant, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Kenneth R. Iverson
Assistant Director
Development Serwices Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.

CC: Mr. Christodoulou
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS U NATIONS NEWYORK ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIWUE

IC 342 (7) 3 January 196/

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Enclosed is a copy of our revision of the community
development chapter of the 1962 land reform report. Corrections,
comments or queries on it will of course be welcome at any
time up to the proposed inter-agency drafting meeting, which
I assume is to be held in early March.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

John H.G. Pierson
Special Consultant, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director
Technical Assistance and Planning Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.



DRAFP'
prepared in United Nations
Bureau of Social Affairs
29 December 1961

1962 report on land reform:

CHAPTER 5. LAND REORM AND COMMUNTY DEVELOPMENT

A. The nature of community development programmes, p. 1.

B. The relations between community development and land reform, p. 3.

C. Latin America, p. 11.

D. Europe and North Amorica, p. 20.
the

E. Africa and Middle East, p. 25.

F, Asia and the Far East, p. 33.

G. Special land tenure and community development problems of
nomadic and tribal groups, p. 39o

* * *

Because land reforms are of necessity carried out on the land and

by the people, at the community level, the relationships with community

development have already been referred to in this report at a number of

points. The subject of these relationships will now be examined directly,

on the basis of recently reported experience.

A. The Nature of Community Development Programmes

The short definition of community development agreed upon by the

United Nations and specialized agencies, as cited in many other reports,

is as follows:

"1. The term 'community development' has come
into international usage to connote the processes
by which the efforts of the people themselves are
united iith those of governmental authorities to
improve the economic, social and cultural conditions
of communities, to integrate these communities into
the life of the nation, and to enable them to contribute
fully to national prograss.
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"12, This complex of proce 's ,s is then made up
of two essential elements: the parv'iciation of The
people themselves in efforts to improve their level
of living with as much reliance as possible on their
own initiativei and the provision of teahnical and
other serviaes in ways which encourage initiative,
self-help and imtual help and make those more effective.
It is expressed in programmes designed to achieve a
wide variety of specific improvements." f/

It is evident that this definition can be applied in a number of

different ways. It should also be observed that the numerous programmes-1

thus far started in various parts of the rorld (sometimes ider other namec

rural developmont, village development, mass education, etc.) have for

the most part been proceeding experimentally without as yet necessarily

meeting in full tho concepts that havo come to be forrulatad in this

definition.

1bvW,'thWle oomunity development programmes have some oormon features,

as is indicated in the above fonmnulation, by which they can be distinguished:

(1) They seek the developmont of local communities 1 1joint effort of

local communities and national (or state) governments. (2) They put st;s

on using and progresively developing local initiative. (3) They omphaoize

group action, trying to a'hieve it by persuasion and c1unning compulsio'n

(4) They are usaally very broad in their scope and aims. - The historio

stagc when many of them conientrated on social welfare, or on mass education,

has largely passed, at least as far as the progr-ues in rural areas are

concerned; social, cultural, economic, and civic development at the villago

level are all likely to be involved sooner or later, although this is

certainly not true in every ease.

1/ E/2931, Annex III of 18 October 1956, Part One, paragraphs 1 - 2.

2/ For example, a report issued by the United Nations in 1960 identifoez
16 such programmes in the ECAF1, region. (Community Developmnt and
Economic Devalomc nt Part I A Study of the Contribution of Rural
Community DerTelopment Prom aes to National Econcmic Development in
Asia and the Far East. E CN.1i/540; United Nations publio:ation,
sales No.:60.I.F.6T In all, the number of underdeveloped countries
aith government-sponsored community development pro, iraes is probably
not far short of [0. Mlany of the publications on the subject are
listed in the Unitod Nations Series on Community Development: Selec tiv
Book List (ST/SOA/Ser.L/33 and ST/TA/Ser.D/33), 1960. Reference may in
particular be made to Social Progrss throu Comunity DevelopMent
(Sales No.:55.IV.18), Public Administratio Aspects of C2EEunIt_
DevelopMent Programmea (aes No.:59.II..2.) and Study Kit on Training
for ComAunity Development (Sales No.:57IV 65; see also footnote 1, alove.
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In recent years, faced :ith the problem of accelerating economic

development, govrrnments have shown an increasing inturest in community

development's potential contribution to that objective. This means that

expansion of production and productivity is now more often treated as a

major criterion in the choice of programme activities. All the more

emphasis is also being put (not always, however, in equal degree or with

equal success) on arousing active popular enthusiasm, enlisting available

labour for local projects, and removing obstacles to continuous development

by strengthening co-operatives and local government, effectively co-ordinating

the "nation building" agencies at the centre, and so on.

The vitality of the community development movement as a whole, taking

account of its multiple objectives, is readily demonstrated. It is attested

by the widening circle of countries engaged on such programmes, the growing

number of requests for technical assistance - in training, administration

or other aspects - received by the United Nations, and the growing body of

significant although still in scme respects fragmentary evidence that

progress toward the goals set is being made in many oases,

B, The Relations between Community Development and Land Reform

Major elements in agricultural development include technical agricultural

progress; land reform (agrarian reform) in the inclusive sense; and

favourable national economic policies irn such matters as agricultural

commodity prices, tax incentives and public investment. Major elements on

the non-agricultural side of rural development include rural industrial

technology; rural social advance (including health and education); rural

local government; and community development - which on its part provides

various kinds of assistance to the other three, and to agriculture as

well. This is a way of visualizing the relationships broadly and schemtically.

More simply and directly, the focus of agrarian reform is on land,

while the focus of community development is on man. This is emphasized

in a case study of relationships between community development and agrarian

reform in Venezuela, one of the se-ries of studies (cited in the Foreword)

undertaken in connexion with this report. The author continues:

"The motivation behind agrarian reform is an
age-old, fundamental urge of a man to provide security
and a living for himself and his family through
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ownership of a piece of land. The motirtion nurtured
by community development is a social impulse, also
old, to make sustained common efforts with others
toward achievement of common goals.

"Community development and agrarian reform,
therefore, are complementary to each other. They are
not to be substitutod for each other, as interchangeable
parts.

"Community development can be affected unfavourably
by the absence of land reform where it is needed to
provide more equitable distribution of income. Or it
can be affected favourably by a suitable adjustment
of land tenure.

"Agrarian reform can be affected unfavourably by
absence of community development, even to the point
of failure to attain its full goal ,.."

Land reform as a factor in community development

Fundamental land tenure reforms, including redistribution of ownership,

will sometimes be necessary for the success of community development

programmes, or indeed for peaceful evolution and satisfactory economic

development under any other plan of action. This will be true in those

oases where the existing tenure arrangements destroy all hope and incentive

for the mass of the people. The Asian study of community development and

economic development may be quoted on this points

"Where such land reforms are needed and have not
been carried out, national plans to expand agricultural
production make little headway, whether with or without
a community development programme. Social frictions
often become acute. In any case, a high percentage of
the farmers on whom the execution of the plan devolves
have little or no positive motive in such a situation
to improve the land that they cultivate, or reclaim
and develop new land, or modernize their production
methods. This is not to say that land tenure reform
by itself will necessarily provide the answer; without
new agricultural credit measures, for example, it
often will not. Nor is it true that community
development programmes cannot be launched until land
reform has taken place. On the contrary, a community



development programme, by developing tho self-confidence
and the organizing ability of villagers, can greatly
help to create the conditions for viable land reform.
Nevertheless', it can be briefly stated that, if a
community development programme is to proceed very
far, and make an important contribution to national
economic development, equitable land tenure arrangements
are an essential." )/

The best of educative and organizational efforts on the part of

comumity workers will prove ineffective if the occupational interests

of members of the community are not ordered on the basis of fairness

and progressiveness. In a society polarized between a few owners of large

bloc'ks of land and a large number of landless tenants and workers,

community development can be little more than a humanitarian or ameliorative

movement of rural uplift. Wherever the large body of cultivators have

had a very insecure hold on their land or have been obliged to give most

of the produce to the landlord, extension agencies associated with

community development organizations have understandably come up aeainat

a general lack of interest in the uce of fertilizers, better tillage, and

soil conservation. It is true that the social tensions during a drawn-

out transition period have sometimes made it even more difficult temporarily

for these agencies to be effective. Where the underlying conditions have

been reformed, however, the interest in conserving the fertility of the

soil and making improvements has markedly increased. It is also well

known that in many cases the same people who led a revolt against the

practice of forced labour for a feudal landlord have been enthusiastic

participants in work parties of villagers organized for developmental

works under community development programmes.

Community eeopmnt as a factor in land reform

The reverse contribution - of community development programmes to

the success of land reform - is a considerably more complex matter. It

consists basically of educating people to an understanding of the

possibilities of land reform, its full requirements, and their own

responsibilities for making it a success, and of helping them to organize

to discharge those responsibilities. But here again the point must be

United Nations, Community Dle lokpmient and Eoonomio Develop , Part T,
2p.Cit., p. 71.
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stressed that land reform includes more than just land tenure changes,

and that it ordinarily involves a succession of steps extending over

substantial periods of time.,

Paving the way for land reform: Although in some instances - in

Iran, for example - land tenure reforms have originated at the top, it

is usually true that strong local support is needed even to obtain the

enactment of land tenure reform legislation. Such local support

presupposes some occurrenoe that could overcome some of the apathy and

demoralization into which peasant societies tend to sink after generations

of living without incentives, oriented mainly toward mere survival.

Something must havo given the rural people a measure of encouragement,

self-respect, self-oonfidence, desire for progress. A deep ground well

must have arisen,

Community development programmes are well adapted to help create

such a ground swell. In a number of instances - the experience in West

Bengal being a case in point - such programmes have existed for some

years before land tenure reforms, even in the restricted legal sense, were

instituted, and have demonstrated their ability to bring into being the

conditions that make viable land reform possible. They have done this

essentially by educating the rural people about the possibilities and by

enabliing them to find a voice, i.e., spokesmen, an organization, the beginnings

of organizing competence and of the habit of working through organizations.

The reform laws were then in large part initiated, and their passage

assured, by the community itself.

Securing enforcement of tenure reform legislation: L>cal support is

in any case needed for enforcement of land tenure legislation after it is

adopted, since otherwise it is likely to remain a dead letter because of

the influence of vested interests.

It is inevitable that all legal basis for creating enforceable rights

of possession and use is created by the national or state legislature.

The law, however, can only sanctify and solemnize a pattern or relationships

that has been, or can become, accepted in the village or countryside.

To be fruitful, land legislation must be supported at the base by strong

social opinion organized in community institutions in rural areas.



Otherwise, with the balance of relative knowledge and economic resources

so such in favour of the socially and economically entrenched owners of

large blocks of land, implementation will probably bog down.

Evidence of this is to be found in the history of land reform in

many developing countries. Often, in anticipation of a law, ejections

of tenants, ostensibly voluntary surrenders of rights, fictitious sales

and partitions have taken plaoe. After laws have been passed, many

illiterate peasants have been ignorant of their new rights. Even where

fairly adequate means of public education have been available, a lack

of strong community organizations in rural areas has helped land owners

to disregard legislation, or to get around it. The presence of strong

community organizations, an the other hand, has turned the tide in favour

of enforcement.

Assuring the success of colonization and land settlement schemes:

Some countries have large tracts of vacant territory where the desire to

orn land oan be gratified by the assignment of state-held idle land,

without displacing existing private owners. If the hazards of migration

and of life in the wilderness are not too great, such land can be settled

by individual pioneering families or by small groups of such homesteaders.

A number of countries have in recent years adopted or continued special

policies of granting public land to ex-servicemen this would apply among

others to Australia, ChinaTaiwan, India, New Zealand and Pakistan.

Sometimes circumstances connected with changes in territorial jurisdiction

may provide the occasion for a particular settlement or resettlement

operation, as in the case of refugee settlements in southern Viet-Nam,

or the case (antedating Finland's latest legislation on land settlement

and utilization in the normal sense) of the return to Finland in 1956 of

the Porkkala area previously leased to the Soviet Union. The problem,

however, that mainly gives rise to settlement operations in the less

developed countries is the unevenly distributed pressure of population

in general. Vacant and hitherto unproductive land exists in some regions;

many are landless in the heavily settled parts; and a programme of migration

or transmigration, taking place on an organized basis with active

governmental support, is viewed as a partial answer. Examples may be found

in Ceylon, Colombia, Ouatemala, Indonesia and Syria, to cite just a

feu examples.
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It must be recognized that there are situations in which colonization

or land settlement, if viewed as the main solution for existing land

tenure ills, can lead to unfortunato results. It may be wholly uneconomical

to attempt to move large numbers of people great distances in order to

form new colonies in the wilderness, when they can instead be given titles

to some of the land on which they are already living and working, while

the comparatively few former owners of land in excess of stipulated limits

can then receive part of their compensation in the form of title to land

in the distant areas. There is also the danger of spreading familiar

agrarian problems to new areas, if care is not exercised in establishing

suitable limits and conditions to ownership on the new frontiers,

Almost by definition, the new colonies or settlements founded today

require both governmental assistance and strong community organi zation

if they are to become viable. Had the new areas been easy of access and

endowed with rich soil not requiring a heavy initial investment of labour

for clearing and draining, etc., they would hardly have continued to

remain vacant so long. There is the need for surveys, and for the

registration of land titles, assuming land ownership is not to remain

on the basis of squatter rights. There are basic economic needs: especially

to institute efficient agricultural production and to set up transport

arrangements making it possible to obtain supplies and to market surplus

output. Social considerations, including arrangemeris with regard to

housing, health (water supply, medicines, etc.) and education, and including

the creation of a genuine community life, are equally fundamental. If

the new settlements are to draw and hold people who might otherwise prefer

the conditions, however miserable, to which they have been aocustomed,

a simultareous, broad-scale attack on the main problems of living becomes

a real necessity.

Only organization by the people in the new settlements themselves,

on a self-help basis, can make it possible for these varied wants to be

supplied in a satisfactory manner and without excessive cost to the

government. The success of many otherwise well-endowed schemes of

colonization has been endangered by lack of adequate attention to this

aspect. Community development programmes have, on the other hand, been

closely associated with many such new settlements and have contributed

largely toward their favourable evolution.
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Helping to raise agricultural productivity: Stressed throughout

this report has been the often demonstrated fact that land reform is not

merely a question of giving a peasant the ownership rights (or, if he

prefers it, secure tenure at a reasonable rental) in a plot of ground -

essential though that can be - but also a question of seeing to it that

his farming operation becomes economically sound and progressive.

Attention must therefore be given not just to tenure, or the legal and

administrative aspects of the problem, but also to agricultural productivity

and various agricultural institutions and aervices, or the development

aspect. This, of course, applies in new settlements as well.

The subject of agricultural productivity has been discussed in

Chapter 2. Community development programmes, being concerned with economic,

efficiency as well as with social welfare, have a very important educational

role to play in this connexion. They are often in a position to contribute

by helping with the agricultural extension work through which better

techniques and methods are popularized on the existing farm plots. They

may also help to get farming operations established on a larger-soalo

basis, where that is necessary.

In India and a number of other countries, particularly countries

where the village level workers of the community development organization

are more numerous than the extension workers of the Ministry of Agriculture,

it is the former who have given most of the demonstrations aimed at

convincing farmers of the practical advantages of using improved seed,

organic and chemical fertilizers, pesticides, improved implements, etc.

If, on the other hand, the agricultural extension force has come to be

the larger of the two, the community development field workers may often

still be needed (as has been the case in Ghana) to bring the agricultural

extension wo*ko= into contact with the villagers on favourable terms, and

thus greatly help the extension workers to get their technical message

aoross.

The inefficiency that almost always characterizes farming conducted

on a very small scale, even if all the improved techniques are used that

are really applicable, is not oured by land redistribution. Unless care

is taken to set reasonably high minimum holding limits in connexion with

the tenure reform, this problem may become more deeply entrenched or

my actually :e made worse. Attention therefore shifts to questions such
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as whether consolidation of fragnented individual holdings will suffice

to create efficient-size farms, or will leave them still too small (and

leave their owners still uninterested in adopting the improved techniques

advocated by village level workers and extension experts); whether the

obstacles to consolidation can in any case be overcome; and whether, in

addition or altornatively, some form of co-operative farming is needed -

perhaps with individual ownership but joint operation or common management,

or else with collective ownership as well.

To these broad questions Comunity development programmes can, of

course, contribute only partial answers. The programmes have relevance

as a motivating and organizing force, and one that emphasizes co-operative

action. In some countries (such as Kenya) they have been instrumental in

bringing about a consolidation of scattered holdings. In other countries

(notably Egapt) co-operative farming has shown a trend toward local

initiative and control that qualifies it as also a part of the community

development movement. Elsewhere (as generally in Eastern Europe) co-operative

farming has led in the opposite direction; toward great;r colloctivisation.

Helping to strengthen needed agricultural institutions and services:

Intimately linked with the process of improving the technical efficiency

of agricultural production is that of strengthening the framework of the

supporting agricultural institutions and services - especially those

relating to credit, marketing and supply, extension and research. This

is likely to be a particularly urgent matter where land reform has

disrupted the established relations under which landlords have, for example,

been providing tenant farmers dith credit. The functions in question are

to some extent performed directly by government institutions, and to some

extent, especially in many of the more advanced economies, by private

commercial organizations. In many of the underdeveloped countries, however,

efficient single-purpose or multiple-purpose service co-operatives are

considered the principal present need in this connexion.

Some community development organizations have constituted themselves

a supply line to bring seed, fertilizer and other requisites to farmers,

although this temporary solution has the defect that it seriously limits

the time that the village level workers can give to various kinds of

extension work. Some programmes have encouraged the ii.clusion of warehousing

and processing facilities in the village self-help construction projects;
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some have been active in developing small savings and credit arrangements

among cultivators. The co-operative principle inherent in the community

development concept should dispose and enable the programmes to help

substantially with the formation of strong co-operative societies. The

extent to which this potential contribution has actually been made varies

considerably.

Co-ordination between land reform and community development

It can be concluded from the foregoing summary analysis that a

substantial degree of co-ordination of programmes and agencies is required

if land reform is to support community development and vice versa. The

interrelationship is evident. Land tenure reform is essential in some

situations if a community development programme is to be successful.

Community development can help to obtain and enforce land tenure reform

legislation, promote the success of resettlement schemes, and in various

ways educate and organize for the higher agricultural productivity for

lack of which land redistribution alone would constitute a social victory

followed by economic defeat. The two movements therefore need to be

geared together.

In practice, howevor, co-ordination has generally been a weak point.

Adequately co-ordinated action has proved difficult to bring about, even

among the agencies concerned with community development alone.

Recent experience in the relations between land reform and community

development will now be examined, region by region, beginning with

Latin America.

C. Latin America

A defeotive agrarian structure, with the highest average degree of

concentration of ownership to be found in any large region in the world,

has come to be recognized in Latin America as a main underlying reason why

agricultural production has barely kept pace with the high rate of

population growth, thus acting as a brake on economic development. This,

of course, does not apply in all cases. The wide variation of circumstances

between, and generally also within, individual countries of the region would

make careful study necessary in each case before precise lines of action

could be recommended.
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As far as community development programmes are concerned, one would

not expect, in those areas in which socially inequitable land tenure

conditions still prevail, to find such programmes broadly based or firmly

established, even assuming that a considerable governmental effort in

that direction had been made. Few incentives would have to be created

first by means of land reforms. At the same time, one would expect to

find a very great noed to accompany or follow measures of land tenure

reform with educat-ional and organizational work, under some kind of

community development programme or otherwise, lest the potential benefits

of the land reforms be lost, both socially and through failure to bring

about higher produaetivity and greater total production.

In nearly all Latin American countries, the idea is gaining prominence

that the existing agrarian structure might be changed by means of more

or less definitive reforms giving land to agricultural workers who have

none. Underlying this idea im the conviction, which prevails in many

sectors, that this to probably the best way of giving impetus to successful

large scale econoric and social improveiaent programmes, since the present

structure impedes rapid economic growth not only because it curtails

production incentives in agricultur itself but also because the low wages

earned by agricultural workers limit the market for industrial procducts.

Thus land reforms have lately been carried forward in Bolivia, Cuba and

Venemela; projects are being discussed in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,

Ecuador and Uruguay; and progress has been made in studies of various

types in Chile, Paraguay and Peru. On the whole the atmosphere is

propitious for the consideration of far-reaching structural changes.

In general, however, integrated official and also popular organizations

are lacking for attending to the developmental and welfare needs of the

rural populations as a whole. In Mexico's pioneering land reform movement

launched two generations ago, the requisitioning and redistriutional

aspect wai emphasized to the point that only hurried attention was given

to organizing end servicing the newly created farm owners. It took some

years to set up an extenion service, which is row operating with

reasonable efficiency in some parts of the country. But neither there,

nor in those sections where, as also in Brazil, large colonies of immigrant

settlors have been oetablished, is the setting up of popular institutions

to attend to the , ttler e own betterment through their own aotion being
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given full attention. It is more common to think of community development

as a scheme for providing services to a community than as a method of

helping a community more effcotively to help itself. Actually in many

parts of the region the disparities of income and concentrations of land

ownership are so great that, outside of new settlements and colonies, the

possibilities of developing a community consciousness among the rural

population as a whole without first attending to land tenure reforms are

probably marginal. This does not, however, diminish the desirability of

having the rural people themselves involved in the process of working out

such reforms.

In the settlements that have been created for foreign immigrants, the

local population may find employment but is as a rule excluded from active

participation in the associations formed by the immigrants for purposes

of mutual aid. This further reduces the possibility of developing a

common sentiment in favour of rural development and welfare. The settlements

would be a more powerful instrument of agrarian development if they could

incorporate all their personnel into an integrated community of persons,

each interested in the welfare of all. The declared objective of policy

in many of the countries, supported in some by schemes of extension and

of supervised credit, is to create family farms of viable size. This

objective, if realized for all those who live by agrioulture, could

combine land reform and community development to excellent advantage.

If, however, only a few are helped to become self-sufficient family

farmers, and a large number are still left to struggle on a precarious

basis as tenants or wage workers, the land reform and community development

movements will both be halted at the half-way mark.

In March 1960 the Government of Venezuela promulgated an Agrarian

Reform Act with the following comprehensive objectives:

1. Transformation of Venezuela's agrarian structure and
participation of the rural inhabitants in its economic, social
and political life through an equitable land ownership, tenure
and development scheme based on -fair land distribution, adequate
credit faciliti s nd assistance to every kind of agricultural
producer;

In order to achieve the above, the Act:
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a) Guarantees and lays down regulations concerning the right
of private ownership in accordance with the principle
of the social function of such ownership;

b) Guarantees the right of every person capable of engaging
in agricultural work to own land that can be worked
economically; and

o) Promotes the development of small and medium-size family
estates and agricultural co-operatives;

2. Gradual incorporation into the national economy of land
in rural areas or regions which could be farmed economically but is
either inadequately used or inaccessible for lack of communications,
and land where there is no irrigation, sanitation, etc.;

3. Formulation of plans for the overall development of economic
areas or river basins;

4. Provision of additional public services as may be necessary
to enable landowners to comply with the principle of the social
function of theland they occupy;

5, Raising the status of agricultural work by rogulating it
and its juridical relationships.

This broadly based legislation recognizes in principle that

redistribution and improved land tenure systems must be accompanied by

the creation of facilities and supporting services necessary to ensure

the efficient operation of the new fam units, with a view to providing

larger output and higher incomes for agricultural workers. Provision is

made for agricultural credit, research and extension, market organizatio,

rural housing, agricultural co-operatives, roads, irrigation and sprinkler

systems, schools and hospitals. It is estimated that the reform will

benefit a little over 400,000 families of small farmers and agricultural

workers over a period of about ten years.

With agrarian reform put at the forefront of the country's four-year

programme, community development, although not overlooked, occupies a less

conspicuous and less clearly defined place. Venezuelan efforts in this

field are not new. Beginning about a decade ago, the Consejo de Bienestar

Rural undertook a series of related programmes in rural rehabilitation.

Valuable experience s ined by the personnel associated with these

pilot projects, scatterd'A broadly over the populated portions of the

country and exhibiting between them most of the elements of community

development. In reporting on its experiences for the benefit of the Oficina
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Coordinaci6n y Planificaci6n (CORDIPLAN), the Consejo offered what could

well serve as a motto for community development anywhere: "Today the

question is not to resolve problems of the people, it is to aid these

people to resolve their problems."

Under the present National Administration of Venezuela, such activities

have multiplied, the extent of participation by government agencies and

others has grown, and the term "community development" has come into more

general use - as in the title of the Organismo Regional do Desarrollo

Comunal (ORDEC). The possibility appears to have increased that the rather

diffused efforts in this field, some undertaken under the leadership of

one agency and some under another, could be drawn together into a greatly

expanded national community development programme. An important step was

taken in 1958 when the Instituto do Malariologia widened its programme

to include the improvement of rural housing, and the Programa Nacional de

Vivienda Rural was inaugurated, drawing in also the Ministorio de Agricultura

y Cria. The purposes of the Vivienda Rural programme go far beyond

improvement of housing and physical health. Local action begins with a

community survey, using a guide which contains an elaborate checklist of

"social" items including welfare programmes, education, religion, social

institutions, sports, etc. and of 'broduction" items such as labour centres,

tenancy, commercial development, unions and agrarian leagues, and

agricultural extension and credit. In the construction of houses,

attention is also given to water supplies, land for gardens and instruction

in the use of both house and garden.

It is evident that the interrelations between land reform and

community development are receiving recognition in Venezuela, and there

are prospects that administrative arrangements for effective co-ordination

of the two programmes may be adopted. A key aspect of the problem for

the future derives from the fact that the initial stage in land reform has

been basically social rather than economic. In order to satisfy the

pressure for land without giving each family more land than it has the
present capacity to manage, the Government has departed from the policy

formerly applied to :-p rienced immigrant farmers and has created family

farms of less than commercial size - usually about 3 to 8 hectares. The

forces of education will therefore need to be brought to bear, through
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the school, the home and the community, to raise the productive capacity

of the campesinos and meanwhile devise ways of giving them larger holdings

or alternative employment.

The Andean highlands of South America present a challenging set of

problems which Governments are undertaking to meet with international

agency help. The Andean Indian programme, now operating in Bolivia,

Ecuador and Peru and to a lesser extent in Colombia, and soon to be

extended to parts of Argentina and Chile, represents an attempt to develop

an integrated approach to rural development with the primary purpose of

integrating the indigenous populations into the national economic and

social life. Under the leadership of the ILO and with the active participation

of the United Nations, FAO, WHO, UNESCO, and UNICEF, a number of action

bases have been established where activities in the fields of agriculture,

health, education, vocational training, social welfare, etc., are carried

out for the benefit of the indigenous populations living in the surrounding

areas. In the countries of this region, land problems are obviously of

major importance for rural and general economic and social development.

The indigenous population is concentrated in the uplands which are

overcrowded and generally poor in physical resourse endowment. On the

other hand, sizeable areas of potentially good land in the lowlands remain

undeveloped, offering a partial solution to the problem - a supplement

though not a substitute for the resolution of problems in the Sierra itself.

Although agrarian reform is actually being implemented only in Bolivia,

in some of the other countries legislation is at an advanced stage of

preparation and matters of agrarian development are occupying the attention

of the Governments.

In Ecuador the Andean Indian programme operates in six zones in the

highlands areas in which comprehensive programmes using community

development techniques have been created, with differing degrees of

intensity. But since in these areas no direct measures of agrarian reform

have been undertaken to date (some initiatives have been taken by the

Misi6n Andina on a small scale to assert the water rights of the oampesinos

under pre-existing law), the response of the local population to community

development is less complete thAx it could otherwise be. On the other
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hand, land settlement is being actively encouraged in the coastal areasi

but here, so far, little attention is being paid to community development

and to that extent rural progress is being handicapped. It can be said

that the Ecuadorean experience again illustrates the extent to which

agrarian reform and community development are mutually supporting; the

impact of the Andean Indian programme in the uplands would in particular

have been considerably greater if an effective agrarian reform had been

in operation. Recent developments indicate that the Government is now

seriously contemplating steps in that direction; the first phase may be

the resettlement of large government estates in the Sierra., some of which

are in areas served by the Misi6n Andina. The Government has obtained

assistance from the United Nations Special Fund to mako careful surveys

of these public estates prior to resettlement. Moreover, the Government

service responsible for the National Campaign for the Integration of the

campesinos, within which the Aidean Indian Programme operates, is the

Institute of Colonisation which is also responsible for the resettlement

of public estates. This would seem to warrant the expectation that if any

agrarian reform is, in fact, introduced its implementation will be closely

co-ordinated with activities for community development.

In Bolivia the relationship between the Andean Indian programme and

agrarian reform is more clearly defined. The programme began to operate

shortly after the enactment of the agrarian reform in 1953, and certain

of the action bases in the Altiplano were established on estates that

were subject to redistribution. The programme has assisted the cultivators

in making the various technical and social adjustments that land

redistribution has involved, and it has in particular encouraged the

organization of co-operative activities, one of the key items under the

agrarian reform. Recently the Government has drawn up a ganeral plan for

rural development. Based largely on the experience of the Andean Indian

programme, it will make considerable use of the existing action bases for

the training of nati'wal personnel and related activities, and will bring

together under one programme the services responsible for community

development and for implementing the agrarian reform,

A small beginning has also been made in Bolivia under the Andean

Indian programme in the planned resettlement of Indians from the Altiplano
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to the lowlands in Santa Cruz. The Cotoca base has attempted to combine

land settlement activities with those of a community development nature,

paying particular attention to health, education, welfare and vocational

training. Although the project has been on a small scale - in the

neighbourhood of 100 families - the experience has been useful in demonstrating

that such a trasnfer of populations cannot be undertaken without considerable

effort to help the settlers adjust themselves physically (to a very

different climate) and culturally, but that successful transfors are

feasible, provided due attention is paid to health and community activities.

Economic factors, such as difficulties of marketing and lack of communications,

have so far hindered the development of this project. Before larger-scale

transfors take place these problems will need to be solved and a more

careful assessment of the agricultural potential of the region made. These

are among the more important matters to which attention is being given

in a comprehensive pre-colonization survey now being carried out with

help from the United Nations Special Fund.

In Peru the Andean Indian programme has so far given somewhat less

attention to agrarian aspects, the major focus being on vocational training.

The increased interest being shown in agrarian reform may change this,

and, in the meantime, certain activities illustrate the close relationship

between agrarian progress and community development. For example, steps

are being taken at the programme&s action bases to train rural promoters

to serve as a channel for introducing integrated rural development

projects, with emphasis on the improvement of agricultural techniques.

In one area indigenous cultivators have started to produce commercial

crops for thi market on an economic scale and have succeeded in obtaining

credit for this purpose from established credit agencies - a considerable

achievement for a population which has been living, until now, virtually

outside the exchange economy.

The Government of Cuba in May 1959 promulgated and then implemented

with increasing rapidity a land reform act designed to transform completely

the structure of Cuban agriculture. Its aims were as follows:
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a) To promote economic development by distributing natural

resources more equitably and raising the income of the
agricultural worker, so as to convert him into a more
efficient producer and consumer of the goods and services
provided by other sectors of the economy;

b) '. abolish the latifundia and single-crop farming in favour
of co-operative units or private small or medium-size farms
with diversified production and a minimum area of 26.8 hectares
(2 caballerias) in the case of non-irrigated but fertile land,
which would assure the farmer a satisfactory income;

o) To eliminate all leases and share-cropping and to create a
de .ure system by virtue of which the land belongs to those
who work on it;

d) To protect properties given free of charge under the law by
forbidding their sale to private persons, their incorporation
into civil or commercial associations and their division in
the event of their being inherited;

e) To oblige every landowner to work his land under pain of
withdrawal of the title-deed granted by the State; and

f) To promote greater productivity of the different factors of
production through investment, the introduction of modern
farming techniques, agricultural extension services and
co-operatives.

Under this programme, although analysis of its results must in many

respects await the further passage of time, it is clear that the concepts

of community development as generally identified scarcely apply. With a

view to preserving and extending the economic advantages of large-scale

mechanized production, the Government of Cuba puts heavy emphasis on

agricultural co-operatives and on People's Farms, which are large productive

units run by the State through the National Agrarian Reform Institute

(INRA), In both cases, workers take part in the management, administration

and control of work plans through administrative councils elected by

democratic assemblies of the workers. The administrative councils work

in close contact with the administrator of each unit of production and

each of its members plays an important role in production, social welfare,
mechanios, sport or culture, etc. Small individual cultivators, on the

other hand, are now organized in the National Association of Small

Cultivators (Asooiaoi6n Nacional de Agricultores Pequefos - AITAP) which

was formed by the amalgamation of a number of local associations of

cultivators of rice, tobacco, etc. ANAP has a central management and
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regional and provincial councils, representatives to which are elected

by the producers in assemblies. It has taken part in the programme of

agricultural objectives for 1961 and also plays an important role in the

granting of credit, in the supply of fertilizers and seeds, and in technical

assistance to individual cultivators.

D. Europe and North America

The process of organizing agricultural production under ao-operative

farms and state-owned farms has had time to be carried much farther in

Eastern Europe - for example, in Bulgaria and Romania, countries whose

agrarian policies were analysed in one of the case studies (cited in the

Foreword) undertaken as background for the present report. In Bulgaria,

the proportion of total arable area under co-operative farms rose from

2 per cent in 1947 to 55 per cent in 1955 and continued its upward course

in recent years, reaching 92 per cent in 1959; with the addition of the

state-owned farms, the percentage then stood at 99 and has now apparently

reached 100. In Romania, co-operative farms rose from only 12 per cent

of total arable area in 1955 to 67 per cent in 1960; state farms, playing

a larger part than in Bulgaria, accounted for 14 per cent and then 17 per

cent; thus the two together accounted for 26 per cent in 1955 and 84 per

cent in 1960.

On the economic plane this process of collectivisation, advanced by

a series of incentives and pressures exerted by the State and Party

to induce the small farmer to put aside his individualism and join a

collective organization, derives its rationale from the technical advantages

of large-scale production. Other countries, after adopting land tenure

reforms as a measure of social justice, may often have no ready answer

-to the economic challenge of productivity. Here the answer is given in

terms of large size (the average-size Bulgarian farm today is said to

be the largest in Europe - upwards of 5,000 hectares, farmed by more than

1,200 peasant households); an intensified effort, subject to prior claims

of the industrial sector, at mechanizing cultivation Aith tractors and

combines, etc.; and a comprehensive system of State-supervised measures,

including necessar; crodits, designed to meet agricultural targets that

are set in accordance orith the rising curve of production in the unified

State plan as a whole.
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A recent trend and aim are said to emphasize the voluntary character

of the 0o-operative farms, ease controls and give increasing powers and

responsibilities to local managements. In that direction, if the trend

were maintained, could be visualized a meeting ground between the method

of agrarian reform prevailing in countries like Bulgaria and Romania and

a method based on community development principles as cited earlier. In

general, however, the two methods have been viewed by their respective

proponents as alternative and contrasting systems. Those who follow the

community development method fail to see much opportunity for local

voluntary self-help effort under a system in which the State exercises

such far-reaching control. The authorities in Bulgaria and Romania on

their part regard community development as incapable of bringing about

the needed transformation of rural society and rural production methods.

Certainly the earlier experience of these countries with land

redistribution alone, unaccompanied by any community development programme

in the currently accepted sense of the word, was unsatisfactory. In

Romania the agrarian reform of 1917-1921 is said to have distributed

3.5 million hootares of arable land to 1,479,000 small peasants, and 1.1

million heotares of pasture land to communes for common grazing ground.

But, with no capital and only primitive tools, and pesants were unable

to gain enough income to meet the stipulated payments for the land, and

in the course of time much of the land (probably 40 per cent in some

regions) went back to the original landlords. Here as in Bulgaria,

against the background of the inadequate earlier efforts, the period

following the end of the second World War witnessed the adoption of sweeping

reforms involving not only expropriation but collectivization. A similar
on a very large scale

development occurred at the same timejin Hungary; nearly 35 per cent of

the country's area was requisitioned, mainly for transfer to landless

agricultural workers and small estate owners, who were freed of the

obligation to pay a redemption price if they joined a producers' oo-operative.

To the extent that the community development method has been given

consideration in these countries, it has been looked upon as being too

concerned with social nesds and the construction of simple village facilities

rather than with the development of resources and the nation-wide

adjustment between agriculture and industry; too scattered and undisciplined;
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too wedded to the status quo and dependent on the leadership of'Tormer

notables", too much on the fringe of the problem - in short, as being too

feeble an approach. Certain features in the initial programmes of these

countries bore some similarity to community development: for example,

the first loosely knit agricultural associations where some of the effort

of the peasants was pooled, particularly in the peak season; the early

partnerships where common ploughing, harvesting and purchase of seeds

and fertilizers were undertaken; instances Ahere the members of the

co-operatives jointly produced bricks and lime for house building. But

these were isolated and transitional features, and did not become part

of the main stream of the comprehensive process of economic transformation

in the countryside.

In Western Europe and in North America, although the comparatively

high technological level precludes the existence of national community

development programmes in the form in which they have become familiar in

less developed countries, programmes exist that embody the community

development concept of joint action by independent local groups and the

government for securing general local progress. Similarly, land reform

in the redistributionist sense is only seldom relevant, but there is

frequently a need to expand the scale of operation in the interest of more

efficient production, and sometimes also to strengthen certain supporting

services (agricultural credit, extension, etc.) or adopt special measures

that will help particular groups (war veterans, for example) to settle on

the land. Land reforms in this sense are quite often accompanied and

supported by the aforementioned community development action, especially

in areas dith lower than average income. The undertaking is commonly

viewed as one of providing many-sided governmental assistance as a basis

for mobilizing the resources of local communities confronted with transition

problems; minimizing harm to persons who have to change their accustomed

ways of life, such as the farm families living at or below the economic

margin; and guiding the process so as to further (or, where more planning

is favoured, maximize) development in the public interest. In addition,

there have long been in some countries single-purpose co-operative societies

in agriculture, sponsored and assisted by the government, such as the
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drainage boards in the Netherlands and the consorzi di bonifica which

originated in the Po Valley of Italy.

In the Netherlands, noted for its agricultural advance, the pressure

to enlarge the farming unit in order to achieve optimum efficiency

remains as strong as ever, and land consolidation in several forms is an

important contemporary action item. Several official and non-official

bodies carry on an educative effort to demonstrate the advantages of

consolidation in given conditions, but the initiative in any actual

reorganization has to be taken by the local farming community, and local

leadership has a determining role to play at every stage. After receiving

an application from the community, the Government agency holds consultations

for the purpose of preparing a provisional land reform plan. A vote of

the farmors concerned then decides whether further positive action should

be taken; if so, a representative regional committee is set up to give

effect to the reorganization programme.

In villages and areas with relatively high production costs and in

regions affected by land reform, pilot areas are set up, where, for a

period of about seven years, agricultural guidance is intensified.

Attention is also paid to providing domestic and social guidance, in close

co-operation with organizations of farmrs, farmers' wives, agricultural

workers and young people. Apart from the technical and financial progress

noted in these pilot areas, the use of the group method in particular is

reported to have brought very real changes in the attitudes of farmers

wherever the natural leaders among them have wholeheartedly supported the

proposed improvements.

In Sweden a community development programme in the strict sense is

not considered to exist. At the same time, even in areas where farmers

also own forest land, so that living close together is difficult, the

lack of physical proximity is not necessarily inconsistent with forming

a community of interest-; and taking common action to promote them. At

the present stage, there is constant pressure on the marginal unit in

agriculture to "blow out or get out". The authorities, having as the

primary goal of the agricultural programme the provision of opportunity
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or the farming popuation o reach anti nani.a , ncmewith thr roup,

att empt %o 'eIp aoimn & farmcrs who show in to remain In

business on one- or two-family farms by increaring the size andu efficiency

of their operations. There has also been some increased activity in the

exchange, redistribution and consolidation of forest holdings, to overcome

the problom of fragmentation. Technological progress is nevertheless

obliging many unfavourably situated farms to close down, and reduction

in the number of farm units is causing considerable de-population in

some areas.

Before 1952, there were about 2,500 communes in Sweden. Some of them,

having as few as 500 inhabitants, were then combined, as it was considered

necessary to have at least 2,000 persons to support a high standard of

civic amenities. Today, however, the communes built up in 1952 are again

too small and their resource base is too limited. In 1960, the Swedish

Government appointed a committee to develop recommendations for a new

rural commune pattern in which the smallest units would have 6,500 to

8,000 inhabitants, the number now regarded as needed for a modern school

syutem and other social facilities. A deliberate attempt is being made

to induce industries, especially food processing industries, to establish

their works in rural areas. Apart from the direct economic advantages of

proximity between production and processing, such decentralization of

industry gives an opportunity to surplus workers in rural areas to find

non-agricultural employment nearer their old homes. The industrial location

studies of the National Labour Market Board, and indeed the national

planning as a whole, are concerned with the requirements and prospects

of agriculture and forestry as well as of industry. On their side the

communes themselves are becoming industry-minded. Sometimes several

communes form a planning association to consider jointly how to organize

their development so as to utilize most profitably and fully their

material and human resources.

In the United States also, the upward pressure on the minimum size

of a viable farming unit is in evidence, and outmigration in response to

the pull exerted by urban areas continues. With the bost of efforts at

rehabilitation - as under the Rural Development Programme which started
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in 1955, using a community development approach - not all of the 36 per

cent of farm families with annual incomes of less than 32,000 Loheck

figures] oan bring their holdings and returns up to an economic level.

Through the expanded Rural Areas Development Programme supported by the

Area Redevelopment Act adopted in 1961 for rural and urban areas alike,

the Federal Government among other things set apart $100 million for

making loans on easy terms Jo farmers in depressed areas on certain

conditions. Nearly 74_/counties with mostly very small farms, obvious

unemployment and underemployment and steady emigration, and the capability

of development through systematic planning, have been declared eligible

for aid under this Act.

Most of the planning and development work is done by various local

associations' or organisations, such as co-operative societies, local

committees for community development and associations for rural development,

which generally integrate their efforts through a county committee.

Private groups and foundations, of which there are estimated to be nearly

10,000 in the United States, many of them serving rural areas, also play

a part. Federal and State agencies co-operate by providing additional

technical and financial assistance for agricultural development; by making

manpower studies and providing other technical aids for economic growth;

by improving health, educational and welfare services; by exploring

opportunities for increased business and industrial operations; and in

other ways. Considerable stress is put on building up smaller industries

on a dispersed basis, along with other non-agricultural employment

opportunities. In this connexion it is of interest that families living

on farms in the United States already derive about one-third of their

income, and are expected soon to draw the major part, from non-farm

pursuits.

E. Africa and the Middle East

In some parts of North and East Africa, an well as the Middle East,

the land reform problem still hinges on concentration of land ownership.

Instances can even be found where the detribalization of lands has

aocettuated unequal distribution in recent years. It may be legally

permissible in a particular country for a landlord to claim from the
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sharecropper three-fourths of the product. Even higher charges have

been recorded; these perhaps include payment for water and for goods and

services provided by the landlord. Around some of the eases, where all

cultivation depends on irigation, the reform of water rights may prove

particularly vital. In West Africa and the general region of Africa

below the Sahara, on the other hand, the land tenure problems - and

hence also the actual and readily possible relationships between land

reform and community development - tend to be of a different kind. The

size and superior quality of certain individual landholdings, including land

alienated to nwm7 raise important issues in some of these oountrios,

but the main point of departure for agrarian reforms is rather the

inadequacy of traditional communal tenure arrangements.

These communal arrangements are themselves subject to wide variation

from place to place, and often within a given country or area they are

in a fairly fluid state at the present time. Generally speaking, the

tribal concept of individual possession does not extend to land, which

along with the weather and water is treated as an inseparable part of

the life of the tribal community as a whole. There is a rough understanding,

more often a claim, about a tribe's possession of a region, probably

indicated by some major natural boundaries. ithin such a region sub-

groups havo evoi less clearly markod areas .ithin which their member

families may movo. Naturally the area or the rango or beat in which a

particular family practicing shifting cultivation has been accustomed

to move ovor the years has evon less definition or continuity of use,

The family itself is a fairly large group and its head, most often the

hereditary head, is respected as the most reliable interpreter of past

wisdom. But neither he as an individual, nor his family as a group, is

entitled, in the traditional communal system, to the continuous and

exclusive possession of any identifiable area of land.

Now, in many areas, the slow pastoral and agricultural rotations that

formerly allowed the grass and forest to recover after each period of use,

thus resting the soil and supplying natural fertilisation, are giving way,

under the impact of population growth, to faster cycles that deplete the

land. Meanwhile the tenure system provides few incentives for land

conservation and improvement. In parts of Libya and Tanganyika, for

example, where cattle are raised and life continues largely on a nomadic
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basis, communal tanurcs minimise personal responsibility for preventing

destructive overgrasing. Each individual, for reasons deoply rooted

in his culture, has an interest, rather, in increasing his herds, which

represent for him the basis of his social and economic well-being. In

areas where crops are planted, as in Ghana and Nigeria, the farmer may

or may not (depending on local custom) have security of tenure on a piece

of land for as long as he cares to use it, but in any case he has little

incentive to try to keep its fertility up since it is simpler after a

few years to ask for and get an alternative plot within the tribal holding.

Thus what is generally needed is a reform of communal tenure that

will promote settled frming. This may be carried out on clearly defined

individual family farms, where they can be made efficient through attention

to education and to investment in agricultural implements, etc., or on

larger, consolidated blocks of land, as under a form of co-operative farm

omnership or management system. Some combination of these arrangements

may prove best suited to the national or regional pattern. No one tenure

system can be regarded as superior to others in all circumstances.

Theoretically, the establishment of co-operative farming schemes could

be expected to meet with less resistance among people accustomed to

communal use of the land than among people 4ith a long tradition of

individual private property - the peasants of most countries of Asia, for

example. On tho other hand the appeal of individual o-nership tends
once cash rops are Introduced.

to grow strong/ (It may also be observad that, in a partly parallel

situation in Latin Amerioa, the old communidades have thus far not, except

in a few isolated cases, been converted into co-operative schemes of

production along modern lines.)

In practice, a number of countries of Africa, particularly the

French-speaking countries, have made considerable use of co-operative

organisations in agriculture - both co-operative societies for marketing

(especially the marketing of export crops like cocoa and peanuts), credit

and supply, and organisations that serve as a ganeral frame for individual

and traditional group efforts within the farming oommmnity.A This is

the case, for example, in Mali, Senegal, the Ivory Coast and the Malagasy

Republic. As in other parts of the world, co-operative societies have

4/ Coite Digby, Report on tho Co-operativo Movement in Africa (E/CN.14/133].
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often been started and carrid on without reference to any commuity

development programme conceived of as such. However, for the most part

the methods followed (the use of animateurs to work among the people, etc.)

embody the community development concept, with the accents placed on

central leadership and economic objectives. Land being for the most

part still plentiful, and importance being attached to the right of the

individual to use rather than to own land, tenure problems have scarcely

arisen. On the other hand, land reform as involved in the establishment

of co-c; oratively owned or managed farms is making its appearance here and

there as Governments look for ways of dramatically raising agricultural

productivity. This also is occurring in some English-speaking countries,

such as Ghana and Nigeria.

In Ruanda-Urundi, one of the most densely populated countries in

Central Africa, the demographic unit is the hill rather than the village.

The social units, family groups, are dispersed in a seemingly haphazard

way over the hillsides in semi-isolation. The area, somo 96 per cent of

which lies at altitudes between 1,000 and 2,500 metres, is predisposed to

soil erosion and loss of fortility by topography, general povcrty of the

soil and irregularity of rainfall. Traditional systems of land utilization,

characterized by bush burni, shifting cultivation under increasing

pressure of population, and ovarstocking of pasture land, have contributed

to accelerated destruction of the soil. Both feudal and clan elements

figure in the complex tenure arrangements. Pasture land is generally

utilized collectively, and cattle play an important role in the social and

cultural background of the people.

Noting that the present land tenure system in Ruanda-Urundi impedes

the rational utilization of land and consequently the development of

agriculture and stock-breeding, the United Nations General Assembly in

its resolution 1606 (XV) recommended that the United Nations and specialized

agencies be asked to dispatch an expert mission to study the problem of

land tenure and land utilization in this country, in co-operation with

the local authorities, with a view to determining how far the present

system is prejudicial to social and economic development, and to recommend

corrective measures. In the meantime, a United Nations community

development expert is being recruited in order to assist the authorities
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to plan and launch a national programme of community development in the

country.

Experience in the Medjerda Valley of northern Tunisia provides an

example of land tenure reforms that paved the way for successful community

devolopmont projects. This region, generally considered to be the

wealthiest in the country, suffered nevertheless from excessive concentration

of property in some parts and from fragmentation in others. In June 1958

a land reform law set upper and lower limits of 50 hectares and 2 hectares

respectively to landholdings in irrigable zones in this valley, at the

same time requiring beneficiaries to develop their land so as to obtain

maximum productivity from plots irrigated as a result of the Government

having constructed a large dam and network of canals. In order to assist

farmers to meet this obligation, the Medjerda Valley Office for Agricultural

Development, adopting the principles and methods of community development,

set about providing technical training, granting financial assistance and

organizing co-operative societies for production and marketing. New

housing, schools, clinics and mosques have also been constructed at the

main project centres, and social workers and nurses recruited. In a

concurrent development at Enfida in the central part of Tunisia, the

Government has been engaged, with the help of a Unitted Nations technical

assistance mission, in fostering an active community development movement

linked with the improvement of semi-arid land through anti-erosion measures

and caruful attention to water conservation. The land has been prepared

for the raising of grain and of olives, almonds, peaches and plums, and

has been distributed to some 4,500 heads of families, formerly scattered

in 100 little hamlets but now living in one-fifth as many new communities.

Th. measurce set in motion in the United Arab Republic (Egyptian

Region) by the Agrarian Reform Decree of 1952 continue to evolve and have

aroused widespread comment. First, among the 5 per cent of the country s

farmers who aoquired ornarship of land (usually 2 or 3 acres per family)

as a result of the initial land redistribution, the important step was

taken of creating supervised co-operatives, membership in which was

obligatory. In view of the need to maintain and improve the existing high

standards of cultivation, the Government designed these land reform
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oo-operatives to supply the services that a fully progressive landowner

.rould supply. Becutive authority was vested in competent agronomist

managers appointed by the Agrarian Reform Organisation. A system of uniform

(usually three year) crop rotations was introduced together with common

ploughing, irrigating and spraying, eto.; standards of cultivation and of

living rose. Furthermore - as the case study undertaken for purposes

of the present report indicates - these supervised co-operatives appear

to have succeeded over the years in also preparing their members to assume

a larger measure of administrative responsibility. Decisions in rogard

to the production and marketing of the main crops, cotton and wheat, as

well as in rzgard to savings, economic and social investments and other

financial mattors, have increasingly been taken by the board of directors,

dhich is elected by tho members from among themselves. The habits of

oorporato and progressive activity thus formed have influenced other

aspects of the life of members as well. An instance is thus provided of

a oo-operative farming scheme, originating in land tenure reform, which

has moved toward decentralisation of control and in this respect as well

as in its range of activities has exemplified community development principles.

The same system was also extended to new settlements as desert or

other waste land was reolaimed. Howevor, the supervisad co-operatives

did not give fall attention to the non-occupational aspects of the life

of their members, nor could they affect the non-agricultural population

or the holders of agricultural land in small parcels spread all over the

country outside the immediate areas of land redistribution. As a part

of the earlier national reformist movement there had been some activity

in the sphere of specific reconstructional and social welfare activities

in rural areas. After independence a systematic attempt was made to unite

the welfare and development services in each block of villages as rural

combined centres of social service, intended to cover the entire country

eventually. About 250 of these were established by 1958, located outside

of land reform areas as a rule and covering perhaps one-fourth of the

rural population. As a reform of administration these combined centres

or units, constituting the most extensive branch of the coummnity

development movement in the UAR (Bgypt), have produced useful results.

They have also brought within the reach of village people a number of

centrally provided services, particularly in hoalth, education and social
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welfare, as well as consid:-rable assistance in agriculture under the

rural economic development scheme launched in 1956. On the other band,

prior to the 1960 local administration law, which undertook to strengthen

local government and village-level participation in development activities,

less seems to have been done to operate at the basic rural level or to

associate representatives of villagers with the active functioning of

those centres. The absence until then of popularly constituted local

bodies seems moreover to have added to the difficulty of bringing about

an adequate ao-ordination among officers of the different Governent

departments concerned.

A recent development of the United Arab Republic's rural programme

which is of particular interest began in an experiment at Nawag at the

end of 1955. It was found that the f.nmurs long established in that area

were willing, aftor considerable discussion, to join in applying to their

operations on their small and fragaunted holdings the principle of

supervised credit and the key feuture of unified rotation introduced

earlier on newly transferred land by the land reform oo-operatives.

Individual holdings might be exchanged in some cases, but generally the

farmers with land in only one of the fields preforred to exchange their

crops on terms worked out in personal bargains with other farmers. They

thus gainod some of the basic advantagos of larger-scale operation and

management without sacrificing individual ownorship or losing its incentives.

The experiment proved successful in increasing output as well as in

promoting co-operative action, and began to be copied in other areas.

At the time of launching the country's five-year plan, in 1960, the same

formula was widely applied in reorganising the sevoral thousand ordinary

agricultural co-operative societies, which had been chiefly concerned with

credit and supply functions and had served mainly the larger landholders.

In that year a hundred villages adopted the Rawag system.

Information is lacking on tho present position in the Syrian Arab

Republic; when studied in the Syrian villages in early 1961, the agrarian

reform policy was impressive for its vigour and comprehensiveness.

Launched in Septomber 1958, this programme was closely pattorned on tho

reforms in the Egyptian Region, emphasizing (as is true also of the
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programme in Iraq) the grouping of furms in co-operatives for produotion,

marketing and credit. However, it provided for much more extensive land

redistribution: taken together with acreage to be allocated out of the

state domain, redistribution was expected in five years to affect some

60 per cent of the country's cultivated area. Differences also included

a more complete and much more widespread reliance on the supervised

co-operatives, with a view to stabilising and raising agricultural output

under widely varying rainfall and other physical conditions, and a

correispondingly smaller emphasis on the (combined) social service centres.

The latter, in view of the spaced-out pattern of villages in Syria and

the concept of agrarian reform as redominently an economic development

policy, were only beginning to be organised. Ordinary agricultural

co-o erativos and the rural crodit scheme were also new. Like the integrated

economic and coammity devel6pment programmes found in several villages

in the Governate of Latakia, these again followed only after the land

tenure reform provided the impetus. A United Nations expert was engaged

to assist in formulating a ten-year national plan for community

developenii establishirig pilot projects and training village level workers.

As a result of the very uneven population distribution, the conferring

of ownorship rights was accompanied bj oxtensive resettlement operations,

largely in the northeast* For examplo, at the beginning of 1961 forty

new villges were under construction in the Jesira to receive farmers

from the congested Hama rogion, where the holdings allocated in the first

year of the reform proved to be too small.

In Iran, several of the large blocks of Royal and public lands have

been distributed among farmors, many of whom were former tenants or

agricultural labourers. They soon showed that, as owners, they were

willing to work hard; however, lacking any experience of independent

husbandry or of corporate life of their own, they needed help if they were

to make good as successful farmurs and as prograssive membors of the

community. A village workor is accordingly being attached to each village

within the land reform area, to explain to the beneficiaries the

implications and responsibilities of the land reform measures and give

assistance on problems of farming and of social welfare. Institutional
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progress - for example, in setting up co-operatives - has been rather

limited to date.

F. Asia and the Far East

For Asia as a wholo, the dominant problem in rural development is

the heavy pressure of population on the land. Efforts to meet this

problem by the ingenious application of intensive faming methods have

had considerable success in some countries, notably in Japan and parts of

China. Additional incentives have been provided for the expanded production

and markoting of farm products wherever land-to-the-tiller reforms have

converted tenants into owners. Much of the cultivable surface of Asia,

however, is divided into farms that typically consist of only Ono or two

hectares or less and are often further subdivided into many tiny fragnents;

hence the question ultimately arises as to the compatibility of such

small-scale faming with the demands for increased income and for its

more equitable distribution between urban and rzural populations. In

the less populous or technically less advanced countries, other questions

are generally more relevant at the present time. However, in Japan, a

decade after the culmination of its path-breaking roform of land tenure,

this question increasingly engages attention. It may be noted that the

Japanese reform was carried through without any formal comnnity

development programme,, although representative local land committees played

an important part.

Experience in Taiwan illustrates the mutual interaction between

land reform and local activity of a community development type. (The

latter term is not in official use.) As regards rural reconstruction and

village wolfare, there have been several local institutions of farmers

helping to carry out programmes of intensivo improvement. The most

important of these, on the whole, is the long-established system of farmers'

associations, now reorganized as multi-purpose co-operative associations

with mainly economic functions including the provision of farmers'

supplies and of extension services, but with responsibilities also in

relation to homo economics and to general community life. When the
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Government's land reform policies were announaed (the successive phases

came into effect in 1949, 1951 and 1953), they received wide publicity

through the medium of radio, local newspapers, farmers' magasines, etc.

Local bodies joined their efforts with those of governmental agencies to

educate all-sections of the rural population concerning the measures

involved., Not only was a general consensus thus developed in support of

land reform, but its implementation in the years since ado tion has been
For example farm tenancy committees have been strengtened in order to simplify

better assuraJ The improvement of the tenants' position, and above all the
the new ownership opportunities, have in turn acted to dispel apathy and procedures

for
make the beneficiaries much more inclined to adopt new ideas and practices settling

such as those recommended by the farmers' associations, especially as the land
disputes.

farm credit programme has helped to provide the practical means. A study-

undertaken in Taiwan has, for example, shown that: (1) programmes of

community participation in construction of socially useful dorks became

more universally accepted after land reform; (2) the common people,

small holders and workers began to tako more intorest in practices seeking

to promote bettor public health and sanitation; (3) a much larger number

of actual cultivators welcomed and was benefited by agricultural extension

services; (4) more cultivators wore ready to join oo-operatives and

-to participate actively in their functioning; (5) women began to show

more interest in programmes connected with the home; and (6) the working

of rural civio organisations also became more broadbased and more

progressive as all sections evinced active interest.

The Republic of Viet-Nam early in 1960 made an effective beginning

in introducing farmers' associations patterned on tho Taiwan model.

Moreover, since May 1961 the responsibility for the farmersO associations

has been located in the same ministry as the responsibility for land

reform. Previously there had not been much connexion between the land

reform movement and the comnity development programme, except that

construction projects of the community development type were vigorously

pushed in resettlement aroas. Construction activity - the large-scale
building or rebuilding of roads, canals and dykes, as well as of schools,

health centres, markets, etc. - has been the main foature of the country's

community development programme. This fact, and the substantial labour

contributions requested of the people, reflect the manifest need to set
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up the physical infrastructure of rural development as quickly as

possible.

Land reforms undertaken elsewhere in the Asian region have made

less progrmss, and community development activities, together with

economic and social development generally, have been substantially

handicapped in a number of countries as a result. In the Philippines,

the land reform programme embodied in legislation has had limited scope

in practice; incentive effects have been noted in areas where land

redistribution has taken place, but these areas have been comparatively

few. One of the limiting factors is the requirement that tenants on large

estates who desire to have the legislation applied to a particular estate

have to present an application to the Government. The difficulties in

the way of comparatively resourceless and dependent tenants invoking

land reform measures in this way are almost insuperable, in tho absence 6f

a strong movement for building up a progressive and demociatio community

among the rural population. The community devolopment programme,

established in 1956 under the Presidential Assistant on Community

Development and grown to the point of employing 1,375 field workers by

mid-1961, has, however, succeeded in considerably strengthening local

government in some areas by training local leaders to fulfil thoir

responsibilities under the Barrio Charter, which came into force at the

beginning of 1960. Community development principles and methods have also

been applied in some of the land settlement schemes of the Philippines

Government, such as the Central Palawan settlement project on the island

of Palawan, and the San Luis project in Pampanga, Luzon, where land reform

and community development aganaies co-operated successfully in instituting

improvements that brought about the eventual return of former residents

who had abandoned the region at the time of Hukbalahap unrest.

Indonesia has announced quite a comprehensive programme of community

development, but the technical and organizational staff and other resources

required to carry it out are still largely lacking. The same limitations

appeur to operate in the field of land reform, where land consolidation

and the colonization of thinly populated parts of the country are principal

needs. The joint success of land reform and of community development
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thus awaits a strengthening of the developmental resources at the disposal

of the state and an activation of its development programme. In the

villages the present system under which leadership is exercised by an

elected head who normally serves for a lifetime, and appoints most of his

aides, is likely to have to bo revised and also supplemented at higher

levels. Efforts to bring this about are currently under contemplation

in Indonesia.

Ceylon has an active rural developmcnt programme, concerned mainly

with social rather than economic improvements, which originated as early

as 1947 and which is now functioning through some 8,000 rural development

societies, supported by more than 3,000 women's societies. The relationship

of this movement to land tonure reform and improvoment of the agrarian

structure has been largely indirect. Separately organized co-operative

societies, subsidized by the Government, havo provided the main instrument

for popular participation in agricultural developmont following the

adoption of land settlement and village expansion schemes. In regard to

rice cultivation, the Paddy Lands Act of 1958 created special cultivation

committees composed of representatives of tenant-oultivators, omar-

cultivators and landlords; these committees were given statutory powers

relating to the regulation of cultivation, -control of irrigation,

consolidation of holdings, establishmont of collective farms, etc., and

were also encouraged to undertake the construction of minor irrigation

works on a Government-assisted self-help basis. On the other hand, the

rural development societies on their part havo often boen active in

pointing out the need for village expansion and in helping to build tha

additional roads, community wells, houses and other structures required,

and they have also assistod in selecting landless persons in the village

to participate in the colonization schemes. Again, whera such colonies

or settlements have been established, the formation of new rural development

socicties has boen encouragcd in order to foster a sense of community

among the settlers and carry out needed community projects.

India's community devolopment programme, which is not even remotely

approached in size by any other in the world, is expected to cover the

whole country by 1963. It is a programme largely concerned with agricultural
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improvement but at the same time one that seeks balance and compromise

between the objoctivos of economic development, social justice and

democratic growth. The country's land reform plans are proceeding at

an uneven pace in the several states; legislation was expected to bo

adopted by all states by the end of 1961, tut implementation has fruquently

lagged. The complexity of the problems involved in introducing agrarian

reform and reconstruction in any society of small peasants is well

demonstrated in this vast laboratory. For examplo, the overall scaroity

of land in relation to the demand for land ownership is indicated by

findings of the National Sample Survey in 1954, which showed that, in

order to provide just two acres of land (irrespective of its quality)

to all rural households aspiring to land odnership, it would be necessary

to impose a ceiling on individual ownership of 20 acres (again irrespective

of the quality of the land); th;. need for a large expansion of non-

agricultural employment opportunities is here clearly apparent. Another

aspect is brought out by the findings of a case study undertaken in

Oujarat State for purposes of this report. As might be expected, tenure

status war shown to be more important than size of holding in influencing

decisions with respect to land improvement; i.e., the tenant who did not

own the land had not much incentivQ to invust in its improvement, no

matter how big the holding. On the other hand, contrary to whbt had been

found in a similar study in a nearby area seven years earlier, non-ownership

was less of an obstacl than small size of holdings when it came to the

adoption of improvod cultivution practices - such as the use of improved

seed and fertilizur, stressed by the community devolopment programme's

village level workers. To the extent that the sample was reprosontative

of conditions elsewhera in India, these findings can perhaps be taken as

indicating some progress in improving the conditions of tenants and

some further sharpuning of the economic issue of scale of production.

Even now, despite the impressive growth of India's community

development programme, the objective of reaching each farmor and helping

him to plan for the best utilization of his land is far from being attained,

particularly in the case of small farmers. The survices of personnel,

as well as of institutions like co-operative associations, tond to be

restricted in their coverage and their scope. Progress along all these

lines is being made, and there is little doubt that, where land reform has
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actually been carried out, community development has helped to make it

more fruitful to the beneficiaries. Moreover, since the community

development organization, under the policy of democratic decentralization,

is evidently on the road to being merged with the local government

panchayats, and the latter are being given some responsibilitios in some

states in connexion with consolidation of holdings as well as other

aspects of land reform, the lines of association are probably beginning

to draw a little closer. But, by and large, land reform has thus far been

in process of being brought about without any synchronization with the

progress of community development, while people concerned with oozmmnity

development have generally held aloof from land reform measures. This has

been helpful neither to land reform nor to community development. It is

recognized that the purposes of land reform have often been defeated by

unsocial behaviour on the part of former landowners. This problem would

have been minimized if community development organizations had done more

to advise tenants and new owners about their rights and had created the

necessary strength of local opinion. Moreover, even the larger landholders,

who tend to benefit the most from the economic aspects of the assistance

provided by community development, are sometimes deterred from making

further investments and improvements in their land because of the social

tensions resulting from the unresolved land tenure situation. Here again

the point is demonstrated, with regard to land reform and community

development, that one without the other is only partially successful in the

best of circumstances.

The tendency to pursue land reform and community development as two

separate and independent programmes of rural reformation is visible

in Pakistan also. The Village Agricultural and Industrial Development

(Village AID) programme was launched in 1953 and achieved extensive coverage,

It became closely linked in the villages with the national Basic Democracies

programmes inaugurated in late 1959, and was then requested to help also

in implementing certain land reform programmes such as the consolidation

of fragnonted holdings. However, its separate organizational existence

was recently tc-rminated and its ntaff scheduled for gradual absorption

by tho Agricultural Developmunt Corporations newly established in both

provinces, the Minis try of Agriculturc, Basic Democracies, co-operatives,
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small sample area in West Pakistan found that Village AID workers were

moro easily able to organize activities in areas where landownership was

widespread, and that they reported now owners to be aager to increase

production; but they did not, on their part, explain the oes of
reforms (to tenants, large owners who had to surrenler , small

t enaiii-owners affectod bj compulsory consolidation, or others) or help

to settle any disputes arising out of those reforms. It was also to be

taken into account, however, that the earlier land reforms had been

introduced five years or more before Villago AID was brought to the

villages in this sample, while the more far-reaching reforms of 1959 had

been in effoot too short a time to have had spectacular results.

G. Special Land Tenure and Community
Development Problems of Nomadic and Tribal Groups

Apart from land reform and community developmont issues in the usual

sense, there arise in a number of countries in various regions of the

world special problems posed by the existence of tribal or nomadic groups

within their territory, groups that have yet to create the very

foundations of a settled and forward-looking economy. In seeking to bring

about constructive adaptations by and for the people concerned, it is

important to ensure that the essential values of the land reform and

community development movements are not lost sight of. For purposes of

this review, some illustrations are chosen from Africa and the Middle East.

Solutions are facilitated if the special transition noeds of tribal

groups are not of massive size. For instance, the United Arab Rejublic

(Egypt) has a tribal population of about 55,000, and the overnment can,

with suitable international assistance in personnel and matorial, help

bring about their early absorption into the current of national progress.

The large schemes of r.settlement and of progress unler co-operative

arrangements which are being made for the old and new lands under irrigation

will afford suitable opportunities for such a programme.

Israel has within its borders quite a sizeable group of Bedouin

tribesmen who are still largely addicted to a wandering life, and who

live on a very poor standard of productivity and social amenities. The

progress made by Israel in regard to settlements and agrarian development
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would provide additio..al helpful lessons if utilized to bring about an

early rehabilitation and development of Bedouin tribesmen. The personnel

and organiiation needed for the purpose are available in good meacure

Arth the Government and could in any case be strengthened if necessary,

A well planned, well endowed and well executed plan of rehabilitation

of this tribal group would be of great assistance to similar pro jects in

other countries and other areas.

Sudan, which has gathcrod rich experience in regard to agrarian

development in Gezira and elsewhere along the Nile, has some diverse

problems of resettling tribal groups within its area. For example, the

need to rehabilitate the Hadendowa tribesmen in tha North-East has been

engaging the Government's attention lbr some time. A special educational,

social and economic programme implemented through local official agencies

was introduced, and arrangements were established for consulting and

co-operating with tribal representatives, some of whom are very capable

and progressive leaders, in the planning and carrying out of these

measur.s. The relatively slow progress of rehabilitation of these

tribesmen, who number more than 100,000, has been oausing some concern,

however. That their lot has generally improved and that they are finding

a growing interest in a settled form of life is shown by the fact that

their numbars are increasing, both through natural addition and through

incorporation of smaller groups, and by the fact that saveral among them

have begun to have a second home on a settled site in which social

amenities are provided. But, in the absence of occupational rosottlement,

all other efforts at promoting better agricultural practices or more

progressive social life among thum are proving somewhat ineffective. The

natural conditions of the region where they live, along the Gash river,

limit the amount of whole-time or secure agricultural employment that can

be offered to them. Historically, this is one of the main reasons why,

although many other groups got settled in other parts of the Near

Eastern region, the Hadendowas continued to be pastoral and nomadic,

Not only for cultivation, but also for grasing and to find drinking water

for their cattle and for themselves, these people have to be on the move -

following as a rule a fixed cycle and a fixed route, and with all their

cultural and social habits, including their own form of strong oommnmity
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organisation, bearing the stamp of these basic aspects of their physical

and occupational routine. How to make their stock raising and cultivation

more productive, how to provide for those who cannot find employment in

traditional occupations, and how to approach their minds so that they may

see the opportunities and advantages of a new way of life is the question.

The experience already gained in Sudan provides the basis on which a more

comprehensive survey of the situation in all its aspects might proceed to

the point of framing satisfactory programmes of developmental action.

Further south in Sudan's Equatoria province, in the heart of the

African continent, the country is ideally situated for grazing but cattle

have been almost non-existent for some time owing to the ravages of the

tsetse fly. Some members of the local tribes have therefore turned to

shifting cultivation, although most tribesmen prefer hunting to this

precarious way of subsisting. A crop such as cotton in no way answers the

felt needs of the people, and efforts to promote its cultivation have not

evoked much response. Yet the experience of several social workers shows

that these people are responsive to opportunities to lead a settled

life of productive activity linked with the corresponding economic and

social services. A major educational undertaking, in which the Government

could be assisted by international agencies, might supply the social

energy behind a suitable programme of economic transformation, based on

the resources of the land and the efforts of the people.

Reference may be made again to the broad problem of the evolution of

communal land tenur, arrangements, to which attention was given in an

earlier section. This characteristic problem may find varying solutions

in different parts of Africa. In the Madhona tribal area of Southern

Rhodesia, a systematic attempt is under way to transform the vague and

general concept of tribal possession and individual use by registering

present users, along with the area and bounaries of their customary land,

In fixing particular persons as registered users of a given piece of land,

prescriptive rights are generally followed but adjustments by the allotment

of other land are made whenever necessary. The registered individual

title-holder then gets a deed or certificate; although he cannot mortgage

or sell the land, it mar pass on succession to the person named by him.

This is a new exporiement and, except as exporters make advances to
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cultivators of exportable crops, the institutional aids - credit,

agricultural supplies, marketing facilities and technical advice -

needed to make individual farms increasingly productive have not kept

pace. A plan to start co-operative organisations to meet these needs has

yet to be fully implementod.

From these illustrations, as from others that might have been chosen,

it is clear that tho drawing of tribal and nomadic groups into the

mainstream of national advance requires an intensive and comprehensive

effort. Members of tribal communities have been adjusted to particular

ways of thought and action which their institutional life has expressed

and supported. When the whole complex of values and achiev'ments is to

be altered to suit the requirements of modern technology and of inter-

dependence on a national or even a worldwide basis, the effort at

transformation will have to touch all aspects of individual and social

life in a simultaneous and balanced way.
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